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SENATE, No. 1670 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

INTHODl Tf·~D t>EPTEMBER lG, 1!.182 

By Senator DAL'rON 

HefPrred to Committee on EnPrgy and Environment 

AN AcT concerning certain ha1.ardous suhstanees in the workplace 

and the community. 

BE IT F.SACTED by the Senate and Genaal Assembly of the State 

2 of Nen· .Jersey: 

1. 'l:his act shall '"'known and may h" cited as the "'Worker and 

2 Community Right to Know Ad." 

1 2. 'rhe LP.gis!ature hereby finds and lldPnnines that the prolifera-
,, 

tion of chemicals in the workplace and thn community poses a 

3 growing threat to the lwalth of employees and community n~sidents 

4 who are or may be l'xpotietl to these cht>micals; that the number and 

;, varidy of these chemicals makes effPctive monitoring of these 

(i potrntial hrnlth hazards by governmental aw~ncit>s difficult and 

7 expensive; that Pmployees and comrnnnity re~hlents themselves 

R are ofter1 in the best position to detect evidPncP of f'ffcet:; of 

9 P'\pOsllro: to hazardous sul1~tances, providell they are aware of the 

10 nature of the chemicals to which they may he or have been exposed; 

U that employees and community residents lta\·e an inherent right to 

12 know thf' <lnngers to which they may be expo~ed in their workplace 

1:3 nnd tht,ir couunuuity so that they ma_,. make knowledgeable and 

14 reasoned deeisions concerning their employment, lidng couditions, 

15 and thr need for corrective action; that local fire, safety, and health 

Hi oflicials 11eed detailed information ahout tlw clmractl'ristics and 

17 quantities of chemicals stored and used within their juri::<dictions 

18 so that thPy can properly plan for and respond to emergencies; 

19 that rount.y anti municipal executive and legislative offieials, and 

· 20 members of planning boards, need detailed information about the 

' 
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ehura•·t.:ri.,ti•·~ ::u:rl •-tuantities of dtr·ntit'ah< 11:" . lh·d alld stored in 

th:r ,·u!luuu::ities: that law enforcement oilieiul~ l!P<~J detailed 

info:-n,:-ttioH ahont the rharacteri~tics nwl quantiti•·s of chemicals 

l!w,,!l,.,! :l!:•l ston·•l in tlteir commmtil' ., '•· l'nalolt' ilt<ollt to euforel! 

eompli:-tr:ee '':ith U!JJ.>lieahle laws nnd reg•th! iottS: !hat the pre~ence 

•~of •· 1···:nil'::ls ir• !h.· workplaee o[t(•Jt ~ern·s n' :\': <·arly waruin;; 

m<·eha::i>t:l for p•·t~J.tial exposur., of t!H• tH!Ilii(' to tlw,;,, ch<:lllicals; 

that eoatai1:ers uf chemicals and ch•·Jnieal wi;;.tur"s should be 

elt-arly blwlt><l at all times with !lwir l'ft<'lniett 1 ·:nJ,t.•nt~; and that a 

1•ohy •.1f i•l•cnti:-:ration of chemira~:; f:wilitatr-" tht• preHntion of tlw 

arh·t-r~,, dY•cCt 0f chemical cxp<•.<U!'<' hy re\[Uirtl•.~: ideutilicatiun of 

('hemiea!s hpfore tl:~>y h:we bcPu prow11 to l>e ltnzanlous. 

The Let:i5la:urr thert>fore •lee lares that it i~ in tlH• l'ublic interE>st 

for ••n ,,1m·,,,,, <'.1J(l cou;mm·iity rc·~ir!.·J:t~ to han arrl';<S to informa

tio" 1>hout dt·•micnls which rtr•• stor"tl in or t·mittP<l from their 

workplace aw[ ronununities. 

3. :\s m·erl in. thi5 act: 

a. ''Chemical'' means any material listed in the latest edition of 

th•· .:-.;atio;:al Tn~titute !'or O.·cupatioJ!Hl ~afety anrl H!'alth's 

He:;iq ry oi Toxic Eff .. cts of Chemical !:::luh~talH'l·s, hut shall not 

inelwlt• rhcmir~tls unintentionally pn·spnt iu a compound in a 

ronce·~tration of li'5S than 0.5~~ by wei~ht or chemicals contained 

in p;tr·~:ag.:·s offered for ~ale at rdail ,;Inn~~. 

h. ··~[at.:rir,l safety data sheet" llH"<ms n \\Tith~n docnment 

pn•par~d l•y the mnnul'arturer of a ehemieal whi('h ~hall conform 

t0 thC' format of. and contain the infor111ation rrltttired by, the 

rnitNl States Department of Lahor form n:-;1 LV~O, material 

:;nfdy data shl'Pt (lat!'st edition). Thr mntt•rial safety data ~heet 

shall contain the name, address, and tel.,plwne nnmller of the 

perso1: rt"spOltsiule for preparing it, and the elate on which the 

.:;h<eet was pr•·pared, and shall provide, at the minimum, the fol

lowing information: 

\ 1) T.he sr•·ritic chemical l>allle whieh f'Oll!'orm~ to the Chemil'al 

.\LHrnl"t Service rules of Jlont'"Jtelatun•, the Chcmieal Ah~tract 

~l'ITi<'c• ll\l!ld.0r, tht> trade lllllll•', :w•l all CoJJllUOn Jlilllll'S of the 

c·ltenlieal aud of each of tlw component dt<'UJicnl.-; cndained in any 

mi...'\.tnre; 

( :2) .\ n·fc·n~JH'e to all relent ~~t intonnai.it•ll "" tlll' citt:tnieal from 

ti"~ Jtlu~t recent t'Llition ••f th•· :\nt~onal In.-tit.ulc· !"or Oc,•upatimtal 

:'c1t\·r: anJ llt•alth\ RPgiFtr.\· o[ Tt>xi•l l·:t't'eds of C!temieal 

~uL~tanceR; 

\~:} The el!t:mieuFs soluhility in water, \apnr pr.,ssnn· at ~tan

dar.! l't)lltlitin!i'- o)[' tt>n:pt'l'!llllrt~ 1\JI(J pi'PSSlli'P, t\11<] flash point.; 

' 
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(4) The hazard" posed by the dwmiral. irrr!nding it< toxicity, 

earcrno.£::• ni··itr. mntagr·nicit,·. teratogcni,.it~·. tlanmmlrility, explo

~in•Iil'~~. ~nrro~i,·ity awl n~af'ti,·it~·. indlldin.!.!: ~Jwr•ifie information 

011 ils r.;artio, ity o,·;j:lt 1vater; 

(5) A de=-•·ript:r•:,, in non-technical lungna.c·p, of the m;utr> nnd 

chronic h<·altlr t: lt•·c: s and risk:; frow exposure. incluJing the med

ical COIJclition~ that tuight be ag(l"ravated by exposure, a1ru any 

pern1i~siblt' ;,.\pusure limits e~tablislu·d by tl~t.: Occupational ~afety 

and Health ~\dmiuistration; 

{6) 'fhe potential routes and symptom~ of exposure; 

(7) The proper pn~cautions, handling pntl"tic:es. necessary per

~011al protective e4uipment, rccommeudN! engineering contr·ols, 

aud other satety precautions necessary or b<m~>fieial. including 

spct·ifit: inforl!lation 011 lww to fight a firl' that involves the 

chemical; 

(8) Tire appropriate emerg<'Hcy and first aiel }JJ'Oeedm·e~ for 

spills, tin·s, di:;J!u;ai, potenti:d explosions, ancl acrideutal or UTI· 

planue.J f,J,,ission" iHvolving the chemical; 

c. •'Public iiJfurmation data ~lteet" uwan~ a written rloc.ument 

prepared by an .-mployer whieh lists all the f'ltemieals Histing or 

l>eing lmutteJ from his facility for which watPrial ~nfl't~- data ~heet 

form~ ar•" required. The public information data ~heet shall provide

the followiug information for each chemical listed: 

( 1) 'I.' he chemical':> specific chemical uame conforming to the 

Chemical . .:\ bstrad :::iervice rules of nomenrhture and the Chewical 

Abstract Service number of the cJwmical aJI(l of the component 

chemicals contained in uny mixture; 

(2) 'J'he total amount in weight of the chemical handled at the 

facility durin!! tlw previous 1:.: months; 

(:3) The types of containers used to contain thr chemical and the 

~treet-adclress locations at which the clwuri•;ul is used. storell, 

haudled. or gencratecl; 

( 4) The., nwximwu rate of emission of tht' dtemi('a] into t.hP air, 

the annual total amount of emission, and thr loc'atiou of the source 

of the t'mi~sion; 

(5) ThP ou-site location of eithf'l' the eltruiieal or the wastes 

rr>sulting from the u;.e, disposal, or handli nc; oi' thr f'hemicals; 

d. "llischarge'' nwans the emis~ion of a eheurif'al into th<! air or 

,,·ater. or onto thP bnd, whether nrcirlenl11! or il!fc>nfional, wltirh 

1s ""f 1rart or a normal mnnufaduriug prot·ess and ,.,.!rielr i~ not 

Gtlterwi~l' l'l'J'nrt able under tlli:; act aHd v.ltit'h i "'·oil PS more th:m 

5r){) pound:; or .j;J gallons of the ehPmicul, or any quantity of a 

<'I1Pmica! thnt lw~ been listed hy thfl J),~partmPnt of Environmental 

Protectiuu as a spr·l'ialliealth l1azard clwmi('al. 

' 
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e. '·Employer" in addition to its mmal nwnniHg means any indi

\·iclual, corporation, state or local _gov(~J"nment or any agency, 

aa:hority, dPpartment, bureau or instrnnJPntaliiy thereof, but shall 

11r.t i:.dll(le '-'lilployers who employ OJ1:-.· •lniiJl >tie ~<'rnmts . 

f. '·Cor.tainer" means a container us.~rl to ~torP or otherwise hold 

·,.J,ctHicals, and shall include pipelin~s . 
g. '·Facility·· means the contiguous area, lmilrliJJ:;, and equipment 

t;se.J by any eDJ]Jloyer at a single location in thC' conduct of busineRs. 

h. "8pecial health ha7.ard clwmit·al" IJH~mts any known or sus

~·ected carcinogen, mutagen or teratogru as dPfiiH~tl hy the depart

mP.c.t, any chemical assigned a toxicity l1az:ml rating of 3 in the 

most recent edition of N. Irving Sax's Uallg"t'ron~ l'rojJnrties of 

Inlustrial Mati'rials: and any other chemieal so dt,~ignated by the 

department. 

i. "DPpartment" means the Department of Environmental 

Protection. 

-t. a . .Every employer ~hall obtain a material safety data sheet 

for c-adt rhellli<';ll or chemical component of n mixture existing or 

em~tt<"d at l1is i:icility wl1ich is a sperial health hazard chemical, and 

t'or en·ry chemical or d~<~mical component of a mixture which is 

regularly stored or handl~d in the fucility in amounts in excess of 

:;o,) pound;;, c;r 55 gallons, wh~ehevcr i» los~, !.luring a 24 hour 

pE':io•l, eX<'t>pt that a single material safety data she~t may be ob

taine..i for a chemical mixture if the mixture has been submitted 

to >ufticient analy:si.~ and tf'sti ng- to justify a valid jurlgmcnt of its 

properties, and till: mixture label identities the mixture's constit

IH:m l'lamli••al>: E\·ery employer shall annually update any ma

t ... tial safety data sheet rl'quired pursuant to this Sf~etion. 

b. En~ry employer shall prepare and annually upifate a public 

information data sheet for each facility and transmit it to tbe 

department. 

c. E\·ery employer shall establish anrl maintain an up-to-date 

mat~rial:afety data sheet and public information data sheet file 

at his f;:c'i!ity. Employer~ shall p•ltit the public information data 

shl'et for tlH; facility and a notice of the availability of the material 

~afety data sheeb un bulletin boards readily acPe~sihlc to em

ploy<!d, ;nul ,.)Jail prodd<· emph>ye''" wiU1 any mat urinl prepared 

by tl;e deparin,.omt designed to inform "mployee~ of their rights 

r•:1r::-aant to tLi" act. l~mployers ~hnll provitle their <'mployees with 

RC•'""" to:.. murerial ~afety data shet't within 2+ }Jour;' of a reqnf'~t 

1 h~rt'i'or. 

d. Etuploy;·r.-; ~<hall ,,~tahlish an .-tlncation and training program 

!or ctll current aml future employeed, w!Jidt shall inform employees 
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of ih" natnre of lh·· ··h• T!li•_·nls to whieh thPy mny hP expo:sPd in tlt .. 

cour<P of tl~t·ir Prnpl"Ylll•'lll, the potr·ntial hPalth risks which the 

ehemir•al~ pose, anrl the J•roper and ~af,, proce<lurP~ for halidling the 

chemicals umkr all ci rclllnshmr.e~. Employm·s shn II provide current 

emplo~·ecs with 1/H' "duration and t r·aining program wit Lin 120 

r\ay;; of the effec·t iYc rlalt' of this art, and nnnually th<>reaftf'r, and, 

fo1· employN•' hin·d tit,·r·'~lftPr, within thP first month of rmploy

ment and nmrnalh tlt"l'l'nfler. l·~mplo~·ers ,.,halL prm·idr all pro:'l

pecti,-e Pmplnyree~ wit]: notice of the m·ailability of the pnblic 

infonnation clata ~J,er.t and the material Kafety rlata ~heels. 

"· Emplo~·rr~ ~halllahl'l container;; whit'lt contain more tl:an 500 

pounds nr :J,-, g-allon~ of a ehemieal or any quantity of a spPcial 

lr•·alth hazunl ehemical Luhelc; shall h,! tixed on containers at all 

times and shall cknrly id<"nlify the common name, Chemical Ab

:<tract Service nnmlwr, and the health and safety dang-ers pose1l by 

the chemical. 

f. Employer< shall rPport any disrhnrge to the flepartmt>nt within 

4S hours of the occurrence or the discharge. 

g. B<~gil!nin~-: 1:::'0 tlays afte1· the elft>cth·e date of thi~ act, no em

ployer shall sht·e, g'<'nerato, hamlle, or emit any chemical unless he 

is in com1Jliancn with the provisions of this section. 

:1. rf any employt·r elaims that the provi~ion of the information 

ref]nin~d for a pniJli<' information data sheet. would disclo;;e a trade 

secret or otherwis" put hirn at a competitive disadvnntage, he may 

rc111wst the tlt•p:nhnent to conduct an administrative hl•:,ring to 

determine tlt•l legitin,ney of tl1e claim. The departm••nt. may, after 

sueh a hear in~~. rousi. i··r u public information data slH,el, or a por

tion tlrt>reof, to l1c conlideutial, nnd not to be made availahle to tbe 

publir·, if the enrploy•·r <:au show that the public iufonuation data 

~hePt, or a portion ttwrE>of, if made fJnblic, would Jivnlge processes 

or pt·oduction method,, unique to the employer or would otherwise 

adver~ely affcet tradP secrets. No employer may make a claim of 

ennlirlentialit.y cOJl!'eruing emission or discharge data pertaining to 

chcmirals which art· potentially toxic in the cnvironmeut.. The de

partment may nd .• •:r"' information subjcc1: to a daim of contiden

tiality to a liccn;;cd J•hysician or osteopath when the information 

i>< need,,,] for a m•·tli"al diagnosis or the treatnwnt of a P"~'"'Jll ex· ' 

po~eJ to a (<hemical. The department may n"1ui ru the phy~ieian or 

osteopath to sil\11 a11 agrecweut protecting the conticlcntia! iuforrna-

tion from pnbli0 <belosure. 

ti. a. K~wept. as otlwrwisc provide1l in Uri,; act, any ••mployec, 

inelnding- all Pmplnyl'C of tlw State or any l'"litieal ~uhdivi!<iou 

thereof, ot· auy eoll·-·ctive bargaining agl.'nt of <Ill employee, may 
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r•·que::.t, in writing, from hi$ •:mvloyPr a ~opy of a public informa

tion r!ata ~heet or a. mat(·rial safety data slwd tiled pursua11t to 

thi ... !td fu,· the facility at which '"' u employed. The employer 

.-l~:.Upro\·!,Je any JHthlir iuforruat>•P data ~beet or material safE'ty 

data ,JIC'd so rP<Jlli'ste<l within 2t Lonr.; of t.lw rcqu('st. If the 

request for a puh~ic irdounation data shed or material ~afety data 

~heet is not l10nored, any worker shall haw f he right to refuse to 

work with a chemical for "·hirh a !'!.>quest was made without los~ 

of pay or any ntlter rig·ht or pri\'i lt:!~t· until the request i~ honored. 

b. Any emplo~·ec or an L'mplo::ee's reprrsPutnliHl who bcli•·\'I'R 

thai an <'mployer bas not eomplieu witlt tlw prol'ision~ of this 

~f'··tion ma~- tile a eompiaint with tltP Comrnis~ioncr of the Depart

t:tCl•L of Labor. l·pon recPipt of tltc- (•omplaint, the commi;.sioner 

shall inn:>.ti~atr the alle~ation~ con1 tined bt the complaint. and, 

i! rile commis!<ioner th;cm~ that the rt.tploycr is in violation of the 

pn>\·isions of tbi:; s('clion, ]!,. shall iuitiaie a cil·il action by sum

mar.' proeePuing under •·the penalty enl'on~ement law" (N . • ]. S. 

::.\ :J~-1 ct. ~"'!·)· Any employer violating the provisions of this 

~edion ~hall he liable to a penalty of HOt less than $2,500.00 and a 

prison term of not less tluw 30 days fllr e;wi! olfense. If the viola

t;oll is of a continuing nature, each day duri11g which it continues 

shall constitute au additiot,al and separate o!Icnse. 

I. a. Xo employer ~!taU ,Jiscbarg-c, ctr ('aU~P to be discharged, or 

otlwrwise discipline or in any wny penalizn or discriminate against 

any employee because the employee or the empioy~;es collectiv(' bar

.::aittiug ag-('nt has tileJ any cornpbint, or has instituted, or caused 

t<~ he in~tituteti, any procPedin!!;s rchtb!d to the provi~iuns of this 

act, or has cxerP-isl'rl any rig-Itt provided in this act. If any employer 

take~ any (lisciplinary action against a worker within 90 days after 

the worker has exercised any right provided in tltis act, there is a 

rebuttable presumption that the employer's action was in retalia-

1inn to tht> worlH•r's cxerei~c of these rigllts. 

h. Any ('mployee who beli<!ves that he has h<'cn discharged, dis

;•iplinNT, or otherwise penalized or di~eriminated against by any 

i'mployer in violatiott of ~uh;:p('tion a. of thi~ ~e.,fion may, witltiu 

;)II day~ o! tlte Yiolation, or witlti!l :{{) day-: after lw first obtains 

kHowl·~dg•' that. a Yiolati<m o<'eurreu, tile a complaint with the 

l'ommi~;:iouer of La!tl•t .tll<- .. :!ng- ouch a dolat.ion. ·within :m 1hy~ 

of l'•!l'Pipt of n <:ompilunl, tlte t'ommi,Hiunnr of Labor ~lmll conduct 

at\ inYe~tigationanfl detf'l·l~•inc if the colllplnint is fri1olou'!. If the 

, Ol:lllJiS>lOth>i' dO•'' not dnelll tJw !:Ol1ljllatll!. ft'tl Ilion.<, ]H' Sltail rd"r 

tl .. • l'Otllj>laiut to thr. Oili···~ or Administrati\·e L:tll, which ,.;Lall COil

duct a hearing on the complaint pur~uant to the provisions of P. L. 
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1!17'.. e. (jj' II'. ;,2:14F··1 et ~Pq.). 'i'his h":lling- sh:1ll he un adjudi. 

eatory procp,•din.!!·· nud ~hall be rondnrted /IS a contested CHSe pur

~<nant to tb• ".\<lmini~l rntiY<> Pn"'"'lnte Act," 1'. L. 1!lli8, r. 410 

(l'. :i~:Hf: ·1 • I ""'l·)· It' tlu• Conmti,;,;ioller nl' Lahnr or employee 

intr .. Jnce;, edd<'lll:e tllil1 prior to tltl' nllt·~~Nl \·inlation tlte employee 

l'n.~,:-ed in <H:ii,·ily pr.,:l'de<l by this ad, the Pmployer ~1~:~11 hiiYP 

the hnr<ll'!l to ~h"w ,ins1 ,·anse for !tis action hy clear and {:onvinring 

eYidettee. Tht• arimiui"trath·e law judge's action on the complaint 

sha!IJJ•.• ('OII,jc]o·I'P<] the TIIllll ll,!!Pnl'~· urtion thereon for the purposes 

of tlw ".\.rlministrntivt> ProcP.durt> Act," nnrl Rllllll hP. snhjrcl only 

to ju,liehl r•·,·ipw as providPd in tlu~ l:nles of Court. 

8. Any pi'non ,;halllt:we the right to in~ped and reprochwe ma

terial safety rlntn ~h,·l't~ ani! public information clala !!lteets, \vhich 

~ball hi' a,·aibb!.' at rP;l-<onablr· hours nnd rPit'lonnhlc costs at the 

offi,•e of t!Je department and at p:wh coonnty b{'alth tlcpartm!'nt or at 

the rom1ty clPrk if no county hPalth depat·tmf>nt exists. 

!l. Any pE>rsunmn~· bring a ch·il :u·tion in la'" or f>quity on his own 

hek<lf ,1 .::'1in~1 a11~· Plllplnyt•r f01· a violation of any provi11ion of tl1is 

net ul' any rnh· nncl t• .. g-nlation promull:'atc·rl pnr~u11nt tl1erf>to or 

ag-ain~t llu· DL•pa ,·tmcut of Bnvi rnmnentnl Protpction or the De

partnwut of Labor for failnrc to .;>nforce tltf> provi~ion!'l ol' this act 

n1· :my rul•' nr rl'~ulation pmlllnlgnt•·d pur~n1111t then•to. 'l'he 

Snp"rior ( ·.,urt ~I mil haY<· ;inr·i~·lidion ol' thc'l' ul'lion~, and it shall 

not he tu·cr·~~ary to Ill'' rnaintnhtancL' of the ac·tion that tl1e per:-1on 

hrii~~im.:: 1 j;,. ad ion pnwe that !11• hu~ :·atffPt'l'd nr will suffer pl'l'

sollal Jo~:< nr d:nnug-n. Thr court may awanl, w]t .. ru•vcr it de·~ms 

appropriat••, ••;J~b cof Jiti~ntion, inC'Iuding rt>a·nllat.l" altorJlC'Y and 

expert witnf'~s fees. 

10. ThP d·'pnrtmf'nt :<hall: 

a. )f:>intain a fill' <'Ontainin<:t '' matf>r•i::d :<llf<'ty data F<hcet. for 

NWll chrmical !'Xi~tin~ o1· rnrittNl at f111•ilitiN• within the State and 

a pnhli,, inr .. rmalinu data sheet for each facility in the State. If 

thl' tii•par·tnll'nt is unable to oht:tin a material ~nfety data sheet 

from the tn:mnfar·turer of a clH·Iuil•al, the department may ohtaiu 

tlw mnh•rial safP.ty clnta sheet fl'Om tUI rmployer who listed tlw 

elw:nicnl 011 a pnhli{' information data ~hert required pnr~uunt to 

thb ad. Til•• tlepartnu•nt shall as~urr Uw l'jnality of tl1c material 

,.;al\,ty rl:lta RhePts unrl public infor111ation !lata shrets rt>quirecl 

uy this act. 

f... Filf> with e:wh county health departuwnt, or witl1 thP 11ounty 

clerk it uo ('otmty JH,alth df'partmeut. exists, lh!' material safety 

d:tf~1 ,l;et for •·:wh eltf'luical nsecl, storrd, ~~'''m'rnhJd, hundled or 

tr!Pi·pnrlt'd in the· t·ounty, an1l nn up-t•Hlatc ptlhlic infonnalhn 

.. 
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dab for Ntclt f•tl·ility located within till' county. 

c. In:sr•ed facilities for compliance with the provisions of this 

prn1·ision,; of lid< ad Hli<l r!'spou,J to powplainfR all<"dng violations 

of llu~ ad. 

d. Jnitiate, when it d<'c'ms appropt :~ · e, legal ;~cfiou in thf' Supe

rior Court to enforce compliance with this ae1 or any rule or re,gu

J,.Ji .. tl l'i'oollntlt,ul•··l f•IJI'"illlll IJI.,I'IIl'l 'PIH< Htqll'oinr l!u111l Nlonll 

have lhe powN to k•tw injunction relief for violatious of lllis act, 

and to asse~s cidl penalties of up to $10,000.00 for each violation. 

e. Proyidc, upon l'l''tne,;t, copies of materi11l safety rlata sheets 

ancl publil' iuformatiou dtlta ~!,cet8 to fire Jiglitl'rs, ambnlanee 

~quads ot· companies, lw>pitals aml other emergency service per

somh'l within -lS hunrs oi sueh a request. In an emergency situa

tion, tltP material ~afety •lata sheets or pnhli<' information rlata 

.,j,.,,-j., ,,J,all I•.· "'"""Ill ;iil!dJ!p •llllll<'dnd···l.l A lli!tiPI!itl nnf,·ly •hl1o 

~]l<'l't or }JUIJiie iuformatiou uda sheet reqUt'~f.ed from the depart

IIICll[ l.Jy otht•r per~ons ~hall he provid<~d within 10 lJUsilll'~S days, 

except that a material safety data sheet or !JHiolir' idonuution data 

~heet requested by the govemiug hody of a Jlluuicipality :shall be 

l''"'·"l•·d 11 itl.in Jil·•· lou-in<'"" day,;. 

II. :\otlliag iu tl:is act shall hi! deemed to limit. the powers of 

:.l local govl'ming bodies to enact onlinauc(JH cousistcnt with the in

il tent of, but J;t•ln' ~trin)!••Ht than tluJ prorisiflus of, this ad. 

1:'. 1\'ttltin .,,,, .. "';,r· ,,f ilw ··lh•dh··· dull- .. r tlti,, '"I. tlu· "''I""'' 
·• uwnt ,;k1ll prepare allll ~ulJIIJit tu tlw Uu\ernor uud lho• Legi~latnre 

:; a ~t•poo·t analy:>:in1; thl' implrnwntation of thi:.; act. assrssi11g the 

+ r,,;~:;it.ilit~· and estiwating- the eost of <IPvloping- and maintaining 

;J a <'Oillpntel'ized rluta ~torage and rctriev:tl systrm containing the 

1; Hralerial ~afet~· <lata ,;hc:ds and pnhlie information llala sLeets re-

7 •JUiro•d hy this net, which in<lividuals having the necessary r.om

S pnt~r ~>quipnH'ut <"Onld ha\·P access to, and ident.ifying- any ways of 

11 IIIIJII'tJVill); tiro• iJnpft>liii'UfUtillfl of' fhiH 1\el. 

13. Tlw CounniHsionpr of the Department of J•~nvironnwntnl Pro. 

tpd;,;;J a111! the Conunis,;ioner of the Department of Lallor shall, 

withiu !)0 day~ of th~ ~ffpcfj,.,, rlate of fl,is act, promul:;atP any 

ru:!'., aml ;·"g-ulations d"•'llled neces~ary to efl'••dunh: llH· provi~ions 

"r u.;., "' '-
lJ.. 'fhj, ,,., ,Jtall taL•• ,.jy,.,.f iutnu"liat.l'ly. hut so•diom< 1 lhroug-h 

:! 1:! of tl,is:ll·i :dmlln•nJ:.iu innpc•rali1·<' for !tO days. 
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S'P A'l'I·~~IJ<~NT 

This hill rc•tnin·s ··wploye1·s at facilities where chemicals are 

~torPtl, hnmllcd, or 1·r"ith·tl to prepare information slwt•!s on the 

1·h•·mienls iudi<'al iug- I h:· nalurc of I he ~~ltl'mieal>~ nnd th•• health 

risks whi1·h thny JHI>S<'. 'rhe~•· iufounatiuu sheets would he kt'pt on 

filp at the facility, wh.,re employees would have access to them, and 

at the olliccs of I he Department of Environmental Protection and 

at county health departments, where nwmlwrs of the community 

could have ac1·css to them. 

1.'hi;; bill also l'l'ltuir<'s employers to label rontnincrs of chemicals 

indientinl{ Ill" dJCmi~al's health dan;_(ers, and to provide employees 

with education utt1l traiuing prog-rams concerning the safe handling 

of dangerous chl'util'ak In addition, this bill establishes proP.edures 

to protect employe,;~ wlw t-xerci~e the right to information concern

ing ''hemicals providPd b~· this bill. 
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S E N A T 0 R N I C H 0 L A S La R 0 C C A (Vice Chairman) : Will 

everyone please take their seats so that we can start. We are already five to ten 

minutes late. Everyone must be seated before I will start this meeting. 
Good evening ladies and gentlemen. I first want to make an announce

ment that we have no public amplification. These microphones are only for recording 

purposes so that a record can be made for the Committee. 

I am Senator Nicholas LaRocca and I am Vice Chairman of the senate 

Energy and Environment Committee. Senator Dalton, Chairman of the Committee, and 

sponsor of Senate Bill 1670, is attending a conference on hazardous waste in Utah 

and will not be here tonight. Therefore, I will chair tonight's meeting. 

Because this is an evening meeting, we will be working under certain 

tjme constraints. The meeting will end at 10:30. The person speaking at 10:30 will 

be the last person to speak. Senator Dalton and I have determined that tonight's 

hearing will be conducted along the following schedule. 

Witnesses will be allotted five minutes each. First, there will be 

a supporter for s-1670, and then there will be an industry spokesman in opposition, 

or to give statements in favor of his position. We will continue that way, on an 

odd/even basis. 
The gentlemen who are here with me are Norman Miller and Mark 

Connelly. They are of the Senate staff. Also, my aide, Hugh Maguire. 

I urge all those who have written statements to file the written state

ments when they come to the desk here, or this area where they will speak into that 

microphone. Please file the papers with us here if you have a prepared statement. 

Some of you on either side may have exhibits, or you may have some charts. You may 

refer to the charts as an exhibit or for an easier understanding of your position. 

However, there will be no marching with any signs. There will be no walking around 

with any of the signs or exhibits. And, because of the lateness of the time, I want 

to get the testimony on the way. These people came all the way from Trenton, and 

I think 10:30 is a reasonable hour to finish. Please try to confine yourselves 

to the point. Many of your points may be repetitious. I do not want to cut anyone 

off. You may want to submit the names of those who have a position, and leave the 

paper, but if it is a similar position well, let's see what we can do to cut the 

time down so that we will not be bogged down. Those are the time limits and ground 
rules that we have set, and we have set these based on experience with other public 

hearings. 
I ask all speakers, in the spirit of fairness, to adhere to this 

schedule, and if each speaker will be concise and try not to repeat what the other 
speakers have said, we will be able to hear from everyone, and this will be a 

fruitful hearing. The hearing will now begin. Mark Connelly will announce which 

persons will go on at which time in accordance with a prepared schedule of those 

who have sent in their names saying that they will appear. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: I have an objection to the ground 

rules for the testimony because I feel that we have done a very hard job in terms 

of going out and mobilizing many, many different parts of the community here, to 

come to present their testimony. I think the way the testimony should be given 

should be representative in proportion to the type of people that are here, not 

one in opposition to the bill and one in support of the bill. 
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SE~;_:;TOR LaROCCA: It is quality that controls, and not quantity. 

That is the only statement that I can make on the ground rules, or otherwise we'll 

be here forever. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE (#2): Sir, this is patently unfair. 

\~e have a ;; • .tnute ;,.>roportion of the population which is involved in running the 

various cher:1ical corporations throughout this State, and their point of view is 

different than all the rest of the people in this State, both the workers and the 

community residents -- all the people who have to suffer from cancer and birth 

defects, and other diseases. (applause) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: There is no question about that. There will be no 

demonstrations, J::.lease. I will have to rule ym.t out of order if you conduct this 

in a demonstrative ma~ner -- please. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE (#2): Based on our proportion of the . 
population, we ha\·e a right to speak. We are the vast majority of the citizens of 

t~is State, and no minute minority has the right to come here and take up passels 

of time. This is the kind of thing that one would expect to find in a country that 

does not enjoy de~ocracy and the liberties that we do in this country, and we demand 

that that democracy and those liberties be enforced tonight. (applause) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: It will be, but we have to set some ground rules, 

and I am the only one who can do that based on experience. I will try to do my 

best to see that everyone will be heard. If we spend a lot of time on these ground 

rules, we ~on't get anywhere, and we will just have to have other meetings, and we 

may not have too many more meetings here in this area. 

UNI9ENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE (#3): Excuse me -- see, what happens 

is that industry comes into our city (several sentences inaudible) . I would suggest 

th.J.t we ha\·e four speakers who suppo1·t the bill and two speakers who oppose the bill. 

That generally would perhaps represent a little more diversity. I don't like the 

idea persor.ally of six people here from industry being able to speak and afterward 

split and leave. They have to sit here and listen to the people. So I suggest the 

way to do it is to have four speakers for and two against. (applause) 

SE~;ATOR LaROCCA: I can only repeat what I have said before, that the 

ground rules have been set. This is no different from any public hearing that was 

set in Trenton, and we will have to proceed alonq th·::Jse lines. 

Mr. Connelly, who is the first speaker? 

UNIDEN'riFIED Z.lEZ.lBER OF AUDIENCE (#2): Then what that means is 

(inaudible) shove it· down our throats. --reflects the senti.nents in the roan and around the State. 

SE~ATOR LaROCCA: I am not jamming anything down your throats. We 

are not running a popularity contest on sentiments, I'm sorry. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE (#4): Excuse me. I asked for a 

point of order at the oGtset. Now, in the point of order at the beginning when you 

started t~e meeting -- right now it is about 35 minutes late. At the time you made 

the split, when :r-ou said you were going to split the time, you couldn't split the 

time because it ;.;ouldn' t have been equal if we went off when you said we were sup

posed to ::;o off. It wouldn't have been equal. That w0uldn't have been democratic 

in itself. People h:.ve spoken to you in a very communicative fashion. You are 

supposed t.o be r-..mning this bill, as the Committee Chairman, to represent the people, 

t:r.--:- people ·._·ho \"Ote for you. But nmv it seems to me, with the audacity of what I 

saw -- what I am looking at now, that this is forgotten. 
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You can't forget the purpose for which the bill is being written. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: I carne here to listen to people. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE (#4): Well., you are not li.stening to 

people when you tell them that they cannot speak. When you tell me they cannot speak, 

then you are not listening to the people. You are not doing that. (applause) 

MR. CONNELLY: The first speaker is Maria Turco from the Ir,mbound 

Community Corporation. 

M A R I A T U R C 0: Hello, my name is Maria Turco. I am eleven years old. I 

feel that our fire fighters have the right to know what is in the fires they are 

fiqhtinq so that they can protect themselves. On the lOth of October, tlmrc was an 

.:!Xplosion on Doremus Avenue. To this day, they still do not know what they were 

fighting. If they had had the right to know legislation, they would have been able . 
to protect themselves. All they know so far is that the toxic waste leaked into 

J the Passaic River, meaning that there were toxic chemicals in the fire. 

Even the Department of Environmental Protection does not know what 

caused the explosion. In a society like ours, with pollution, hazardous chemicals 

and such, the right to know legislation would certainly be beneficial to our citi

zens, fire fighters and workers. 

Many people have gotten ill and some have died because of the environ

ment they worked in. This new legislation will allow workers to decide if they want 

to work under hazardous conditions. If these workers decide to \'TOrk under these 

conditions, they can take the proper precautions to protect themselves. 

I feel that in the event of a fire or explosion, the residents in 

the area can be told what to do, that is, to close their windows and stay indoors, 

or to be evacuated out of their houses, if we have the right to know legislation. 

The proof is the explosion of October 10. If it is proven that cancer-causing fumes 

and smoke did come out of that fire, the damage is already done. Whatever the inves

tigation shows will not help the residents who inhaled the fumes on Sunday. 

Ladies and gentlemen, don't you feel that our citizens, our workers, 

and our fire fighters have the right to protect themselves. I would like an ans~er 

to that question. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: This is not going to be a debate, or questions and 

answers. It is going to be just a listening to testimony. That was very well 

stated. Thank you. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Mr. Hal Bozarth from the 
' Chemical Industry Council. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Again, you have the same time limits as I have 

explained to the others. Please adhere to them. 

H A r. B 0 z A R ~ H: Thank you, Senator, and I will adhere to the decorum which 

you so rightly pointed up should be adhered to tonight. 

Good evening, Mr. Chairman, members of the cmmnittee. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE ( #4) : He already test if iE,d in Trenton. 

We don't need his tr~stimony. (many inaudible comments from others in audic:>nce) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Please continue, Mr. Bozarth. 

MR. BOZARTH: Senator, for the record, my testimony is new here this 

evening. I will not cover ground that I covered before. It is not my same story, 

Madam. Now, I am more than willing to listen to her, but she has to be willing to 

listen to me. (sustained interruotion from the audience) 
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SENATOR LaROCCA: This meeting will be adjourned if this keeps up. 

I am trying to keep a cool head under adverse conditions here, and everyone will 

be heard. You will not be heard in a demonstrative fashion; you will be heard 

in an intelligent fashion. We will listen to you, and what you say will be in the 

record. It is the record that will count. Please -- he has the floor. I can't 

open it up to everybody. (loud comments from audience) 

The rules apply the same to everybody. Let the record show that there 
is a lot of disruptive talking. Proceed. 

MR. BOZARTH: Thank you. As I stated, Senator, I am presenting testi

mony here today on behalf of the Chemical Industry Council. It is the second time 

I have appeared, and it is the second of three times that I will appear. Each time 

I will indicate to•the Committee that we have a plethora of information that needs 

to be known. 
i As I mentioned at the first hearing, the chemical industry in New 

Jersey is the single largest, employing approximately 130,000 people in over 1,000 

manufacturing plants and laboratories. New Jersey's chemical production accounts 

for approximately 12.5% of the nation's output. In fact, the chemical industry 

ranks second largest in the nation, behind Texas, and Louisiana, steadily gaining 

ground in third place. Although mentioned at the first hearing in our testimony, 

it is instructive to remind everyone that we do live in a chemical society, and 

fully 40% of all goods and services rely on chemicals in some way. In addition to 

being the base of lifesaving drugs, chemicals-are the building blocks for consumer 

products ranging from telephones to detergents. 

The issue here tonight is hazards communication. The members of 

the Chemical Industry Council have long-established programs for effective hazards 

communication. Our association, as well as the National Trade Association for our 

companies, the Chemical Manufacturers' Association, has taken strong positions in 

favor of protecting workers' health and safety, and that is the main concern here, 

effective hazards communication. 

For your information, the National Safety Council's 1981 Report showed 

that the chemical industry was the safest among the nation's 43 basic industries. 

This statistic reflects the lowest number of incidents of occupational illness and 

injury involving days away from work and deaths. (jeers from audience) 
Senator, it seems my time is being usurped by other members of the 

audience. Street theatre is one thing, but I know we are here on a sensitive a~d 
technical information basis, and we want to make sure that we are accorded the 

ability and the availability of making sure we get our point to you, Senator. We 

feel the statistics that-I have cited reflect our belief that workers in the chemical 
industry do not have to choose between a good job and good health. I cannot stress 

strongly enough that the member companies which I represent are deeply committed to 

the informed use of hazardous substances in the workplace. This strong sentiment 

is reflected by our ongoing support for the soon-to-be promulgated Federal Occupa

tional Safety and Health Hazards Cornn1unication Standard. This standard is a 

comprehensive, strong national program which will guarantee that all industrial 

establishments provide an effective hazards communication program. 

There are three things we would like to cover tonight; specifically, 

existing regulatory coverage, the added burden to employers, and a prospective 
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on the cancer issue. Up front, Senator, let me say that the New Jersey Department 

of Environmental Protection has asked for our help in assessing the overlap of 

regulatory -- We are pleased to announce, Senator --
L~IDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE (#5): I truly object, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Bozarth is repeating word for word what he said in Trenton -- (uncontrolled 

comments from entire audience) 
SENATOR LaROCCA: This is not a debate. This is a hearing. I cannot 

vote intelligently on the bill when it comes to a vote unless I hear the testimony 

from both sides. The witness has about two more minutes. 
UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE (#5): I have heard every word that 

he has now said. I have heard his testimony in Trenton. It is nothing new. I am 

J not trying to protest, but as a point of order, if I am on the list to speak and I 

did not get to speak in Trenton, how can he come back ahead of me. That is not right. 

That is wrong. All these people from this community want to speak. This guy gives 

the same garbage he gave us in Trenton. He said it was new. It is not new because 

the phrases, the clauses, the words are precisely the same, excuses and garbage. It 

is not justice. What it is, is criminal. (applause) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: The speaker has about two more minutes, so please 

try to adhere to the rules. (much disturbance from audience) 

MR. CONNELLY: I'm keeping time. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Your people will be on next. In about two minutes, 

you people will be on. 

MR. BOZARTH: I would be more than willing to let the gentleman take 

my time right now, and I'll follow him. (interruptions from audience) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: No, someone has the stand there. No one has ever 

heard of rules? I don't know, I live in a society of rules. (constant interruption 

from unruly audience) Again, the rules are -- I'll wait here until 10:30 -- This is 

for my benefit, and for the benefit of others on the Committee, but I have to hear 

both sides. Time is running -- (inaudible comments from entire audience) This is 

not a debate; it is a hearing. You are trying to set the rules, and the rules have 

been set. I would like the witness to complete in another minute or so. Then, what

ever evidence you have in writing, submit it to the Committee, and then we will 
proceed. Please -- no, you cannot address the meeting. (constant disturb~nce from 

crowd) Let the record show that someone in the audience is addressing the audience 

and disrupting the hearing. One more minute, Mr. Bozarth. Submit what you have 
and the Committee will consider whatever written material or exhibits you have. 

Then we will proceed and Mark will call the next witness. 

MR. BOZARTH: Thank you very much. We had a chart and handout to tell 

you where we feel the regulatory overlap occurs between existing Federal and State 

statutes. For the sake of time, however, we will not do that and I will try to 

synopsize the rest of my time so that my fellow Americans can have their time to 

speak to the issue here today. Even though they refused to let me have my allotted 

time, that is all right. I will be a bit bigger and let them have some of my time. 

We could pick, Senator, any one of the many specified requirements 

that S-1670 discussed, but let's just take one very quickly, the MSDS, which is 

recognized as one of the basic hazards communication tools. OSHA has estimated 

that 60% of all hazardous chemicals are now covered by MSDSs. Such MSDSs include 
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most of the information which S-1670 would require. OSHA's soon-to-be promulgated 

standards should bring this figure up to 100%. The current MSDSs and those pre

pared to meet the OSHA standard would have to be reworked to comply with s-1670 

should it become law. 

I'll skip the rest of that, Senator, and just give you some facts and 

figures on the cost. Suffice to sa.y that my companies strongly support effective 

hazards communication in the workplace. They spend literally millions of dollars, 

regardless of what you hear later tonight~ in making sure the workers know exactly 

what the substances are they are working with, what the hazards are, and what pre

cautions to take should an accident or an incid~nt occur. I submit to you that 

that is going on in New Jersey, it has·been going on in New Jersey, and it will 

continue to go on in New Jersey, while we make the State vibrant for economic 

gJowth. 

But, let me talk a second about the cost. OSHA, the Federal standard 

to be promulgated in early 1983, the OSHA figures and the OSHA promulgated standard 

indicate that a small company between one and nineteen employees will cost them 

approximately $40.00 to effectively do the OSHA standard. It will cost a large 

company in excess of maybe $80.00. The chemical industry in New Jersey has approxi

mately 130,0QO people working for· it -- it's my turn, thank you. You'll get yours. 

Now, if you multiply 130,000 people by $40.00, you will come up with close to a half 

a billion dollars that it is going to cost the industry to do the OSHA standard alone. 

We're saying that it is performance ba.sed as it should be. The one in S-1670 is 

specification based, and is going to cost in excess of four times as much, and 

we are talking about an awful lot of money, and it is a great concern. Thank you, 

Senator. It has been a pleasure here tonight. I am glad to see democracy in action. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Will you present all of the documents here? 

MR. BOZARTH: I will. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: The next speaker 

MR. CONNELLY: Mr. Jim Butler. 

JAM E S B U T L E R: Senator, ladies and gentlemen in attendance, my name is 

Jim Butler. I am a 20-year veteran of the Newark Fire Department, and I also have 

the position of Chairman of the New Jersey State Firemens Mutual Benevolent Associa

tion Health and Safety Committee. 
A vote, taken at last month's Executive Board meeting of the State .. 

FMBA, showed that the entire Executive Board, along with the officers of the State 

Association, were 100% in favor of Senate Bill No. 1670. 
Very briefly because·! realize time is a problem tonight, the fireman 

is almost always ·the very first one to be called to a scene and almost always the 

very last one to leave a scene. He is called to a hazardous incident, whether it 

be a spill, a fire or an explosion.· At the present time, the firemen have only the 

knowledge that they can decipher for themselves at the scene, or it is something 

they are liable to learn from someone from the company possibly being at the scene. 

Relating very quickly, Sunday morning with the chemical fire on Doremus Avenue, we 

were quite fortunate that one of the workers was not that seriously injured, and we 

had a team response at St. James Hospital. Via radio from St. James Hospital to 

the scene of the fire, the information of what was contained in the tanks was 

relayed. If we did not have that one individual, if he had been seriously injured, 

we never would have known what we were going in after that morning. 
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I'll say one thing though to be very fair. Although I am 100% for 

S-1670, there are some exceptions, very rare as they may be. But there are some 

exceptions to this rule of "no knowledge whatsoever." Senate Bill No. 1670 though, 

will change this entire picture, and not only make the duties of the firemen safer, 

but will also aid in the control or extinguishment of the incident in a lot more 

efficient manner. 

There are, however, some amendments which we would like to see added 

to this bill. Among them are having the fire department have direct 24-hour access 

to this information. Right now, if we call someone, we can get an answer within 48 

hours. If we could only figure out how to have that fire wait 48 hours for us, it 

would be fine, but that is kind of hard to do. We need information immediately. 

J We are looking for a direct 24-hour access line. 

There is also a question that should be answered for the residents 

who are living in the immediate area of a chemical plant, and I will say that this 

quite often falls upon the fire department to make a judgment now. We would love 

to have some positive facts. The information needed is the minimum distance of 

evacuation that should be carried out in the event of an incident. Sunday morning, 

it was decided after, I guess, 15 to 20 minutes into the fire -- the chief officer 

on the scene decided to evacuate 2,500 foot downwind of the fire scene. It is all 

factories down there, but they did have skeleton crews working. These men were 

requested to lock up and leave their plants. They went up Wilson Avenue, up near 

the u.s. 1 bridge and waited until the scene cleared up before they were allowed 

back into their respective locations. 

QUESTION FROM AUDIENCE: What would happen if the wind shifted and it 

went towa~d the reservoir? How would -- (remainder inaudible) 

MR. BUTLER: That is one question that is kind of tough to answer. 

You just have to go by the facts that I knew that morning. I was there; I was 

fighting the fire, and I saw the incidents. 

FROM AUDIENCE: If the wind changed direction, there is no telling 

which way it would go. 

MR. BUTLER: I'll tell you, there are also 15 State Senators who are 

presently cosponsors of S-1670. One of them is Senator John P. Caufield, who is 

also the Fire Director of Newark. Now, if a Senator who is also a Fire Director, 

' can see fit to cosponsor legislation of this type, that should be a message to 

everyone else, both on the Energy Committee and to all the rest of the State 

Senators. If he can see the need for it, and a justification for it, everyone else 

should really wakB up and pay attention to what he thinks. 

I would like to point out I have only three copies, but I would 

like to point out to the Senator that the State of New Jersey Health Department 

recently concluded and published a study entitled, "Fire Fighting in New Jersey -

Hazards and Methods of Control." Just as a very quick plug, the gentleman who 

authored this entire book is standing in the back of the room there. I would like 

to publicly, again, ~Joe Sch~ for the outstanding job that he did on this 

publication. (applause) One remark right in this publication -- it is not added, 

it is printed right into the remarks, as follows: "On a statewide level, a strong 

recommendation be implemented the adoption of legislation to require identifica-

tion of bulk chemicals." That is printed right in the State Department of Health book. 
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Nothing out of the Right to Know Act, right in here. 

Senator, on behalf of the members of the State FMBA and all the other 

firemen across the State, I strongly urge each and every State Senator to vote for 

the passage Qf Senate Bill No. 1670. 

I want to thank you for the opportunity you have given me to express 

the views of the firemen, both career and volunteer, throughout the State. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: So that everyone will know, and so will I, I am 

going to ask the Secretary here, Mark Connelly, to advise me, and advise everyone 

here, how many people will be speaking approximately on behalf of the industry, and 

how many on behalf of the proponents, so we ca.1 see who is going to have the majority 

of the time, bearing in mind that everyone is limited to five minutes. Do you have 

that answer? . 
MR. CONNELLY: According to the existing lists, there are seven 

iqpustry spokesmen and roughly 35 proponent supporters of the bill. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: So, if each one is allotted five minutes, you can 

see that your O\-Tn fears have been answered. Thank you. Next. 

the record. 

H U G H P. 

MR. CONNELLY: Mr. Hugh Toner, Society of the PlAstics Industry. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Please state your name and who you represent for 

Then proceed according to the rules .. 

T 0 N E R: -- whatever the rules are. I am Hugh Patrick Toner. 

am an Assistant Technical Director for the Society of the Plastics Industry. 

I 

The plastics industry in New Jersey represents over 1,700 manufactur

ing plants, over 82,000 employees, and over $2,377,000,000 worth of manufactured 

products. We support legislation that gives the worker a safe and healthful work

place. We support legislation that protects the community and the environment. 

We are opposed, though, to Senate Bill 1670 as written. I will give you copies of 

my testimony. I will just hit the three main points in our testimony for the sake 

of time. 

A major point is that any evaluation of hazard g?es far beyond the 

identification of specific chemical products. In some cases, a chemical product 

in a mixture which by itself might be hazardous, is not hazardous at all. The 

OSHA regulation on asbestos specifically excludes asbestos in certain mixtures 

where the asbestos is not available in such a form to present a health hazard. 

The second objection we have to Senate Bill 1670 is the use of the 

NIOSH Registry as the list of toxic chemicals. The Registry itself says in its 
' preface that the presence of a chemical on the list does not necessarily indicate 

its hazard in common usage any more than the absence of a chemical from the list 

indicates that particular chemical's safety. 

And the third concern we have about Senate Bill 1670 is that of 

proprietary business formulation information. This kind of information must be 

protected. The worker certainly has the right to know about the healthful or 

harmful effects of materials with which he must work. Certain community officials 

have the right to know, and the need to know about hazardous chemicals in their 

communities. Competitors do not have this right to know, and this is the fear we 

have, particularly with the Public Information Data Sheet portions and the labeling 

portions of Senate Bill 1670. Thank you, Senator. 

SEN.\'fOR LaROCCA: I just want to make onE: comment. I think that is 

covered in the bill, that particular phase as to secrets and processes from unfair 
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competition. Am I right? That is my understanding of the bill. 

MR. TONER: There is a provision for an administrative hearing in the 

bill. We do not find that that is a particularly satisfactory way to approach the 

problem. It presumes that the data might be disclosed, and we think the presumption 

ought to be that certain formulation information should be protected. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: All right. Will you file what you have with the 

Committee, please? 

MR. TONER: Yes sir. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Next, Mr. Connelly. 

Mr .• Connelly: Henry Martinez, Newark City Councilman. 

H E N R Y M A R T I N E Z: Thank you, Senator. I am here on behalf of the East 

~rd of the City of Newark as a Councilman, an elected official of over 80,000 

people. This Ward has the majority of the chemical plants within the City of Newark. 

I prepared a resolution today, and have spoken with my colleagues. The feeling I 

get is that it will be unanimously supported. I would like to put this resolution 

into the record for your Co~~ittee. 

It is a resolution supporting S-1670 to propose State right to know 

legislation and further seeking certain information regarding toxic waste from the 

Department of Environmental Protection, the DEP, and the Environmental Protection 

Agency, the EPA. 

The resolution reads: "Whereas, the State of New Jersey is currently 

holding public hearings regarding Senate Bill 1670, commonly known as the Right 

to Know Law, which would require employers to disclose to the public the identity, 

nature and potential health hazards of toxic substances being handled by said em

ployers' businesses; and, whereas, the City of Newark, and esoecially the East Ward 

within the City, is home to many different businesses which use or handle a variety 

of toxic substances, and only within the last 48 hours one such business in the East 

Ward was virtually destroyed by fire and explosions during the processing of toxic 

chemicals; and, whereas, which company was alleged to have been in violation of 

various State environmental regulation and licensing requirements; and, whereas, 

in this particular incidence a major catastrophy was averted only because the wind 

direction carried the toxic fumes and smoke out into the Newark Bay rather than into 

the residential neighborhoods in the immediate area; now, therefore, be it resolved 

by the Municipal Council of the City of Newark, New Jersey that it does hereby: 

1. Support, in general, Senate Bill 1670 and urges its 

i~~edi?te passage and signing into law to insure 

worker and citizen health safety; and, 

2. Calls upon the New Jersey Department of Environ

mental Protection and the Federal Environmental 

Protection Agency to provide the City of Newark 

with a comprehensive list of all companies in 

the City of Newark handling any form of toxic 

chemicals and the legal statutes of each such 

company with regard to possession of proper 

State and Federal permits and licenses. 

"Be it further resolved that a certified copy of this resolution be 

forwarded with all due haste to the proper authorities and elected officials on th~ 

local, State and Federal level for their review, quick response, and support." 
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I would like to leave you with a copy of the resolution, Senator. 

It will be adopted on Wednesday of next week at the regular session of the Newark 

City Council. I want to thank you for allowing me the opportunity to appe.ar before 

you ~d to continue my city business. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next speaker will be Martin Atherton with the 
American Industrial Health Council. 

M A R T I N A T H E R T 0 N: I would like to thank Senator LaRocca for inviting 

the American Council on Science and Health to come and testify on S-1670, which is 

popularly called the right to know legislation for worker health and safety. 

We at the American Council on Science and Health are opposed to the 

legislation called S-1670 for a number of reasons, technical and legislative. The 

problem with canc~rphobia seems particularly rampant in New Jersey, primarily because 

of its unfortunate designation as "Cancer Alley." The designation apparently was de

lived from an analysis by the National Cancer Institute, which calculated mortality 

trends in every state during the period 1950 to 1969. New Jersey ranked high in 

cancer mortality for a number of different body sites, particularly the lung. 

However, a closer analysis of the data from New Jersey, including the most recent 

mortality statistics, clearly showed that New Jersey has approximately the same 

cancer death rate as does any other urbanized area in the United States. (speaker 

interrupted by disruptive audience) Thus, the most dangerous aspect of s-1670 is 

its apparent reliance on the term "Cancer Alley" for the designation of New Jersey 

as its legislative basis. 

The most dangerous aspect of S-1670, however, lies in its ability to 

distort health priorities. The few rare carcinogens of occupational importance are 

dwarfed in comparison to the well-known risks due to smoking tobacco, alone respon

sible for nearly 325,000 premature deaths each year. In addition, smoking increases 

the cancer risk of work-site agents such as asbestos. Furthermore, in terms of 

overall job-related health risks, new evidence indicates that roughly 40% of all 

occupational fatalities are directly caused by vehicular accidents, including trucks 

and car accidents at the workplace. With 50,000 annual deaths attributed to on and 

off-the-job accidents, the current cancer focus on occupational health and safety 

is carelessly negligent in light of the sumrniting death toll due to job-related 

accidents. 
In terms of the technical aspects of S-1670, I am afraid that it is a 

distortion also within the State of New Jersey, which relies heavily for its aoci~ 

dental and illness-related statistics on the Department of Labor's system for 

classifying job-related injuries and illnesses. At the present time, the Department 

of Labor -- and I have talked this afternoon with their Director, Margaret Hadley 

lists and classifies occupational exposures on the basis of roughly 20 groupings. 

By expanding that rate to the 20,000 to 30,000 mark, which would be the thrust of 

S-1670, the State of New Jersey will ironically counteract its own efforts to col

lect mortality and illness statistics for job-related injuries and illnesses. The 

gearing up effort that \.;ould be required, not only by the Department of Labor, but 

the Compensation Board, for determining compensable injuries and related mortality 

f~om cancer-causing agents of the workplace would be hampered. There would be 

relatively little effectiveness added by increasing that number to 20,000 to 30,000 

worksite exposures, such as S-1670 would require. Of the handful of chemically

identified cancer causing agents of the workplace, roughly 20 o.r 30 are known reliably 
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in the scientific literature as cancer-causing agents. By claiming that 20,000 

to 30,000 of the chemicals that are currently in the marketplace are causes of 

cancer, S-~670 would truly distort public health priorities in terms of identifying 
realistic ~azards of the workplace. 

We have a three or four page summary of the testimony we have provided 

today for those who are interested in seeing it. It has been submitted by Dr. 

Elizabeth M. Whelan, who is the Executive Director of the American Council on 

Science and Health, and who is a resident of the State of New Jersey. 

to leave? 

I would like to thank you again, Senator LaRocca, for your patience. 

FROM AUDIENCE: You just wasted your time. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Have you a copy of the prepared statement you wish 

MR. ATHERTON: Yes. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Please leave it, and then we will proceed. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness is Mr. Jack MacLear, who is a 

Bayonne City Councilman. 

J A c K MAc L E A R: I am Jack MacLear, Training Officer of the Bayonne Fire 

Department. I would like to say, first of all, that the bill has the unqualified 

support of the entire City Council of the City of Bayonne and also its residents. 

I heard one of the previous speakers make mention that thankfully the 

products of combustion at that recent fire blew out over the Newark Bay. It's fine 

for you, but guess who is on the other side of Newark Bay. 

I want to say, first of all, that I am certainly no enemy of the 

petrochemical industry. My grandfather served 42 years at Standard Oil of New 

Jersey; my father for 32 years in corn products; and, all of my uncles are employed 

in the petrochemical industry. My wife is presently employed at Exxon. We have a 

good worki~g relationship with industry in the City of Bayonne, especially the 

petrochemical industry. But this bill, in our estimation, can only make that better. 

Two additions that we would like to see in the bill -- which Mr. Butler 

alluded to -- one, on the safety data sheet we would like to see recommended evacua

tion distances. As some of you know, there are certain chemicals involved in fires 

where the recommended evacuation distances are 5.2 miles, 6.5 miles, 3.1 miles. 
When there are-residences within a mile, mile and a half, you can understand the 

problem we have. We would like that included. ' 
Also, the industries covered under this legislation should be mandated 

to train fire departments in the proper handling of incidents involving unusual chemi
cals. Right now, ·and I don't know about other corr~unities in this State, but the 

City of Bayonne trains the industrial fire brigades for the various industries. I 

do not think it is unreasonable to suggest that the industries in turn train us in 

handling their products when they become involved in incidents. 

I just have one further recommendation, and that is that the fight of 

interested citizens not stop with this legislation. There are other areas to pursue. 

For instance, Federal legislation allowing communities a measure of self-determination 

as to what type of chemicals we will allow within our borders. At the present time, 

securing permits from the proper government agencies allows industries to ignore the 

wishes of any community in admitting hazardous materials in its areas. To avoid 

having the northeast urban areas turned into vast repositories of chemicals and 

che~ical wastes not wanted by any other area in the country, we need Federal 
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legislation to guarantee a measure of home rule. We know best what type communi

ties we desire, and we do not want to be treated as second-class citizens as we 

are now. Thank you very much. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Mr. Jeff Peterson from 

Economics Laboratory, Inc. 

J E F F R E Y P E T E R S 0 N: Mr. Chairman and friends, my name is Jeff Peterson 

and I am the Manager of State Legislative Affairs for Economics Laboratory, Inc. I 

am also Chairman of the "Right-to-Know" task force of the Chemical Specialties 

Manufacturers Association. 

Very briefly, CSMA is a national trade association with a membership 

of some 400 firms that manufacture and sell household, institutional and industrial 

specialty chemicaLs such as disinfectants, sanitizers, detergents, cleaning corn

pounds, automotive chemicals, waxes, polishes and floor finishes, and we also include 

h6me and garden insecticides. Of that membership, over 100 of CSMA's member companies, 

including nany small businesses, are either headquartered in New Jersey or maintain 

plants and facilities here. Speaking for Economics Laboratory, we have three of our 

plants in ~ew Jersey, and this constitutes a major portion of our manufacturing work 

force in the Vnited States. 

In addition, and perhaps this is even more important, virtually all of 

CS~~·s member companies market their products in the State. For Economics Laboratory, this 

is an even bigger concern for us, as each one of our customers, and we're talking 

about literally hundreds of small businesses, primarily in areas such as restaurants, 

dairies, nursing homes, hotels and hospitals, would be subject to the provisions of 

the current right to know bill, S-1670. 

The chemical specialties industry supports the basic right of a worker 

to a safe and healthy environment. At the same time, each of our companies is committed 

to the protection of the community where our products are manufactured and used. 

The greatest resource which each company strives to maintain is a 

healthy, productive and skilled work force. In addition, each of our companies is 

committed to the protection of the community in which it is located. 

We believe, however, that there is a fundamental problem in attempting 

to merge the worker hazards communication program with the community need to respond 

to emergencies. We believe these are two differePt issues that require different 

approaches and should be addressed separately. 

" We feel what is really at issue though, and where we have the most 

difficulty with this bill, are the means required by S-1670 to reach the desired 

ends of worker protection and community emergency response capabilities. We believe 

the following have to be_considered: 

l. What is a Hazardous Substartce? To begin with, we do not 

believe that everything in the NIOSH Registry, even in 

55 gallon or 500 pound amounts, is necessarily hazardous. 

As you have already heard, the NIOSH Registry covers in 

excess of 40,000 substances. It is an inventory of those 

substances that do not, in many instances, necessarily 

have toxic effects. So, we do not believe that that list

ing is a valid description of hazardous or toxic. 

The definition, in addition to that, of special health hazard 

chemicals, which is based on Sax's Directory, we believe, does 
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not adequately address the potential hazards or toxicity. 

Included under this category in Sax's, are such things as 

sodium hydroxide, which also would be known as caustic 

soda, iodine, ammonia or even vinegar. In their pure 

state, certainly under certain conditions, any of these 

substances might very well be dangerous. But it could 

be an entirely different story if any of these substances 

are diluted or mixed in with other substances. Thus, 

under the current bill's definition --examples of things, 

and these are examples -- of let's say an 8% of a hotel 

laundry cleaner might be caustic soda, or perhaps 3% of 

a hospital disinfectant may contain some iodine; a small 

portion of a window washer's spray might be ammonia, and 

as much as 20% or more of a restaurant's salad dressing 

might be vinegar. Under the definition as the bill is 

stated, all of these things would automatically become 

hazardous. 

The function of a hazards communication program is greatly 

diminished unless it focuses on substances which are poten

tially hazardous through normal use or which present an 

acute or chronic health hazard. Additionally, any program 

must be designed to make a distinction between substances 

that individually are defined as hazardous or toxic, and 

mixtures which may contain these substances in smaller or 

diluted amounts. We think this is a very important dis

tinction that has to be made. 

2. If a substance or a mixture is hazardous, how much does a 

worker have to know to be adequately protected? There are 

no easy answers to that question. For some very hazardous 

substances, very detailed information may be required. For 
numerous other products used in a workplace or stored in 

a community where only a small portion of that mixtur~ is 

hazardous, then perhaps less information is required. 

For certain products, not only can voluminous safety data 

sheets be confusing in a workplace or in an emergency 

response situation, but requiring detailed information can 

threaten certain proprietary information and trade secrets, 

which has previously been addressed. 

There are a number of other things that I will leave to your judgment 

to consider -- (speaker interrupted by noisy, unruly members of audience) If I may 

conclude --

SENATOR LaROCCA: Time is being kept -- Please wrap up. We will 

accord your speakers too to stop them on the button -- (audience disruption) 

MR. PETERSON: For the record, as you know a number of states and 

jurisdictions have already enacted some form of "right to know." Because of the 

complexity of the issue, most have not yet been implemented. Experience with othP~ 
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right to know laws, we feel, makes it incumbent upon all of us to examine carefully 

the mistakes made elsewhere and to borrow workable language when it is to the benefit 

of everyone here who is concerned with this issue. 

We urge you to move with great caution in fashioning any right to know 

legislation and, in the interest of cooperation, we are prepared to assist you with 

any deliberations. Thank you, Senator. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Robin Dressner. 

R 0 B I N D R E S S N E R: Unlike the previous speakers, I am going to identify 

who I am. My name is Robin Dressner. I am a lawyer in Newark, and I am represent

ing the New Jersey Committee on Occupational 3afety and Health, a legislative com

mittee. 

The New Jersey COSH basically supports this bill, but we think it 

has to be stronger. There are a lot of loopholes in it, and I am going to talk 

gjnerally about those loopholes and then I am going to talk about one special loop

hole and the change that we want made. 

I also want to say that I am very upset that the other members of our 

Senate, who were elected by the people, did not find the time, or who felt that it 

was not important enough to come here tonight to hear what the people have to say. 

I find it also very, very disturbing that the gentleman who did come said that he 

might not hold any more hearings like this up in this part of the State. 

The general areas that we want strengthened in this bill -- first, 

Section 4.a. -- we think that all chemicals should be identified. We want universal 

identification of chemicals, regardless of the amount. There are some chemicals 

that are extremely toxic even in very small quantities. For many of these chemicals 

the toxicity is not yet known because the money has not been spent to do enough re

search on them. Therefore, no chemical should be exempted from being identified 

and it should be in every quantity that is used. 

Section 4.e. -- we want all chemicals labeled. We do not want any 

exemption for chemicals that are used in small quantities. In Philadelphia, where 

there is a right to know law which gives the exemption that the New Jersey law as 

proposed gives -- you know what the corporations are doing? They are buying the 

chemicals in small quantities under 500 pounds, in amounts smaller than 55-gallon 

drums, and then they do not have to report the stuff. They are going under the law. 

This is a major loophole that has to be closed. This is what is happening already 

in Philadelphia where they have the right to know law. Corporations.can do thts. 

And then they can tell us they are abiding by the law. The law is useless if it 

does not work. 

The other thing we want is in Section 3.d. We want all discharges 

reported, whether they are accidents or whether they are intentional, because as 

we know and as we read in the papers day after day, a lot of these companies inten

tionally discharge into our sewers, into our water, into the ground, and later on, 

years later, somebody finds out about it and they say, "Oh yes, we're guilty," and 

they plea bargin away. 

FROM AUDIENCE: We have that in Kearny now. 

MS. DRESSNER: That's right, and I think that is outrageous. They 

should not be allowed to discharge anything unless it is reported. Then there is 

this business about trade secrets. That is another good loophole. That is a rna;nr 
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loophole which industry is going to use to prevent everyone from knowing, unless 

you have a lot of money to go to court, hire a lawyer and find out what is going on. 

Meanwhile, you, or your family, or friend, may be in the hospital dying from some

thing, right? You need to know the information right away, but they can say, "Oh, 

it's a trade secret. We do not have to tell you. Go to a hearing and let the judge 

decide." You know how long it takes to get before the judge. Meanwhile, you are 

sitting in the hospital and you don't know what you have been exposed to. That is 

totally unacceptable -- totally unacceptable. 

There is a law that. has been proposed in Massachusetts which has this 

language. We want this language in the New Jersey law: "Disclosure of the above

mentioned hazard information and the use of this information by workers and residents 

Jto make decisions, where possible, to avoid toxic or hazardous working and living 

conditions outweighs companies' concerns for trade secrets. In this instance, the 

concern for public health must take precedence over private concerns." Basically 

what this means is that people are more important than profit. 

FROM AUDIENCE: Bring their families into it and see how they would 

like it. 

MS. DRESSNER: Section lO.b. -- As Mr. Butler testified earlier, and 

we support what he said 100%, emergency personnel, fire fighters, hospitals, doctors, 

need 24-hour a day access to this information. It should be computerized, and the 1 

information should be readily available. 

In Section 8, we do not want the access to the information to be at 

the county level. We want the access to be at the municipal level. Municipal access 

is very important for a couple of reasons. In some of our counties, as you know, the 

county seat is very far away from where a lot of people live. Public transportation 

is very inadequate, and it is very expensive for many working people today. People 

do not have the time, and quite often do not have the energy to deal with traveling 

a long distance to get this very important information. They should have the right 

to get the information where they live, in the town where they live, or in the town 

where they work. 

In Section 9, regarding enforcement of the law, we want the enforcement 

to be also on the municipal level, to interrelate with the access on the municipal 

level. We do not want the jurisdiction to be in Superior Court; we want it tb be 

initially in Municipal Court, with an appeal to the Superior Court. I'll go into 

that in a minute. 

FROM AUD;IENCE: Mr. Chairman, time. 

FROM AUDIENCE: I want to give up my time to her. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: We have one minute left. Please, you are reading 

into her time. One minute left. 

MS. DRESSNER: The last general area we want changed is that we are 

totally opposed to having the Department of Environmental Protection inspect these 

facilities. We want the inspection done by the fire fighters who are the people 

whose lives are on the line when they go into these places. We have had ample 

experience in New Jersey about the competence of the DEP to inspect facilities. I 

need only mention Lone Pine, Chemical Control, Kinbuc, Ferry Wholesalers -- you name 

it. The list could go -- I could talk here all night and name the places the DEP 

has inspected and has failed to inspect. 
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ment. 

Now, I want to talk specifically about municipal access and enforce-

SENATOR LaROCCA: You are over the time limit now, so please wrap up. 

FROX AUDIENCE: I am giving my time to her. 

SE~ATOR LaROCCA: I would like to make this conwent, that whoever 

addresses should address the Committee here, because we are the ones who want to 

listen to the testimony. I think with the people here, the emphasis should not be 

upon the people. We have to make the decision, and we have to pass this on to the 

other legislators. So, speaking to your audience I think is doing them an injustice. 

You should not address them; you should address the Committee to impress the Committee, 

if you really want a good suggestion. I am just trying to be helpful. 

MS. DRESSNER: Concerning the enforcement, we want enforcement of this 

lo be in Hunicipal Court. rle want there to be a standard of per se violations. We 

want there to be minimum mandatory penalties which are not discretionary with the 

judge. Just like the Motor Vehicle Code. If there is a violation, there is a fine, 

and let the corporation appeal it to Superior Court. We want there to be a simple 

complaint form, bilingual, with simple instructions available so that people can 

come in. When they come into the municipality to ask for the information, if it is 

not there, that is an indication of a per se violation. The resident or worker can 

then file a complaint without any filing cost. We do not want to deter people who 

do not have money, because it is often the poorest people who live near these fac

tories. We want the complaint then filed in Municipal Court, which is often held 

at night when working people can attend, and not during the day. And, we want the 

judge not to have the discretion to decide how much money to give these corporations 

in penalties when they violate this law. We want this law to work; we do not want a 

law on paper that means nothing in reality. (applause) 

SE~ATOR LaROCCA: You have already exceeded the time limit. 

FROM AUDIENCE: How much more to you have? 

MS. DRESSNER: A couple more minutes. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: How many? 

MS. DRESSNER: I said a couple more minutes. I think you took up some 

of ray time, sir. 

In addition, we want the costs, if the case is appealed to Superior 

Court -- we want the costs for attorneys and expert witnesses and filing costs~ all 

to be borne by the corporations. They are the people who have the money. If they 

are going to appeal their violations, they can pay for the appeal. (applause) 

In suwmary, we are very serious about this. This is a matter of life 

and death to us. To the corporations, it is a matter of money. This is what this 

is about. You are talking about people's tealth vs. the corporations' money, and 

it is the workers of New Jersey and the residents of New Jersey who in the long run 

make the products. When the industry understands this, then maybe they will think 

twice and they will think about their workers' health and the residents' health. 

That is what is important, not money. (applause) 

HR. CO~~NELLY: The next wi t:-tess is Mr. James Hardman from Hardman 

Incorporated. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Look, they have extended you courtesies, and so 

haver. So, please be fair. 
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J A M E S H A R D MAN: Gentlemen, Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity 

to be here tonight. I am Jim Hardman. I am President of Hardman Incorporated of 

Belleville and Cedar Grove. We are formulators of epoxy adhesives. Perhaps you are 

familiar with epoxies. You mix Part "A" and Part "B" together, they harden by 

chemical reaction, and hopefully you stick what you are trying to stick. (disruption 

from audience) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: I am running the chair here -- please. You have 

orchestrated the whole meeting. I have let you get away with a lot of things. 

Please proceed. 

MR. HARDMAN: We are deeply concerned --

• FROM AUDIENCE: We don't want an advertisement here. 

FROM AUDIENCE: We don't want them advertising their products. 

MR. CONNELLY: The previous witness just said that the people were not 

identifying themselves. So, he is identifying himself. (more disruption and scream

ing from audience) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Continue, pLease. May we have a little order so 

that the witness can complete his testimony, and everyone will be heard. 

HR. HARDMAN: We are deeply concerned about portions of this bill as 

proposed. Our concern lies with the required disclosure of ingredients in the 

products we produce. 

First, please understand that we have no objection to the disclosure 

of hazardous ingredients. Workers should be aware of the hazards -- and the toxicity 

of the materials they handle. And the people who use our adhesives should be aware 

of the hazards of exposure. And we believe that the local fire officials, safety 

and health officers should be aware of potential hazards. 

What we object to is the required disclosure of non-hazardous ingre

dients. our formulations are proprietary -- they are secret! Disclosure will help 

no one but our out-of-state competition and that will cost New Jersey jobs. 

The NIOSH source document this big book -- is the wrong place to 

look for hazardous or toxic substances. The fact that a material is listed in this 

book simple means that it has undergone toxicological testing. It does not mean 

that the material is inherently dangerous or toxic or hazardous. Most of the 

materials listed in this document are benign and innocuous. Included are such 

materials as beach sand, sugar, table salt, calcium carbonate, a mine fi~ler, an 

ingredient in candy. This is what we are concerned about. 

If you are looking for toxic materials, go to the OSHA Safety and 

Health Standards {29 CPR 1910) "Z" tables. These are the bad actors, and these 

are the materials that should be disclosed. 

Gentlemen, just because we are in the chemical industry is no reason 

to assign us a black eye and the role of a bad guy. There are hundreds of respon

sible che~ical companies in this State, and we are proud to be one of them. 

OSHA keeps track of the atmosphere inside our plant. The EPA keeps 

track of every vent out of our plant. We have to disclose compositions and volumes 

of every exhaust. The EPA also keeps track of everything we throw out. Even non

hazardous liquid waste has to be treated as if it were hazardous. We can't get rid 

of any liquid waste without compliance under the existing cradle-to-grave registra

tion requirements of RCRA -- the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. 
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Eve.ry raw material we use, and every product we produce, has a 

Material Safety Data Sheet (HSDS). This book is full of them. We instruct our 

employees about every hazard they face. Each employee is invited, in fact required, 

to review the Material Safety Data Sheets of the products we handle, and certainly 

the products we produce. We invite the fire departments and safety officials in, 

in both Belleville and Cedar Grove, to review our operations just in case of emer

gency. 

Again, we do not object to the disclosure of these hazards. And OSHA 

lists these hazards in Section 1910 "Z" tables. 

We object to the disclosure of 11;.;:1-hazardous ingredients. To do so 

would allow our competition to learn our formulations. This will help no one but 

our competition .• What incentive will we have to develop proprietary· technology if 

we have to give it away? Why should we have a technical director or an R&D 

Jtaff? Anyone who chooses to compete would have only to read the PIDS, the MSDS 

or our label. And this will cost us jobs. 

The thought of requesting proprietary or confidential status for every 

compound we produce is equally impractical. We develop perhaps 100 new compounds 

or specialty adhesives each year. Can you imagine the cost of convening a review 

board every week? The benefit would be minimal, but the cost to the taxpayer would 

be awesome. 

In summary, I am here to ask for revision in the proposed law. Do 

not require the disclosure of non-hazardous ingredients. Our secret formulas give 

us our competitive edge. We are only one of hundreds, if not thousands, of chemical 

companies in this State who rely on proprietary technology for their well-being and 

livelihood. Speaking only for ourselves, we represent 100 families in Essex County 

whose jobs and incomes depend on our proprietary technology. We paid for this 

technology; it is ours, and we urge you not to force us to give it away. Thank you 

sincerely. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Patricia Howler. 

P A T R I C I A H 0 W L E R: Good evening, my name is Pat Howler. I am from Sussex 

County, New Jersey , Franklin. You might not realize, but w'e are a very rural area. Despite that, 

we have chemicals up there. They dump them good. I would like to give you two examples. 

I would like to name the chemical companies involved. One is Metaltech, whose Presi

dent was Charlie Fletcher. It was three years ago. He had a lagoon across the 

street. Three-quarters of a mile away -- no, I am sorry. One-quarter of a mil~ away 

from that lagoon is our city well, whicn we depend on for our water. He decided to 

dump trichlorethylene in 55-gallon drums into this lagoon, which spread to our city 

well, which today is now_closed. I have, since 1972, drank trichlorethylene until 

the year 1980. 

A more recent case was not quite a year ago. Accurate Forming was 

dumping trichlorethylene into the Wallkill Valley River. This is up in Hamburg, New 

Jersey. The DEP has not done anything so far that I know. Fines, to me, do not get 

us anywhere, especially -- I would like to point out one section here, Section lO.d. 

on Page 8 of the Right to Know Act. It says we should have fines up to $10,000 for 

the chemical companies. That should be the minimum, for a $10,000 fine, in my 

opinion, is a slap on the wrist. 

FRC>r1 AUDIENCE: It is an insult to the human body. 
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MS. HOWLER: I definitely support the ri~ht to know bill for the 

community and the workplace, and I want to see it go through. I do hope that it 

goes through, and that you report a positive attitude for the Right to Know Act. 

I thank you. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Mr. Richard Heckman, who is 

from the New Jersey Business and Industry Association. 

FROM AUDIENCE: This is not the Little People's world, I can see that. 

R I C H A R D H E C K M A N: Members of the Senate Committee on Energy and Envi

ronment, good evening. My name is Richard Heckman. I am Manager of Industrial 

Relations for General Dynamics Electrodynamic Corporation located in Avenel, New 

Jersey. I am here today representing New Jersey Business and Industry Association. 

I am accompanied by William Bobsein, Chairman of the Environmental Quality Committee 

for the New Jersey Business and Industry Association. On behalf of our more than 

12,000 member companies statewide, we appreciate this opportunity to present our 

views concerning Senate Bill No. 1670 sponsored by Senator Daniel Dalton. Inasmuch 

as this bill addresses the two broad areas of hazard communication to the employee 

and to the public, I will focus my remarks on those portions of the bill pertaining 

to an impacting on industrial relations, while my colleague will address some of the 

broader environmental and administrative concerns. 

New Jersey is one of many states considering right to know laws, pro

liferation of which, in addition to Federal regulations, will inevitably impede the 

free flow of interstate commerce and will become unduly burdensome for employers 

operating in multiple states. 

New Jersey Business and Industry Association supports the concept that 

employees should have the right to understand the nature of the substances to which 

they are exposed, the risks associated with exposure, precautions to be taken in 

handling such substances, and emergency procedures in the event of·a mishap. Respon

sible industry members have recognized the need for a well-informed labor force and 

have voluntarily undertaken such educational programs. 

State legislation mandating employee hazard communication is, however, 

a costly duplication of Federal efforts. The Occupational Safety and Health Adminis

tration (OSHA), charged with the responsibility of providing a safe workplace for all 

employees, has recently published proposed regulations governing hazard ~ommunication, 

specifically 47 F.R. 12092. 

The proposed Federal regulatory scheme will insure the availability of 

pertinent information regarding hazards associated with chemical substances present 

in the work environment uniformly throughout the country. Inasmuch as OSHA has 

devoted many months of study to this issue, with input from the best technical minds 

in the country, we submit that additional State regulations will impose duplicate 

and/or conflicting requirements on New Jersey employers at great expense without 

providing similar benefit to employees. As arr example, the definition of "hazardous 

chemical" as contained in the proposed OSHA standard is far superior to the defini

tion contained in S-1670 -- "hazardous chemical" means any chemical which is com

bustible, a compressed gas, explosive, flammable, a health hazard, an organic 

peroxide, an oxidizer, pyrophoric, unstable (reactive or water reactive). 

Another example is the OSHA definition of "health hazard" which means 

a chemical which upon exposure may result in the occurrence of acute or chronic 
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health effects. A more precise definitio~ is contained in the Appendix to the OSHA 

standard. The definition of "health hazard" as provided by N. Irving Sax is contro

versial and is not universally accepted by health professionals. 

We also question the advisability of extending enforcement responsi

bility to two independent departments -- DEP and Labor. Employers would be subject 

to duplicate and overlapping inspections by the State and Federal governments. It 

can be anticipated that employers would perceive this law as a form of harassment 

by the State, as well as employees, and insist on application to the courts before 

they permit an i~spection. 

Fu~thermore, in 1970, the Federal government enacted the Occupational 

Safety and Health.Act (OSHA). This law placed responsibility for the regulation 

of issues concerning workers' safety and health with the U.S. Department of Labor. 

~is Federal law superseded all state laws pertaining to employee safety. 

In 1973, the State of New Jersey, with the support of labor organiza

tions and despite objections by the industrial co~~unity, relinquished its enforcement 

responsibility over these worker safety and health issues to the U.S. Department of 

Labor. By that action the power of New Jersey to enact worker safety and health 

standards r.as been preempted, except where OSHA standards do not address the issue 

in question. 

A ~eview of State legislative history supports this application of the 

preemption doctrine. On three occasions during the prior administration when the 

legislature enacted a law regulating employee safety, Governor Byrne vetoed the 

legislation on the grounds that New Jersey had delegated its responsibility for OSHA 

enforcement and ~~s powerless to enter this legislative arena where OSHA standards 

already existed on the subject. In vetoing this legislation on April 7, 1975, 

Gover:wr Byrne said: "The linited States Department of Labor has recently informed 

my ad~inistratior. that, pursuant to the Federal Occupational Safety and Health Act 

of 1970, New Jersey has been preempted from exercising any statutory or regulatory 

authority in the area of occupational safety and health." As noted, at the present 

time Federal standards pertaining to "hazard communication" are awaiting completion 

of the public hearing process. It is anticipated that standards will emerge from 

the regulatory process and be in effect at the end of 1982. We submit, therefore, 

that if enacted, those portions of S-1670 which deal with worker safety will be 

preempted by Federal rule by the end of this year. ' 
In summary, addressing the concept of State worker right to know legis

lation, we submit it duplicates Federal efforts and is therefore unnecessary. 

New Jersey Business and Industry Association urges that you not enact 

the employee right to know legislation as proposed in S-1670. 

With your permission, I will now turn the floor over to my colleague, 

1-lr. Bobsein. 

FRO)l AliDIENCE: Come and live with it. Come and live where we have 

to live. (audience expresses disapproval by booing) 

MR. CO~NELLY: Are you going to take another five minutes? 

MR. BOBSEIN: I can cut it short. 

MR. CO~NELLY: We have to alternate. If you are a separate speaker, 

we have to altern~te. 

SE~~TOR LaROCCA: We will alternate. That is th~ rul~, so you will 

be after the next speaker. 
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MR. CONNELLY: The next speaker will be Mr. Moshir Robinson. 

M 0 S H I R R 0 B I N S 0 N: 

Gail Gordon and Bob Cartwright. 

I have a few assistants, Matthew Gillam, Alex Hooper, 

Can I have those people, please? Mr. Cartwright, 

Mr. Gillam and Alex Hooper are part of my team for presentation. 

I am glad this gentleman just spoke a little bit about law and history, 

because I would like to refresh a few people's minds about history. My understanding 

is that the 17th century in America worldwide was·known as the "age of enlightenment." 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Will you please speak for the record, and also that 

we can hear. 

MR. ROBINSON: My name is Moshir Robinson. I am Executive Director 

of New Je~sey COSH. My training is in medicine, political economy -- I was Albert 

Schweitzer Scholar of Medicine at Oxford University. I am Professor of Political 

Economy at the State University Cornell, as well. 

The 17th century was the "age of enlightenment." Our forefathers 

defeated all those who promoted all forms of ignorance and myths. This victory of 

the right of people to know the scientific basis of our society's evolution was 

essential to the 18th and 19th centuries' industrial development, the same develop

ment that these characters owe their profits to. The American Constitution embodies 

this notion of the right to know in two profound ways. 

First, the right of people to freedom of the press - our guarantee in 

this democratic society that information pertinent to our rights of life, liberty and 

the pursuit of happiness be open to scrutiny in the public domain. 

Second, the right of people to freedom of speech. Once we have the 

information from press, or government, which is supposed to seek to protect the 

public good, or from our own personal investigation, we have a right to agitate 

openly for what we see is in the best interest of the people. Without information, 

we cannot do this. 

It is very odd to sit here tonight, and to be insulted by the very 

people who drap themselves in the American flag and the American Constitution. 

Industry opposes the right of people to be informed as to the extent of their culpa

bility in the 20th century's most gripping question: Will we in our drive to meet 

the bottom line profit, destroy the environment, animal life and humanity itself? 

Yes, industry whose sin of avarice threatens what it has taken nature thousands, 

and perhaps millions of years to produce, is attempting to tell us tha~ our 1000% 

rise in cancer since the Second World War has nothing to do with them; that the 

over 40,000,000 people who, according to Social Security, are disabled in the United 

States has nothing to do with them; that the estimated 80% of modern birth defects 

which are the result of damage to male sperm through toxic exposure has nothing to 

do with them; and, in New Jersey, where 20% of the U.S. chemical production takes 

place, where there are 10.2 billion pounds of hazardous materials produced each 

year -- that is 1.36 million pounds per square mile, or 1,393 pounds for every 

resident in the State. This is where, also, the world's highest cancer rate exists, 

and iL's funny they would tell us they are not responsible, that they have nothing to 

do with this. 

Well, the big lie goes on because they turn to you and I and say, 

"Prove it." Scientific proof· is based on data collection, which these same industry 

forces would rise tonight and oppose. They will cry, "Trade secrets." Well, that 
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is a most foul, fi!thy lie. These companies have no right to protect any informa

tion. That information might be used to advance humanity's well-being and its pro

tection in ~ea:th and in other things. The only right these guys have is to produce 

stuff chea;er ~han the next fool, and to do it more efficiently. They have no right 

to protect any information. (applause) 

Secondly, these guys have been crying that they can't afford it. Well, 

if you and : can't afford insurance on our car, we won't operate it. If you can't 

meet inspection requirements in the State of New Jersey, you can't operate it. If 

you won't drive at 55 miles an hour, the State Police might jail you. Well, it's 

;;.bout Lime · .. ;c: d,_;al with the problem which is ten times worse th,w traffic injuries 

or fatalities. Te~ times as many people die in New Jersey from exposure or death 

in plants tr.an die on the highways. 

i This massive death and injury that industry is promoting in the work-

place and tcxic dumping areas of New Jersey has to cease. We not only from New Jersey 

COSH supper~ this bill, but we think it needs to be strengthened, and I have six 

different reco~~endations. 

Criminal liabilities should be legislated on the Board of Directors 

for any com~any violating our right to know. Senseless deaths like those from 

Picatinny Arsenal explosions could have been avoided with proper workplace control 

and regulation. The profit-hungry owners should rot in jail, just as muggers and 

drunk drivers should. 

Secondly, no trade secrets. Concerns for public health override these 

people's drive for profit. Third, local filing as opposed to county filing. If you 

are someone · .. ·ho is v:orking for $3.00 an hour in some unauthorized rotten chemical 

plant, you c~nnJt get off, you cannot afford to take off to go file, maybe 30 miles 

away at the county seat. Also, most of us cannot afford attorneys to go ahead and 

process thin;s in Superior Cou_rt which filing in the county means. So, we want 

filing in the local municipality where people (interrupted by applause) Now, 

people are going to say, "How are you going to pay for that?" It is not hard to 

pay for this, man. The way you have to pay for this bill is the same way we have 

to pay when '"'e want to fix our houses. We have to have filing fees. The companies 

need to pay ~iling fees any time they use any of these materials, to pay for the 

enforcement cf this law. Or perhaps we could also go to a tax on gross receipts. 

The State is not worried -- the State of New Jersey is not worried about losing ~ts 

tourist trade. The State of New Jersey is not worried about losing its tourist trade 

because of traffic tickets. We should not be scared of losing our industries because 

we are regulating the health of our people. 

My final two points are very short. First, universal identification. 

Regardless of the quantity, a toxic material is toxic. Most of these quantities we 

are talking about viere in micro, mille, whatever, liters, not in the gallons of drums 

that they wc;.:2.d like us to believe would be in our interest to have regulated, which 

they can afford to regulate. The fact is that in Philadelphia, these guys have been 

getting arou~d the law by drawing down the quantity to 55-gallon drums and below. 

We do no~ want that. We want them, regardless of what size, to have to report it. 

All chemicals, a:1ything, including water, ,_.;hen it is combined in some cinergistic 

form -- you ~now, some reaction causing a dangerous component of the whole. That is 

why h'C ha'.•e to knoh· 11;hat is going on, what is held in these plants, so that vre c:1n 

understand what ki:1d of things they are putting together when they blow up our firemen 
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have some idea what the end product is they are fighting. 

information, we cannot do that. 
If we don't have this 

Finally, we want fire fighters to have 24-hour access, not two years 

from now. Those guys are lucky to have gotten out of that fire the other night with 

their lives. We want the State to computerize not only traffic violations, we want 

them to computerize all of this other kind of data relating to toxic materials. Put 

some computer terminals in these fire houses so the guys can push a button and find 

out how they can save their lives. 

MR. CARTWRIGHT: My name is Bob Cartwright 

SENATOR LaROCCA: The next speaker -- we have some rules. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next speaker is Mr. William Bobsein. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: They forced us to change after Mr. Heckman, and I 

am trying to be equal and fair -- (Chairman interrupted by audience) 

MR. BOBSEIN: He can go next, that's okay. (as Mr. Cartwright continues 

to speak) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Please -- you forced us to change him. We are trying 

to be fair. No, he was allotted his five minutes. You forced us to change this. 

I don't want to change the rules as we go along. That's all. You will get your 

chance after this one. Yes, we are trying to count the time on it. I am trying to 

be fair. You people do not understand what fairness means. I wanted to let him 

continue: I would have let you, but you did not allow it. You cooked your own goose. 

Please, don't let me lose my temper. 

W I L L I A M B 0 B S E I N: Senator, my name is William Bobsein. I am Chairman 

of the Environmental Quality Committee of the New Jersey Business and Industry Associa

tion. 

I wanted to point out that the Business and Industry Association repre

sents businesses of all kinds, from the largest corporations in the State down to the 

Mom & Pop retail merchants. It does not represent in large part the chemical industry 

of New Jersey, although some chemical companies do belong. 

The impact of the proposed legislation would go far beyond the industrial 

relations areas that my predecessor, Mr. Heckman, spoke to. In fact, where the pre

amble to the bill speaks of "the proliferation of chemicals posing a growing threat 

to the health_of employees," the bill may unintentionally foster more hysteria in 

regard to chemicals in general, regardless of whether or not there are tbxic or 

hazardous components in those chemicals. To permit such misinformation to be dis

seminated from the legislative level would be a disservice to the thousands of 

beneficial compounds which serve not only our health needs, but our daily lives and 

we believe it is an affront to the successful programs which are underway in the 

State to allow this kind of thing to go on. New Jersey has become a national leader 

in pollution control. In fact, with the operation of the various State and Federal 

regulations and laws, we believe that the threat is being significantly decreased as 

time goes on. 

The primary proponents of this legislation have given wide circulation 

to a pamphlet entitled "The Right to Know About Toxics in Our Workplaces and Com

munities." It is this publication which clearly demonstrates that S-1670 is at the 

most unnecessary and at the least overly broad, costly and burdensome to the State 

and also to the county, and particularly its government. 
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The arguments of the proponents read as follows: 

"Without right to know legislation: 

*Those of us living or working in New Jersey have no way of knowing 

the names of toxic substances we breathe daily. 

*Unknown toxic substances are stored in our communities, making 

it difficult for us to protect ourselves against chemical leaks, 

fires, or emissions. 

*Workers are denied access to the names of toxic substances they 

handle daily and are therefore unable to protect their own health. 

*Government agencies cannot adequately protect the health of 

people living or working in New Jersey because they do not know 

the names of substances handled by industry. 

*We cannot identify the hazards of many chemicals in the work

place and community before injury to health actually occurs. 

*Fire fighters cannot safely extinguish toxic fires or fumes 

of chemicals unless they know the taxies involved in the 

emerqency." 

That is the end of the quote from the proponents. 

Firstly, in all but one of these arguments the word "taxies" or 

"hazard" is used to describe the information which the New Jersey Right to Know 

Coalition claims is unavailable. The record shows that every supporting witness 

thus far has voiced their concerns in terms of toxic or hazardous chemicals. 

However, the proposal at issue talks about 125,000 materials that appear on the 

NIOSH list, most of which are neither toxic nor hazardous. As was stated before by 

another speaker, the preface to the NIOSH list warns against misuse of its contents. 

It says, and I quote: "The absence of a substance from the registry does not imply 

that the substance is non-toxic, anymore than the presence of a substance in the 

registry indicates that the substance is hazardous ... " 

The volume of information that would be required to be generated by 

the provisions of this law would literally flood the public with warehouses full of 

paper, most of which would be unwanted and unneeded by them. 

Furthermore, the bill places the burden on the Department of Environ-
' mental Protection and county health departments to maintain and process this volume 

of information in such a manner as to be almost instantly accessible to public 

demands for any or all of the 125,000 listed materials. Substantial costs would be 

added to already hard-pressed State and county budgets in order to comply. 

It goes without saying that the costs of the operations required to 

report under this legislation would be substantial. Virtually every manufacturing 

facility and many commercial non-manufacturing facilities in the State would be 

covered by these requirements. Even the 5,000 or so filling stations in the State 

of ~ew Jersey would be required to file their requisite MSDS and PIDS for substances 

which are in con~on usage to service the family car. 

New Jersey's economic climate is experiencing bad times. Layoffs 

and shutdowns affecting hundreds of employees are occurring weekly. Plans by 

companies to increase their manufacturing capacity in other states rather than New 

Jersey are being considered to the point where employees of one New ,Ter~;ey company 
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have been solicited by an ad in a daily newspaper to consider housing possibilities 

in a sunbelt state where some of that plant's operations will be relocated. 

Of further concern to the business corrmunity is the lack of respect 

which S-1670 affords trade secrets. If a manufacturer is required to report its 

use of each of the 125,000 substances on the NIOSH list, whether or not they are 

hazardous, that manufacturer will likely be giving away the keys to its product 

formula to competitors. This is not an unfounded fear. Recently, a snafu at the 

EPA resulted in the possession by a competitor of a phenomenally successful formula 

for a product that is estimated to contribute $450 million annually to the sales of 

the Monsanto Cqmpany. 

The provision that puts the burden upon the manufacturers to establish 

J a case for trade secret protection for each PID in the forum of an administrative 

proceeding is of little comfort to manufacturers of highly competitive products. 

Now, I will skip to my final point. You will see from our written 

presentation that there are a great many Federal and State laws and regulations 

which already cover the subjects at issue here tonight. We urge you to oppose 

S-1670. The bill does not provide the public with one additional iota of pollution 

protection, nor does it provide them with a useable repository of information with 

regard to risk-related substances. If the Legislature wishes to establish an effec

tive program in this area, we suggest that legislation be drafted to direct the 

State to centralize information already reported both to Federal and State authori

ties regarding toxic and/or hazardous substances within the State. The legislation 

should further direct that this information be made conveniently available to the 

public. We believe that the objectives of S-1670 can be met. Thank you. 

MR. CONNELLY: Sir, do we have your name? 

R o B E R T c A R T W R I G H T: Of course. My name is Robert Cartwright -

FROM AUDIENCE: And he can give his address too. 

MR. CARTWRIGHT: Oh, I can give my address because I'm actually from 

here. I live in the Ironbound Section of Newark, home of many chemical plants, many 

hazardous waste sites, and air that has become just about unbreathable. 

A century ago, American Indians were almost completely wiped out. 

Many of us have begun to ask ourselves, "Are we next?" Secrecy has always been the 

way of operating for those who make up a tiny minority, but who wish to connrol the 

vast majority. Hitler and the Fascists did not announce publicly in 1933 that they 

were going to kill six million Jewish people. No, they said that they were building 

progress and prosperity. Nor was there a democratic election to decide whether or 

not millions of people were to die. 

About 90% of all cancers are environmentally caused. We have not had 

an election nor referendum to decide whether we wanted this fact to become part of 

the American way of life. Instead, it was forced upon us, without us knowing that 

anything was going on until it was much too late. 

Tonight the chemical industry representatives, some of whom are leav

ing, even though they make up a minute proportion of the population, have demanded 

equal time to speak; a half hour to be allocated for the vast majority of the popu

lation who have to suffer the diseases, the cancers, the birth defects that these 

merchants of death rain down upon us, and a half hour for the industry representa

tives to whine about how they will all go bankrupt if the American people have the 

right to know and to find out about all the killer chemicals that they are exposing 
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us to. They will use one of their many excuses, that the poisonous gases that they 

expose their workers and people who live near their plants to are trade secrets. 

They figure that the best way to keep us powerless, to prevent us from requiring 

that we not be exposed to their toxic pollution, either at the workplace or in our 

neighborhoods, is to make sure that we do not know what is killing us. And they 

are right. Knowledge is power. So is organization. When the chemical industry 

speaks, it is with a unified voice and the money to back it up. 

The rest of us carne here tonight as free people trying to protect our 

health and that of our children. Nobody had to pay us to do it. (applause) On the 

other hand, the chemical industry is represent~~ by their hired guns, lobbyists, 

consultants, publi; relations experts and employees whose presence is dictated by 

corporate executives and enforced with the threat of firing. 

J They try to convince us that the damage caused by their pollution is 

necessary, that the products that we use and consume cannot be produced without 

damage to our health. This is what is known as the "big lie technique." To give 

but one example -- industry spokesmen try to prevent the regulation of vinyl 

chloride by claiming that it would cost billions of dollars and throw millions of 

Americans out of work -- the exact figure was 2.2 million Americans were to lose 

their jobs, and $60 billion is going to be required if OSHA enforced the regulation 

on vinyl chloride. The reality is that nobody lost their job. OSHA went ahead with 

the regulation, and the corporations ironically actually made more money by recycling 

the vinyl chloride that they had previously wasted. 

In 1975, Mr. Wheeler, Senior Technical Official at Union Carbide, 

expressed surprise as to how unexpectedly easy it had been for his company to comply 

with the new standard. But they don't tell us that when these hearings go on. 

In order to counteract the corporate propaganda barrage, we must 

become as organized as they are. Only a unified, grass roots health and safety 

movement, including workers, community residents and health professionals can 

succeed in protecting our health and that of our children. 

Government, as exemplified by the DEP in New Jersey, and industry, as 

exemplified by some of the characters here tonight, have not protected the people. 

At Love Canal they did not protect anyone, and they are not going to do it anywhere 

else. It is up to us. A right to know law is the first step. Next, we must demand 

the right to say "no"- to toxic pollution at work and in our neighborhoods. (applause) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Is thare anyone else here from industry? (no response) 

Then, we will proceed with the others on the list. Who is next? Proceed. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next speaker will be Ms. Gail Gordon, Professor 

at Jersey City State College. 

G A I L G 0 R D 0 N: Mr. Chairman, my name is Gail Gordon. I am Chairwoman and 

Assistant Professor in the Department of Health Sciences at Jersey City State College. 

I am here today to tell you a bit about a study we conducted last 

Spring at Jersey City State College. We surveyed brake repair workers in brake 

repair shops in Jersey City, and I am here to tell you a little bit about the find

ings. In contrast to the industry spokespeople today who said that we don't need 

a right to know law, we interviewed workers in these brake repair shops and found 

that they do need this law, that they knew very little about the substances which 

they are working with. 

What we did is, we based our study on some of the work done by Dr. 

Irvi.ag Selikoff of the Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, who is well known in this field. 



We based our questionnaire and our survey on his studies. As you might know, 

asbestos is used in brakes, and brake repair workers are exposed to asbestos and 

are dying as a result of it. There are ways to reduce exposure, but most of these 

workers did not know how to reduce their exposure to asbestos. 

We asked them, "Do you know you are working with asbestos?" and they 

did say, "yes." They do know that they are working with asbestos. However, when 

we explored what they knew about asbestos, we found that that is really where their 

knowledge stopped. That is all they knew, that they were working with asbestos. We 

asked them, "Are asbestos diseases curable?" The majority of them said, "Yes, they 

are curable,""or they did not know. So, their information was inaccurate. 

1 We also asked them, "Can your families be exposed to asbestos through 

your clothing?" Most of the workers said either "no" or they did not know. So, 

once again, their information was incorrect. We asked them if they knew about any 

laws that existed regarding exposure to asbestos and, once again, they said they 

either did not know or else they said there were no laws to protect them. 

We asked them if there was anything that could be done about reducing 

their level of exposure to asbestos, and most of them said "yes," they were doing 

something to reduce their exposure. But then when we asked them what is being done, 

they said, "Oh well, we have fans blowing, we open the window, we sweep the floor to 

get rid of the asbestos." Well, this is not accurate information. They thought they 

were protecting themselves, when in fact they were not. Only a few knew about the 

vacuuming, the use of masks, and other protective devices. 

Our study in Jersey City State College confirms the need for the right 

to know legislation. More specifically, from just taking off on what we found in 

our survey, we found that -- I believe that the MSDS, the Material Safety Data 

Sheet, would help workers because it would not only tell them that they are exposed 

to asbestos, it would tell them about the long-term effects and it would give them 

accurate information. 
We also feel that the conducting of training sessions is very important, 

and we would recommend that some of the information be given both in Spanish and in 

English because many of the brake repair workers that we surveyed only spoke Spanish, 
and so we feel this could be an added part of this legislation. 

' In conclusion, we applaud the efforts of this Committee and, in 

particular, Senator Dalton, for giving leadership on this critical issue. If laws 

such as this are enacted, we should be able to reduce the incidence of occupational 

diseases. We feel strongly at Jersey City State College that this would benefit, 

not only the workers, but industry and society as a whole. Thank you. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: For your information, I would just like to welcome 

to this hearing my colleague in the Senate, Senator Wynona Lipman. I welcome you 

to the hearing --
SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you, Senator. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: -- so that you also can hear, and be made aware of 

the pros and cons of S-1670. Please proceed. 

~tR. CONNELLY: The next speaker \'I ill be Joseph Mangella. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: If there is no answer, we will proceed with the 

next one. 

MR. CONNELLY: Mr. Joseph Schirmer from the CWA. 

New Jersey State UbrBIY 
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the audience 

S C H I R ME R: Thank you, Senator, and Mr. Connelly. Friends in 

if you don't mind, Senator, I am going to face the audience. 

I am a representative from the Communication Workers of America. Our 

Union represents Bell Telephone workers, telecommunication workers, and State workers 

in New Jersey. We support this bill, and I "Ylould like to tell you, just briefly, why. 

As Union members, we are committed to serve the public as State workers 

officially, and this legislation will allow us to do that. I want to just make 

perhaps two or three points here tonight. I think the most important one is this. 

Most employers and employees do not know what they are working with, not only the 

workers, but the bosses. The people who were r~re earlier this evening, in general, 

could not tell you the generic names of the ch~~icals in the factories in which they 

are working. Generic name information is not widely distributed, and it is crucial 

it is absolutely trucial that we have generic name legislation, not with trade name 

protection, but with no strings attached, because without that information you cannot 
~ 
get access to the scientific literature. That is the key to get into the scientific 

literature. 

The head of NIOSH in 1976, that is the National Institute of Occupa

tional Safety and Health, testified before Congress that, based on a survey of over 

5,000 workplaces, at the majority of those workplaces, both the employers and the 

employees did not know the generic nanes of the chemicals in those workplaces. And 

that, I think, still stands today. He felt at that time in 1976 that that was a 

problem. He could not do his job with that being the situation. We feel today that 

that same situation exists and it is still a problem at the local level and at the 

national level. 

There is an important distinction between trade names and generic names. 

The generic name will allow the workers, or their representative, or the community 

person, to get information on the toxicity of that chemical. Without that, they 

cannot get it. My personal job is as an Industrial Hygienist, and I work in the 

area of evalua~ing workplace hazards, rather than community hazards, but I think 

they are very closely linked. My job can be broken up into three phases really. 

It is to recognize, to evaluate, and to help control the hazards in the workplace. 

Now, there are two sort of scientific subspecialties in this field 

which are important. There is Toxicology in Health on the one hand, and there is 

Air Sampling and Analysis on the other. Now, without knowing the names of the 

chemicals in a workpl.ace, I can't do my job. I can't make an evaluation of the, 

toxic risks in that workplace and, furthermore, I can't even do any air sampling. 

I can't set up instruments to do air sampling unless I know what I am looking for. 

It is like a needle in a haystack. You have to know what you are looking for in 

order to make it through to your job. (applause) Thank you. 

I would like to just give some specific examples to illustrate these 

points. ~ight here in Newark there is an outfit on Blanchard Avenue that recently 

refused to tell one of our investigators the generic name of a solvent. When we 

did identify the air contaminants that were being released by this industrial pro

cess -- by the way they were methylene chloride and trichloroethlyene -- the company 

denied that these chemicals were in the product. Now, it took us a lot of time to 

establish these facts, and we could have operated much more efficiently and saved 

the State a whole lot of money if we had had this information in the form of a r1gn~ 

to kn~w legislation. 
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Similarly, sometimes instead of an outright denial, we get bad infor

mation. At the State House there is a library and there are films in that library. 

One of the solvents used to clean the film came under some concern by one of the 

employees. They wanted to know if it was dangerous to them. They asked if an 

investigator could evaluate it. It is an Illinois company that makes the stuff. 

The company's initials are R.T.I., and that company stated the generic name was 

trichlorotrifluoroethane. We did some air sampling and we were able to identify 

that they were wrong, that that in fact was not the chemical. The actual chemical 

involved was 1,1-trichloroethane. So, they were absolutely misleading us. I think 

they were deliQerately trying to mislead us with regard to the toxicity of that 

chemical. 

This legislation would help to prevent this kind of shenanigans. 

Sometimes, even from the so-called responsible actors, we get inadequate informa

tion. I have here with me some information I got from 3M, which is one of the 

better companies, but even they sometimes screw up, if you will. They refused to 

identify the generic names. They have a company policy that they will not identify 

generic names, and they sent us their own toxicological identification of a chemical 

called FC43, but they only told us in general terms what this chemical was. So we 

were again frustrated in our attempts to try to protect the workers involved. If 

we got the generic name information that this bill begins to let us get at, weak 

though it is, we could protect the public and serve the public more adequately. 

The CWA feels that three groups would be served by this legislation. 

First, health professionals, many of whom are represented by CWA, would be better 

able to do their jobs and, more important and more wide, the workers throughout 

New Jersey would be able to do their jobs more safely and more efficiently if they 

had access to this generic name information. They would be able to make the proper 

decisions about how to handle the chemicals and how to protect their own lives. 

Finally, as many of you here are from the community, this information 

is important to you because without this information you cannot make intelligent 

choices about zoning issues and other crucial things in this community. (applause) 

Thank you. 
To sum up, I would say that without this kind of information, as 

members of the public we have two choices in how to respond to the reality around 

us. we can either become apathetic and hide our heads and try not to look at 

reality, or we can become frightened and hysterical to the point where we are abso

lutely panicked abou~ what is going on. I think we have an alternative. The alterna
tive is dependent upon information. If we can get information through this kind of 

legislation, we can make intelligent choices and we can control our environment. 

Thank you. 
MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Professor Arthur Kincy 

from Rutgers Law School. 

P R 0 F E S S 0 R A R T H U R K I N 0 Y: Members of the Committee and members 

of the community: My name is Arthur Kinoy. I am a Professor of Constitutional Law 

at Rutgers University School of Law here in Newark. I am a member of the Bar of the 

Supreme Court of the United States and I have argued a number of cases to that Court 

successfully urging the protection of the fundamental Constitutional rights of the 

people of this country. 

I am going to address myself to what I think is to be one of the most 

serious aspects of the bill, and that is the so-called trade secrets provision. 



I have prepared a very full statement, copies of which I would like to submit to 

the members of the Committee for the record, and I would hope other members of the 

Conunittee will have the opportunity to read and study it. I would be very glad at 

a later date to discuss questions of the statement with the Committee. 

At this moment let me address myself, because of our time, solely to 

certain of the critical and central aspects of this problem. I want to say that I 

was delighted that I was assisted in the preparation of this work by Miss Elizabeth 

Schneider and Judy Volkmann from the Constitutional Litigation Clinic of Rutgers Law 

School, by Adrienne Markowitz from the Health and Safety Committee of the Montclair 

Citizens' Party, and by Sid Harring from the John Jay College of Criminal Justice. 

Let me put to the Committee, very directly, what I believe to be the 

center of the prdblem. The New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know bill is 

absolutely essential to the health of the millions who live in New Jersey now, and 

{o those who will live here in the future. Thousands of chemical substances are 

used in various manufacturing processes in our State. Presently, citizens of New 

Jersey cannot find out most of the risks that these chemicals pose. At a minimum, 

we all know that many of them cause cancer. We also know that many of the chemicals 

are potential hazards but we lack the results of long-term research to be able to 

be certain. Highly dangerous PCBs were freely used in the environment for 40 years 

before the health risk of even a small exposure was discovered. 

Co~~unities need to know what chemical substances are being used in 

their environs to protect the lives of the people who live there, and to allow public 

servants such as police and firemen to adequately deal with chemical emergencies. 

But, and this I call sharply to the attention of the Committee, the chemical industry 

remains insensitive to our concerns and dishonest in its statements to the public 

about the dangers of today's heavy use of chemicals. Fundamental to their objection 

to the co~T.unities' right to know is their assertion that they have "trade secrets" 

that must be protected at the expense of community health. 

The proposed bill, which I support in almost every one of its aspects, 

has one dangerous provision in it. It provides so far -- and I will be confident and 

hope that the Legislature will eliminate this provision when it comes to the floor -

it provides that manufacturers may claim trade secrets as a basis for exemption from 

the bill and gives them a procedural vehicle by which they can prove their claim. 

Simply put, a manufacturer can claim that a trade secret is anything that is k~own 

only to them and gives them a competitive advantage over others in the industry. 

Under this statute, as presently written, a manufacturer's claim of trade secrets 

can effectively nullify the purposes of this bill, thus giving corporate profit 

priority over health and- safety. 

We believe that the "trade secrets" provision of this bill should be 

promptly eliminated. First of all, the notion of trade secrets, as understood in 

the law generally, is based on the secrecy of manufacturing processes, not a list 

of ingredients. The list of ingredients which companies would have to give over 

in the MSDS Sheet is not of a degree of specificity which would even qualify in 

ordinary law as a trade secret. 

Second, the legal concept of trade secrets at the common law emerges 

from certain legal protection accorded manufacturers from former employees who want 

to divt:lge their employer's secrets, but under the common law, and under the cases 

of the State of New Jersey, and under the Federal cases themselves, this concept of 
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protection of trade secrets is never applied where there is a countervailing 

interest in what -- public health and safety. The law is crystal clear that the 

applicability of manufacturers' claims of trade secrets does not apply where 
public health and safety are at stake. Even the Federal Toxic Substances Control 

Act acknowledges this, and similar health and safety exceptions can be found in a 

number of other Federal statutes. Now, the Supreme Court of the State of New Jersey 

has totally acknowledged the dominance and importance of public health and safety 

over and above the private interest in trade secrets. I will not take the time, as 

this is not a court of law, to develop and explain that decision. I would be glad, 

members of ~he Committee, to meet together with you to explain in detail the Whitmore 

Bros. case which establishes the full law in the State of New Jersey on this question. 

Health and safety considerations, the Supreme .Court of New Jersey says, are dominant 

over trade secret claims. Therefore, trade secret claims cannot constitute an 

exemption to disclosure under this Act. 

Finally, the "trade secrets" prov1s1on must be eliminated because as 

spelled out in the bill, and we must face this frankly, it has the potential of 

effectively nullifying the Act. Even under the procedural provisions of the bill, 

manufacturers' claims of so-called trade secrets have the practical effect of stop

ping disclosure. 

Industry's claim of so-called trade secrets, and we must face this, 

and the Committee must face this, raises a false issue, a smokescreen to protect the 

industry from the social consequences of publicly revealing what chemicals they use 

in the various production processes. All of us know, for example, that the modern 

science of analytical chemistry can, in fact, analyze any substance and determine 

with great accuracy exactly what ingredients are found in it and in what proportion. 

All chemical companies employ the services of these professionals to do exactly that, 

and consequently among themselves they all know that they virtually know all of each 

other's so-called trade secrets. If the whole idea of a trade secret is not neces

sary to protect the manufacturers from competition, in reality, what does it protect 

them from? It protects them from public scrutiny, from being publicly accountable 

for the chemicals they use. It is the opposite of a worker and community right to 

know bill -- it is a manufacturers' right to cover it up bill. 
Now, we say and I have developed this position in full in,the paper, 

and I am ready to meet in detail with members of the Committee and the staff to 

discuss this out very fully - we say that the position that we are putting forward 

here is what? -- is a moderate, reasonable, rational position. Every decent human 

being in this State and in this country agrees that the modern use of chemicals in 

industry poses a public health threat. Everyone would also agree that we do not now 

know the full extent of that threat, other than to say that it is deadly and that it 

has already killed people and will kill more. In this context, we believe that the 

public's need to know is absolutely compelling. It is, as we have said, a matter 

of life itself. It is protected by the most fundamental provision of the Constitu

tion of the United States and the Constitution of the State of New Jersey. This 

country was founded on the concept of what? -- the protection of life and liberty. 

The industry's defense of the secret chemicals, whatever their merits, and we chal

lenge their use of the concept of trade secret, is based solely on an argument about 

the property value of those alleged secrets. If there is one thing we have learned 

in the defense of American democracy and democratic Constitutional rights, it is 
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that the consideration of life must dominate over considerations of property. That 

is our American tradition; that is the common law legal tradition; that is our 

highest moral tradition; that is the common sense of the American people; and, 

that is the only conceivable policy which should be followed by this Legislature. 

Thank you. 

MR. ROGERS: Senator Lipman, I am glad to see you here tonight. 

If you don't mind, I would like to address you. I would like to tell you what 

happened here before you came. You know me, I am Richard Rogers. 

SE~ATOR LaROCCA: Will you address me please? I did not recognize 

you -- please 

MR. ROGERS: -- I am Richard Rogers, as you know. I represent the 

State workers in this area, as you know. I am really pleased to see you. I want 

you to know that wherever I go in the labor movement I will support you, and all 

of these people here know your record, but we have a real problem here. We 

~ve a man sitting here who allowed every one of the oil chemical employers to 

testify, repetitiously, just what they testified in Trenton. We were there too, 

as you know. Okay? And we had to listen to their poor excuses. And wherever I 

go in the labor movement, I am going to tell them what you did to us tonight because 

it was wrong and, whether you are a Democrat or a Republican, the workers know that 

you cannot do that to them over and over again. We have a Senator here -- if she 

had been here, she would not have let you do that to our people. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: This was a very acrimonious meeting and I was try

ing to be sensible, but if he wants to say something --

MR. CONNELLY: The next speaker is Betty Suferdella. 

B E T T Y S u F E R D E L L A: My name is Betty Suferdella. I am a resident of 

the East Ward in Newark; I have lived there all my life. I love Newark and I love 

the East Ward. Up until recently, it has been a very nice place to live. About 

four months ago a company moved in across the street from my house. The name of it 

is Resistol co. About the same time they moved in, I started to notice some 

symptoms. It's too bad we don't have amplification because you could hear me wheeze. 

I started to experience sore throat, chest wheezing, irritated nasal passage, head

ache and nausea from whatever it is they are polluting the air with. 

I tried calling the company and I got very little response. What 

response I did get was that they told me they are not allowed to divulge the infor

mation. They are not allowed to tell us what chemicals they are using. If we had 

a =ight to know law, they would have to tell me what we are being subjected to. 
' Earlier here tonight, the opposing members of the right to know said 

we have phobias. To clarify, a phobia is an unrealistic fear. Our fears are not 

unrealistic. Our fears are very real. The chemicals are real; the explosions are 

real; the chemical fires are real; and, our symptoms are real. I worry about myself; 

I worry about my family; and, I worry about my neighbors. 

The company went on vacation for two weeks, and that is when I realized 

the relationship, because when they went o~ vacation, the symptoms stopped. After 

they came back from vacation, the symptoms reappeared. I started to contact my 

neighbors and I found out that I was not the only one experiencing these symptoms, 

but that irritated eyes, itchy eyes, irritated nasal passages, sore throat, wheezing, 

coughing, nausea and headache 

FRO~ AUDIENCE: (inaudible comment) 
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we are exposed to. If we had a right to know law, they would have· to tell us what 

we are exposed to. We need the accessibility to this information; we need to be 

able to get this information and enforce laws, enforce complaints. I'm sorry if 

I get emotional, but "Joe Average" needs to be able to go locally and make a com

plaint against a company, and know that his complaint is going to be followed 

1 'n, :>ttr•• thnt m.ill'/ nf my neiqhbors don't even wanL to iltt.empt to get 

involved with something like this because they know it is going to yo nowhere. It 

needs to be enforced locally and the people need to know that their complaints are 

J going to be heard and followed through on. Thank you. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Chris Marlow. 

C H R I S M A R L 0 W: Senators Lipman and LaRocca, and Senate Committee on 

Energy and Environment, and those assew~led: My name is Chris Marlow. I am a 

graduate student at the New Jersey Institute of Technology. Until seven weeks ago, 

I was an .tnclusttial lly•:Jieui.st. wilh Llle 1Jl't.'Ub•i1Liu11Al ;;,.ft.jy :l11•l 11<-o:dtt. ll•i~odttit:.tr:itinn, 

Unlike some o= those speaking for the chemical industry, I am a chemist. I worked 

for five year.:> in Product and Process Development, and then Process Control on the 

Batch Fluor. 1 know Lhi.s silualiun frum n Wotket, iitdU!Hry n11tl" li•fJUl.itllry ·>id,, 

Before I discuss the bill itself, I wanted to discuss a couple of 

technical notes. First, I agree with the representatives of industry in that I do 

not like the ~efinition of chemical. Inclusion in the Registry of Toxic Effects of 

t'hC'tnicrtl Suh~.t.'Hh:t!S is not nn indication of hazard. It simply means that someone 

studied the chemical. Milk sugar is listed in this Registry; on the other hand, 

betanaphthol hydrazine, which is suspect as a carcinogen on two causes, is not 

listed because it is not common. Similarly, the "Z" 1, 2 and 3 tables in OSHA 

29 CFR 1910 1000 is not a list of very hazardous chemicals. It is a list of chemicals 

that were popular around 1968; it is a historical list. It is not a list of the 400 

most hazardous chemicals; it is a list of 400 of the most common chemicals. A better 

definition would get away from the question of whether or not a chemical is hazardous. 

I do not think it is desirable for us to stigmatize a particular chemical by creating 

information on it. A definition that might be cons~dered by this Committee for in

clusion in this bill miqht be: Chemical means any material traded in comm~rce not 

used as a foud, clothin':J o1.· structural malo1.·ial williuut tullli!'l t •. ,,.,r,Jtlit·'"l\ l'J''· 

This means that bread would not be a chemical, but that cement, which has serious 

well, perhaps not serious, but which has real consequences of exposure, would be 

considered a chemical for the purposes of this bill. 

Similarly, I do not understand why the reference to Sax's Dangerous 

Properties of Industrial Materials asks people to look and see what number he has 

assigned to chemicals. In his latest volume, 1979, the 5th Edition, there is no 

nnmhnr chtlracterizinq the hazard of a chemical in this book, not a one. 

Some of the testimony we h;we heard hJs GU<J!Jcslt·d Lhal wur.~.uu1 aln~ady 

possess the ~ights this bill tends to give them. I wish to discuss my experience 

with such information. As an Industrial Hygienist with the Occupational Safety and 

Health Administration, I needed information like what we are discussing. First, I 

would ask the company. Sometimes they would tell me, and often they wouldn't have 

any idea what the chemical they were using was, as a chemical. Second, I would ask 

the suprlit>r·. Somerim~s T recei•;ed decent information. Often I received some vague 



weasel answers where the supplier would sort of tell me what was in it, but not 

really, and he couldn't tell me some of it, and he could tell me some of it. 

Now, it is important to point out at this point that the surpliers' 

·;"'JJ!etcd..i.rJ!I wilh Ut"' tJt:t:U!JaL.ic•nal !::afely and Health ALlrnlnisltatiun was nul mauua-

tory. There was no law that required a supplier to give the information to the 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration. The supplier's cooperation was 

strictly good will. So, I had to take whatever they chose to give me, in terms 

of cooperation. At that point, taking a bunch of vague information, I would apply 

all of my experience in industrial chemistry, industrial hygiene, and general indus

trial practice to the information I had. I would also include in my estimation of 

the chemicals in the product that we were discussing, the way it smelled, how it 

was used, and what the properties of the rnaterinl were. Now, r want to point out, 

lha L in u1·ue1. lu d~lermine what the chemical was frurn Lhe use and the properties, 

I had to make reference to a wall of books the size of the bench behind you. 

J Now, a Compliance Officer for the Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration gets a lot more cooperation than a normal worker, or a union would. 

Consequently, the fact that I had the problems that I had, testifies rather directly 

to the fact that workers are having even greater problems in getting any kind of 

information. 

l'<=al • .-;,.t: "'"';::••f'"''f'l" wlr•• !FlY t.ltiiltiJ., i~tftrtlllilli"'' js ""'"'il.,lrlf' ah"''"''-'Y 

are referring to the OSHA Standard 29 CFR 1910.20, which is the OSHA Standard for 

Access to Employee Exposure and Medical Records, which does require the employer to 

allow the employee to see the employer's records of the employee's exposure to 

hazardous chemicals. However, OSHA does not require that these records be generated, 

nor kept in the first place. Nor can OSHA assure that the employer can get a Safety 

Data Sheet from the supplier in the first place, because OSHA only regulates the 

relationship of employers and employees, not the relationship of sellers to buyers. 

To rely on 1910.20 for protection of worker information rights, for most workers is 

nn prntHrtinn ~t nll. 

I have worked in plants with chemicals that were called by codes, like 

744010. It was toluene, but how could a blue-collar worker who was not at the 

center of the corporation like I was have known that. All he knows is that he is 

working with 744010. He might find out that it is great for removing stains from 

his clothes, and not know that he is getting an exposure to a hazardous chemical 

through his skin from cleaning his clothes while he is doing that. I have seen con

ditions where workers with a chemical that they thought was not hazardous, did ' 

th i!I•Js -, !1:"' t h<'l •.hill "'"rb_uly wltu knew whal Ute cheutlc"'l was wuuh1 havoo> tP.ililzeJ 

was not intelligent. I have met workers who were told, "This stuff is safe." Even 

recently I have met people who all they know about the chemical is their boss tells 

them, "This stuff is safe." I have been inworkplaces where a well-meaning manage

ment purchased a "safe grit," because silica sand was dangerous, only to expose 

their employees needlessly --

SENATOR LaROCCA: Will you please wrap up. You are exceeding your 

limit by quite a bit. 

rPnM :'\lJnTr.~Jf'P.: Sir, whnt hn IVlfl tn n.'ty i:; imporl.'lllt .. W•.·'t, willinq, 

aren't we? (applause) ll..ny objections? Then I think we will listen to him. 

abridged? 

FROM AUDIENCE: We had to listen to that garbage twice from Trenton. 

FROM AUDIENCE: Is there anybody who feels their rights are being 
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FROM AUDIENCE: Yes. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: I am trying to run the meeting. I can't let 300 
people run the meeting. Please 

MR. MARLOW: I have about a half a page left. It will take me about 
a minute. 

It is also true that NLRB has held that the union can demand a list 

of chemicals, but management continues to fight that. This Committee, I hope, is 

not only interested with the rights of unionized workers. In any case, neither of 

these helps the concerned community resident at all, who currently has no informa

tion rights. 

About the proposed OSHA hazards communication standard, it would be 

the same thing for the worker as this standard essentially, but there is no protec

tion in the community, and this may be a proposed standard for as long as the noise 

control standard has been a proposed standard. That standard was first proposed in 

1975, and it hasn't seen the light of day yet. Are we going to wait seven years 

for a right to know, or is the State going to give it to us soon. 

FROM AUDIENCE: We want it now. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Matthew Gillen. 

M A T T H E W G I L L E N: My name is Matthew Gillen, and I am an Industrial 

Hygienist for the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union. 

I would like to address a few questions. You notice that industry has 

been corning up and telling you that they are not basically against the right to know. 

They just have a different interpretation of what it really means. So, why don't I 

explain some of the differences between what workers see as the right to know and 

what industries have been presenting as what they are willing to do. 

Workers need a State law to insure that all workers are covered. 

Employer groups have argued that State laws are unnecessary since they duplicate 

existing or proposed OSHA standards, and that this leads to unreasonable costs with 

no gains in worker protection. We need to clear this up. The Federal laws will not 

grant the right to know to all workers. For example, the OSHA labeling proposal 

applies only to manufacturing workers. New Jersey has 771,000 manufacturing workers, 
but they represe~t only 25% of the total of 3,085,900 non-agricultural workers in 
this State. The OSHA proposal does not apply to health service workers, a~r trans

portation workers and communication workers, even though NIOSH, in their workplace 

survey that was mentioned previously, found in their survey that these workplaces 
actually use more chemicals per facility than your typical manufacturing facility, 

yet they are not going to be included in the OSHA rule. We do not believe that this 

so-called preemption issue is a legal obstacle when the Federal law only covers 25% 

of the workers. 

In addition, workers need the right to know for all chemicals. A 

State law is also needed to insure that the right to know is extended to all chemicals. 

Worker rights must allow them to keep up with the ever-increasing population of indus

trial chemicals. With a comprehensive law, workers are assured access to information 

on chemicals which are new or not well researched, but which may prove toxic later on. 

Our current knowledge about toxic chemicals is limited, and a narrower right to know 

law would drastically reduce the considerable public health protection intended by 

the law. 
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Industry prefers a narrower law. The complaints of the New Jersey 

Chemical Council at the Trenton hearings are typical. The council argued that the 

over-broad NIOSH Registry includes innocuous items such as water, oxygen, table 

salt, and silicon dioxide. Such arguments against the broad scope of s-1670 may 

make for clever testimony, but they do not lead to constructive recon~endations for 

the bill. Does the Chemical Council believe that these four it.ems deserve exemption 

from the law? Does the Council have a list of other items, or do they refer in 

general tc all cornnon or all household products? The process of exempting so-called 

innocuous substances has numerous pitfalls, and should be avoided by the Legislature. 

For example, employers in ~ew York used aspirin as an illustration of the need to 

narrow the New York right to know law. Howeve= one source, the American Conference 

of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, states that, "Aspirin is a known respiratory 

and systemic alle~gen and can produce anaphylactic phenomena (which is like having 

an attack) even after small doses." The Dow Chemical company informs its customers 

t'at, "Direct contact with the eye is painful and may cause a chemical burn." This 

is exactly the type of information the right to know law was intended to insure the 

workers. The fact that aspirin is a co~~on household product is in no way relevant 

to the shop floor, where ind~strial quantities and strengths are used, and respira

tory exposures can occur. So, we urge the Senate to retain the broad scope of S-1670. 

It is important to point out that OSHA plans to sharply cut back the 

scope of its law in response to employer criticism. The New Jersey right to know law 

would cover these 39,000 chemicals, while for the Federal OSHA law, they want to 

reduce it from 39,000 to jus~ 3,492 chemicals, which would be the only ones the 

Harkers would have the rights to. So that is quite a difference. They are doing 

this by superimposing strict toxicological definitions over the NIOSH Registry list. 

The dubious value of this effort is illustrated by the fact that the definition 

results in the loss of worker access rights for about 140 chemicals for which OSHA 

itself has existing exposure standards. Can you imagine how ridiculous that is? 

In other words, OSHA has air limits for some of these chemicals, but yet they are 

not even going to be considered ones that you can get access to. That is how ridi

culous this is. So, New Jersey workers need S-1670 to insure that they have the 

right to know for all chemicals. Okay? 

Workers need generic names. This is another big point -- differences. 

One of the most important features of S-1670 is that it gives workers the identity 

of chemicals that they work ~•ith. Hany employer groups argue that the right to know 

obligation is satisffed by providing workers information about the chemical haz~rds, 

and that provision of the chemical name is unnecessary. The so-called "hazards 

communication" that you heard mentioned can be useful, but it is in no way a sub

stitute .for chemical identity, especially when the hazards communications an, 

things like, "Do Not Use Without Adequate Ventilation." That really tells you a 

lot. 

The chemical industry has repeatedly failed to warn workers and the 

community of health hazards associated with chemical exposures. It is not like 

they deserve the benefit of the doubt here. Powerful disincentives exist against 

dissemination of hazard information. Liability pressures from workers'compensation 

costs, engineering costs, and lost s~les, all contribute to a tendency to withhold 

delicate information. Basically, what we are saying is, we don't think we can trust 
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employers' hazard warnings when they just put what the hazard is. We need to have 

the chemical ~dme so we can get a second opinion for ourselves. Just as an example, 

the industry's own internal labeling guidelines established by the American National 

Standards Institute in 1976, only address acute h7alth effects, things like eye irri

tation. They totally omit chronic effects. So, industry's decision as to how to 

label things is very down-place chronic effects, not the things that people are very 

interested in, things like cancer, lung disease. These are chronic effects that are 

very importan~ to us. In general the way it works now, is that workers must rely on 

independent e·:aluation. They get the chemical name, and they have a local COSH 

group, an inte~national union, or a local physician to help them out -- to find out 

what it. is, because they cannot trust the warning on the label. That is why we need 

~ chemical names. Nothing short of that will suffice. 

Workers need tough trade secret language. As an example, this NIOSH 

survey they mentioned previously. They found that 5.3% of the products encountered 

on their survey contained a carcinogen. Of these carcinogen-containing products, 

42% were trade secrets. So, you know, it's a real problem. People need to know 

when they are working with something like that. It is going to come up. 

In addition, the chemical manufacturers have not been able to document 

that the right to know gives them problems with trade secrets. In other words, 

there has bee~ some sort of Federal law in effect now for two years, and the com

panies don't have any solid examples where they lost trade secrets. Okay? I just 

want to give one example, which is their only example that exists, and that is --

MR. CO~XEI.:::..Y: You will have to summarize the rest of it. 

MR. GILLEN: Okay, I am going to finish right now. That is this one 

local requested information on the chemicals, and the company claimed that they 

couldn't give them any information at all because of trade secrets. This was a 

total of 700 ~hemicals -- the 3M case before the National Labor Relations Board. 

When they actually held a hearing on it, they got the company's patent liaison 

officer up on the stand and he testified that he could think of only five or ten 

of the approximately 700 items produced in the plant, and only one material used 

there, if known to a competitor, might damage their competitive position. So, you 

know, they were claiming all 700, when in reality it was much less. 
the trade sec~et really needs strict language there. 

So, we think 

Just lastly, workers need ready access to the chemical information. 

The companies are concerned; they think 24 hours is too soon and that they can't 
get the info~ation by that time. But the problem is that they are supposed to 

already ha,:e it. That is why we give them 120 days, so that they have the informa

tion there. ~f the companies are going to operate -- if they are going to refuse 

to recognize the general principle and only try to get information when we ask them 

for it, they are always going to fail. We want a law that is going to make them, 

as a part of ~heir business, get this information and have it there. Once that is 

there, they don't need that much time. (applause) 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Mr. Ed Rock from the Chemical 

Workers. 

E 0 R 0 C K: Senators, ladies and gentlemen: I would just like to make a brief 

statement. My name is Ed Rock from ICW Local 527. As far as the company is con

cerned, my na~e is No. 558. I've worked on jobs No. 513, or 610, or any number you 

can think of. I've worked in the chemical industry for 20 years. I've worked with 
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chemicals such as trichloroethane, formaldehyde, monomers, methylene chloride, and 

hundreds of others. I have tried to protect myself as best as possible, even using 

what the company tells me to use -- something that I wasn't aware of 18 or 20 years 

ago when I started on that plant site. There are a number of your children who will 

be working in these factories who until they are 40 won't realize that the protection 

is needed now. I would like you to keep that in mind. 

The company tells us that everything is under control. But how do 

you control 1>11141 or Xl215, or any number of chemicals combined as such. The com

pany says trust them, but will not agree to a joint health and safety committee. 

I'm not asking you; I'm telling you we need th~ right to know. I would like to 

live a normal life, but I feel that 20 years i~ the chemical industry may have 

limited that life.already. One gentleman mentioned from the company side that he 

represented 100 families. I am speaking here today for 900 families from our plant. 

Thank·you very much. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Mr. Alex Hooper. 

A L E X A N D E R H 0 0 P E R: My name is Alexander Hooper. I am a scientist; I 

am an urban planner; and, I am an educator. It would be ridiculous to take up more 

of your time to argue a point that has already been stated. 

I come before this Senate hearing as a scientist to support "universal 

labeling," which is incorporated in the proposed right to know legislation. It is 

necessary for me to further support this overwhelming need for the community and 

worker right to know. The previously-stated facts would most logically stand on 

their own merits. 

The question of trade secrets is historically 101 years old. The 

American Pharmaceutical Association has annually published a book called Pharmacopoeia, 

which clearly demonstrates that there are no trade secrets. All that is being re

quested of this body is to afford the people of the community, and the workers of the 

industrial co~~unity, the same information sources that each industrial place has at 

its hand. The method would be simple and cost effective. All that is needed, is to 

broaden the base of the existing 75 year old regulation to include the community and 

the worker. The horror stories could easily roll past this Board, but the simplistic 

approach cannot be glossed over without some intellectual consideration. All of the 

fears that have been voiced and all of the arguments against the bill cannot take 

away the siQple logic that this bill is only a broadening of an already existin~ 

status, which previous universal lawmakers have deemed necessary for your safety, 

health, and well-being. Thank you. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Mr. Richard Rogers. 

R I C H A R D R 0 G E R S: My name is Richard Rogers. I am President of CWA 

Local 1037. I represent most of the State workers in Area Code 201. 

I am here tonight for a very specific piece of testimony, and a couple 

of points off to the side. The points off to the sid~ are: Number one, I am very 

concerned about contagious disease in the workplace that we are not allowed to be 

told about. We must add this to the right to know legislation. It must be added 

in a competent fashion. You must not pass this legislation without it because once 

it is in the books, they are going to say you've got all you need. There is no 

problem. 

At one of our job sites recently, the State of New Jersey refused to 

tell us that there was meningitis on the job site. The people were going home daily 
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back and forth to the New Jersey Job Corp. Afterward, sitting at the table with 

your representative, Mr. Reichman, he said, "We will determine whether you need to 

know as a management decision -- whether it is good for this place for you to know 

- whether there is meningitis on the job site if that is the correct position." 

In fact, they didn't tell us until we extorted the information out of them after 12 

days. Twelve days of going home possibly with meningitis, and spreading it to your 

family, your children, and not having any opportunity to get medical help if you 

need it, or want it, or to check out your own situation. They would make the deci

sion. Meningitis three days of meningitis, and there is very little chance that 

you will live .• 

The way this happened, a student at the New Jersey Job Corp died, or 

J effectively went to the hospital as good as dead at the end of 24 hours. She laid 

in a coma for seven days, but as they reported to the family she had no chance when 

she got there. Okay? So that is contagious disease, and there are many other con

tagious diseases. 

The other point I want to make which has nothing to do with the 

structured testimony is that I am very upset. I represent the people in this area. 

I live in this area; I vote here; and, my people vote here. Where are all the people 

who were so concerned? They are not here; they don't live in this area. These are 

chemical companies from out of town, and what you did destroys the purpose of having 

hearings in a community. You came out here to hear what we had to say. These people 

came over from Brooklyn. They came up from North Carolina. I don't know where they 

come from, but I know one thing, if they were in Trenton to testify and they were 

here to testify, you let them destroy the whole purpose of the process. They are 

paid flacks, and you know it. You can play games, but it was wrong. If you go 

to Camden and you let them pull the same stunt, we are going to hold you accountable, 

Senator, because the next time you have a hearing, and at any other future hearings 

when you come back up here, I am going to know, my organization is going to know who 

testified in Trenton. Is every one of these people going to be able to go on the 

agenda again in Trenton, or next time you have a hearing? No. Could any of them 

vote here? No. So it was wrong ethically, and it was out of order, and you knew 

it was out of order. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: I don't understand it; I'm sorry. We had a~ orderly 

procedure here, and maybe I'll let my colleague, Senator Wynona Lipman, tell you 

what our procedure is in fairness to everybody. 

MR. ROG~RS: I don't care about your procedure one way or another. 

If you don't do it right, you don't do it right, and you know what is right. What's 

right is, you came out here to hear these people and they have a right to speak. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: We let them speak, and overtime. 

MR. ROGERS: Senator, who went home? You know what the point is, 

don't play games with me. If you don't understand, we will discuss it in another 

forum. I'm sorry. Senator Lipman knows exactly; she has been nodding. She knows 

exactly what I'm saying. The people up here should have had the floor tonight. 

Those paid flacks should not have taken it, especially the same names and the same 

testimony, which we both heard in Trenton. That is unacceptable. 

Let me tell you why you might think I am a little exercised. A week 

ago -- I represent State workers. A week ago I got a call -- two weeks ago -- WLll 
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you please come down to North Carolina, a state worker has been killed. A state 

worker was killec CJWn there because a toxic substance was spread out along the 

.sides of the road. When the state found out how bad this thing was, they had to 

get it up in a hurry, and ran the truck right over the guy. Now, where did that 

come from? That was PCB. Where do you think it was produced? In New Jersey. 

No one knew when they were manufacturing that, no one knew when it was put in the 

installation of phones, in the transformers, no one knows today whether the trans

formers out in yo~r office or out in your shop -- how many PCBs are in there. The 

right to know that started before it was manufactured. Today, the people who 

produce those thi~gs don't know how to destroy them, so they dump them out on the 

side of a road in North Carolina. 

The? tell you about the economic effect if you put this bill in. 

They'll have to go someplace else. You know what they mean, they're going to go 

t~ North Carolina. Let me tell you, I got that call from North Carolina. The 

workers down there are ready for them. They are not going to North Carolina; they 

are going· to stay he:::-e and do the job right if you tell them to do it right, and 

they'll pay the price, or pay for the funerals. You may not know, Warrenton, North 

Carolina -- Warrenton County. 

Now, all of that arises out of a completely different point. I was 

asked to check out how to pay for the cost of cleanup and administration of this Act, 

and I have some expertise in this area. I would make the following simple sugges

tions: I would link the costs of administration to the activity that is being per

mitted, or fees charged, specifically, in order to avoid someone saying that the 

fines, or whatever comes along, can't be used to go into the General Treasury and 

can't link them to the violations. The renewal for a permit can be increased if 

the permit has been violated. The permit can be withheld if the terms of the permit 

have been violated very quickly. Transportation, for instance, administrated by 

the State Police. To transport toxic substances, you need some sort of permit. It 

could be tied into the bill of lading. On a spot-check basis, the police check. 

If the State Police find unlabeled products or hazardous products in the truck, or 

if they find that the bill of lading shows that they do not have the correct per

mits to transport that kind of thing, they immediately pull that truck off the road 

and, of course, they proceed with the correct fines and penalties. But, the next 

time that person applies for a permit, he should pay a higher fee. Then you ha~e 

money you can directly pay for the enforcement. 

Storage-- and I'll save a whole lot of obvious technical points. 

You have bulk storage, retail storage, wholesale storage, easily identified by 

quantities, by turnover, etc. Nonetheless, almost all storage is in an area that 

can be collected, so the permit to store hazardous toxic substances -- like you 

have a permit to O?erate a hotel -- can be collected by the same enforcement people, 

or the same level of enforcement, whether it be county or municipal, as are going 

to send out inspectors to check that site. Then they can use that money either 

dedicated by writer, or any other way they want to, but they will have that resource 

and it will be very direct because it is a permit and it is a fee. When the viola

tion occurs, the ac::Jinistrative cost of renewing the permit can increase. That is 

not a fine or a pe~alty that has to go into the General Treasury by law. 

I think that if the principle here is followed out, there will be no 

doubt that there will be adequate monies to do all of the inspecting that might be 

needed to be done. 
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I think, also, that if upon inspection you find a place where no 

permit has been obtained, you immediately require that person to get that permit 

at twice the normal cost. Again, there must be better legal minds than mine that 

can close all the loopholes. That is your job, I hope. 

Manufacturing sites -- permit to manufacture or to use it in the 

process. That is the same thing. Most manufacturing sites have State inspection; 

that could be a State permit to use the process. The DEP has to approve any chemical 

process. 

Fines and penalties -- and by the way, all of what I have said above 

can be applied to contagious disease. If you have a permit to have occupancy, that . 
occupancy permit could be tripled, or whatever, if you failed to use right to know 

J properly in a contagious disease situation. 

Finally, the analysis follows through with the driver's license. You 

know, if you get too many points it cost you a huge fee to get your license restored 

administratively. It is the same thing. Revocation of the license, inability to 

renew the license, is as strong a weapon as going to court and bickering over fines. 

I want to thank you for listening to me, and I want to apologize for 

being very upset, but if you think about the effects on people, and you think of 

that state worker, maybe you will think that this is worth fighting for. I do. 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Ms. Naomi Faat. 

N A 0 M I F A A T: My name is Naomi Faat. I am from District 65 UAW. I thought 

we would give you a little diversion at this point -- that I would try to bring the 

shop to the hearing because it is something that you don't have an opportunit~ as Senators, 

usually to see. I am going to try to keep it within five minutes, even though there 

are four of us, but it is not me who is speaking. I brought with me members of our 

union who work in shops every day because I figured those are the people you would 

like to hear from in a public hearing. Brothers, would you please come up. 

I would also ask them to bring with them some equipment that they get 

to wear all the time and, although often times people look at people in uniforms and 

they don't give them quite the same respect -- unless maybe it's a general, that they 

do people who aren't in uniform, I wanted you to have a general idea of what people 

get to work with every day. They work in this clothing as a normal matter of course. 

They can put it on to show you what it is like, but they are not going to wear it 
' during the discussion because we can't talk if they wear the mask. The only. thing 

else I want to tell you about these men before we start is that they all come from 

small shops. District 65 UAW represents mostly workers in small shops, although we 

do have a few larger ones. A small shop for District 65 is less than ten workers. 

Actually these workers come from larger shops; only one of them works in a shop that 

has less than 50 workers. All of them work in a shop that has less than 200. Right? 

Is that right, Elliott? Okay. 

They are all rank and file -- they all work in the shop every day. 

They do not work on staff. They do not work for the union; they are not paid for 

by the union. I would like, very quickly, to ask each one to -- would you intro

duce yourself, give your name, please? 

MR. ROBINSON: Elliott Robinson, Local Officer of District 65. 

MS. FAAT: The Local Officer in the union. What type of work do 

you do, Elliott? 
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MR. ROBINSON: I work in the wire and cable outfit. 

MS. FA.~T: Do you work with chemicals there at all? 

MR. ROBINSON: Yes, I do. 

MS. FAAT: Can you give us a few examples of some of the chemicals 

that you work with? 

MR. ROBINSO~: I work with PBC, acetone, THF, and polyvinyl chloride. 

MS. FAAT: Polyvinyl chloride, right. Are the chemical containers that 

these chemicals come in marked, labeled? 

.I 
containers, 

marked that 

MR. ROBINSON: No, they are not. 

MS. FAAT: Were they ever labele<'? 

MR. ROBI~iSON: Oh, approximately 1 ive years ago they were. 

MS. FAAT: And they stopped labeling them? 

MR. "ROBINSON: Then they stopped labeling them. 

MS. FA.l\T: Can you tell me 

just to give people an idea, 

MR. ROBI~SON: Well, years 

it was a cancer hazard. 

about 

that 

ago, 

the PBC label that was no longer on 

you had mentioned? 

the PBC boxes carne in and it was 

MS. FA.l\T: All right. But it is not marked that way anymore. 

MR. ROBINSON: Today it is not marked. 

MS. FAAT: Have you ever tried to get information on any chemicals 

used in your shop? 

MR. ROBINSON: Yes. At one point I did, but I was unsuccessful. 

MS. FAAT: This was something -- I'm trying to do this to speed it up 

because it is a story that we know because we went through this together. Would you 

tell them the name of the chemical because we did find out the name, right? 

MR. ROBINSO~: One chemical that we did find out about which the com

pany refused to give us the name of was tetrahydrofuran ceria. One worker experienced 

nosebleed, respiratory problems and nausea. We checked it out and we found out it 

was a hazard to his health. 

MS. FAAT: How did you find out it was a hazard? 

MR. ROBINSON: We found out through the union. 

MS. FAAT: Do you think your company would now give you information 

about chemicals in the shop? 

MR. ROBINSON: We circulated petitions in the shop for the right to 

know and the company _carne to me and said, "Why are you passing out petitions. 

can let you know what type of chemicals we are using now." 

MS. FAAT: So, the law may have already been somewhat effective. 

We .. 

But basically, slowly but surely in your shop, we are winning the right to know. 

Do you think though that- that is happening for most workers and that therefore the 

law is not necessary? 

HR. ROBINSON: I doubt very seriously -- for most workers, I doubt it. 

I think it is only a handful of workers because mostly Blacks and minority workers 

are working these jobs Nhere they don't have the right to know anything about 

chemicals. If they try to inquire about them, they arc either discharged -- Most 

of us are hired anyway on a discriminatory basis; we get the worst types of jobs. 

MS. FAAT: ~vhy haven't you been discharged? 

NR. ROBI~;SON: Because I have a union, and they are backing me. 
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MS. FAAT: All right, thank you. Clark, would you please introduce 

yourself? 

MR. LEE: My name is Clark Lee. I am also a Local Officer with 

District 65 of the UAW. I live here in New Jersey, right up in this area. I am 

a printer by trade. 

~~. FAAT: Okay. Do you have the right to know the names and hazards 

of chemicals you use as a printer? 

MR. LEE: Yes, we have the right to know. We negotiated in our contract 

the right to know. It was a hard fight, but the employer agreed to give us the right 

to know. He told us he would let us know the name of any chemicals we use that he 

buys. He has tried his damnest to comply, but he can't do it because when we go to 

him and we ask him, "~-/'hat is this type wash we use?", he says, "Well, I'll try to 

find out for you." But he can't find out. The suppliers are right here in New 

Jersey, but he can't find out. He cannot find out any of the chemicals, unless they 

happen to come from out of state directly. He gets nothing. They tell him, "You're 

using "Strip-eze." Let me tell you about "Strip-eze." "Strip-eze" melts plastic. 

It takes the skin off your hands. But the supplier says, "It is a commonly used 

water soluable solvent-- no problems at all." I don't know. The boss tries, but 

he can't even do it. 

MS. FAAT: You said most of the suppliers are in New Jersey? 

MR. LEE: Yes, they are. He buys locally. 

MS. F.l\AT: Where do you live, Clark? 

MR. LEE: I live in Carlstadt, New Jersey. Carlstadt is a nice little 

town --you've all heard of Carlstadt. I moved to Carlstadt about four years ago, it 

was nice -- no, three years ago, I'm sorry. It was nice. At that time, there were 

12 houses, six houses on my side of the street, and six houses on the other side of 

the street. These are two and three-family houses now. At that time, there were 

three adult males, I was the third, still alive. Every other one -- every other one 

had died of cancer, Hodgkin's Disease, or something else. Well, since that time, 

one of them has died so now there are only two, but the other one they took his 

stomach out last year from cancer. And I don't know if I will live too long, living 

in this area. And I don't know, you know, whether my kids are going to live. But 

I think, regardless of what happens to me, my kids certainly have to kno~. They 

have to have the right to live. Unless I know, or can find out what the hell it 

is that they are putting in the air, and putting in the ground, and putting in the 

water, and putting in the food, and putting in the chemicals that I work with every 

day, there is just no way at all that I can even begin to protect my family. 

MS. FAAT: Bill, would you please introduce yourself? 

MR. McCABE. My name is Bill McCabe. I am a Local Officer in District 

65 UAW. 

!>lS. F.l\AT: And what do you do? 

MR. McCABE: I work for a trailer corporation. We build trailers, 

repair them, and maintain them. 

MS. FAAT: Can you tell us why you asked me if you could testify today? 

MR. HcCABE: Yes. Going back 35 years ago I was in dire need of a job, 

and I was fortunate, I applied to a chemical plant. By trade I am a welder and a 

mechanic. They said, "Fine, we need a welder and mechanic to do maintenance work." 
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I worked in the plant for five days, possibly six. They had a rule; for the first 

30 days I worked in this plant I must report to the company doctor for a complete 

checkup. I complied with their rule; I reported to the company doctor. Also, they 

had a rule that I must wear dust goggles, or if I walk out into the plant I must 

have goggles on, a respirator, a pair of gloves, leggings -- completely buttoned up 

regardless of how hot the temperature might have been. I complied with this rule. 

At the end of about four or five days, the doctor advised me to quit the job and I 

asked him why. He said, "Taking a good look up your nose, behind your throat, and 

your skin, you have all the appearance of being here for 30 days." And I thought, 

30 days -- I realized I had a rash. I realiz~d lhe membrane in my nose was dry, 

but I thought it was a little drastic action. I later found out from some of the 

employees that the ~tate gets ripped off. Within a five to six-month period they 

guaranteed I would have a hole up inside of my nose. When I asked the doctor 

ab<ofut this he said, "All the indications are you might have a hole up inside of 

your nose within another two or three weeks, if you stay here." 

I knew nothing about the chemical I was workin.g with, except possibly 

one type of acid. I asked questions, but nobody told me -- nobody gave me an educa

tion of chemicals. Now, this is 35 years ago, and I would be dead if we sure didn't 

come a long way. We have thousands upon thousands more chemicals to contend with, 

and we as the American people -- the American public and citizens of New Jersey, know 

less about these chemicals than we did 35 years ago. The chemicals are having the 

same reaction on us, and I am very fearful of what they may do to us in another ten 

or 15 years. 

MS. FAAT: You are very active in an organization that --

MR. LEE: Yes. For the. past 18 or 19 years I have been working with 

Boy Scouts, both normal boys and handicapped boys. My heart goes out to a boy par

ticularly if he is handicapped. To me he is an exceptional individual. He has 

suffered, he has paid a penalty that a good many of us have not paid. When I look 

at a normal boy -- what I am afraid of, in another ten or 15 years, at the rate the 

chemical companies are manufacturing chemicals and keeping everything secret, not 

telling us what may happen, some of these normal boys may never grow to be young 

men. This bothers me immensely, and. I think definitely it is not a case whether 

we should have it, I think it is a case we have to have it. We have to have the 

right to know what is going on in our neighborhoods. 

I work for a living; I can take a risk. I wouldn't want to see my 

young son, I wouldn't want to see my grandsons take the risk that I have taken. 

' 

I want them to have an even chance, and a better chance than I have had. (applause) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: We have exceeded our time, but we will continue. 

Next witness 

MR. CONNELLY: The next witness will be Mr. Andrew Arrington. 

ANDREW A R R I N G T 0 N: I am going to speak to the Committee, the members 

of the co~~ittee, in a little different fashion than the other members that have 

reported to the Corr~ittee. 

I am here because I think if the bill is to go into effect, and the 

bill is to go before the State Assembly, the bill should have power enough in it 

to put forth the actions that we are actually talking about. Of all the people I 

have heard speak here today, and in the bill itself for it to be effective, I have 
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heard everything mentioned in this bill about the chemical as such. The chemical 

as such, before it goes into the manufacturing process, has little or no emission 
or chemical reaction upon the man in the workplace or the community, because emission 

from a stable substance, or an element by itself, or a carbon by itself is nominal 

before it is put into the processes to manufacture another element or another chemical. 

So, speaking of this, the Senate Bill 1670 as we so read it, when we 

look at Part 1, what the Act covers, or what the Act should say, I have written 

something the way I see it that should cover all individuals, and to be effective, 

to cover the people of the community and the people in the workplace. This is how 

it should rectd: "An Act concerning all hazardous substances and varying emissions, 

either from the storage of the chemical, or an emission resulting from the use of 

the chemical in the manufacturing process .. " Now, that is the way I think the begin

ning of the bill should read, so we will cover the effectiveness of what we are talk

ing about. 

Emissions in the community do not come from the storage of a chemical; 

emissions in the community come from emissions from the chemical after using the 

manufacturing process which has either added a catalyst to it, or heat to it, to 

put it in a vaporization form, which is able to travel in a lighter state by the 

use or the emission of the air or the airstream itself. This is what we are con

cerned about in the workplace and, also, in the community. In the workplace it is 

so,because the manufacturer himself has seen far enough ahead to try to protect the 

employee by giving him workgloves to handle the chemical, giving him a plastic suit 

or a rubber suit, maybe putting shoes on his feet. When they dump the chemical into 

the process at that time, it is more or less at a stable state with an emission that 

is not too dangerous to the employee, and it is certainly not dangerous to the com

munity. Until it is put into this process, heated -- or some of the chemical is 

used in the process and the balance of the chemical is emitted out into the atmos

phere. When it comes to the atmosphere, being lighter than the chemical or the 

element itself, it tends to travel and come down into the cellar or somewhere else. 

Therefore, I am saying because of this, in that bill we should have 

the emissions entered anywhere you are talking about a chemical -- as a result of 
the manufacturing process -- as a result of the manufacturing process. Part 1, 
Line 33 of the bill says: "The Legislature therefore declares that it is'in the 

public interest for employees and community residents to have access to information 

about chemicals which are stored in or emitted from their workplace and communities." 

That is great, but·that may mean storage, and only storage. You are not talking about 

anything but storage, which only has an emanating atmosphere of maybe two feet. It 

also has to be added in there: "resulting from operations within the workplace." 

That is the only way the bill can be a bill -- have teeth in it for the employee 

or the community. If you are talking about storage of a chemical of 55 gallons or 

50 gallons before it goes into operation, you are not talking about anything because 

in a substance that is in a stable state, and one that stays in a stable state, 

emissions are very small until it goes into the vat, has a catalyst added to it, 

or another basic substance to it, or adding heat to it to make it more mixable so 

it will combine in the desired form to make another compound, or to break it down 

into simple elements. 

Now, I have heard industry sit up here and talk about the cost of doing 

this, the cost of doing that. I asked myself only one question, "Tell me the cost." 
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When I look at the amount the industry says it would cost them to make this public, 

being I am employed by one of the largest chemical conglomerates in the United 

States, the DuPont Corporation, and I would not have been with them for 20 years 

if I did not do well in the beginning -- they spend more money, which is a known 

fact, keeping the information away fro~ the individual than it would cost them to 

divulge the information to the individual. This is actually done, and this is the 

corporation for which I work. This is not just a plant site operation; this is a 

nationwide operation by DuPont Corporation in all of its identities because it 

comes out of the parent place, \Vilmington, Delaware. 

I wanted to ask the people before they left here why did the DuPont 

Corporation, with its size, and you know about it, buy up the rights of the book 

written by Nadar, "Behind a Nylon Curtain," which he published. I think there were 

20, maybe 25 copies sold. Why dld they buy that up, if the industry is not afraid 

of so and so and so and so? And that wasn't dealing with chemical processes as we 

afe doing now. 

I want to say one more thing and then I am going to get up from here. 

In the field we call "trade secrets," I want to ask the panel this and the Committee 

this. I would like to have an answer to this if I could. As an individual, and as 

a person, when you referred to law, to a corporation law that applies to this, you 

speak as a personal individual. Now, me or anybody else in this room as an individual, 

if we make or invent something, we have our patent rights to protect us, not trade 

secrets. Your patent rights is the way, and the means by which you make your product, 

not the raw materials you use in making your manufactured product. Now, all we have 

asked, and all the Co~mittee has asked industry, which I think is fair -- because the 

Committee did not say that you have to name me all hazardous chemicals that exist 

but the Committee did require, the way I read the bill, that you supply to me all 

hazardous chemicals that you are using in your plant. Now, if you are not using all 

the hazardous chemicals that are in the manual, then you have no reason to report all 

hazardous chemicals as they exist in the manual. I think the Committee was very right 

in this respect, but I don't think the Committee is right with respect to covering as 

the bill should cover, because if you are talking about chemicals and not emissive 

chemicals activating in the manufacturing process, the bill is not worth the paper 

it is written on. I'm sorry I have to say this, but it is not worth the paper it is 

written on. 

There is another thing here that I want to point out to you in th~ bill 

in your bill which might have been an oversight and maybe it was not meant to be said 

this way. It says: "Discharge means the emission of a chemical into the air or water, 

or onto the land, whether accidental or intentional ... "-- but then you destroy the 

whole thing, because you go on to say, " ... which is not part of a normal manufacturing 

process ... " What are we talking about? Are we talking about the manufacturing pro

cess, or are we not talking about the manufacturing process? You say, "We want to 

know these things," and then you say, "Okay now, it is not caused by manufacturing." 

I'm saying that it is caused by the manufacturing process and what goes into that, 

and that is the only way this bill is going to -- so I am recommending that you move, 

not out of that part of your bill because it is a part and it is caused by the part 

of manufacturing. The emissions come from the normal manufacturing process. There

fore, it should not be in there whether it is discharge or emission. When you say 
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"discharge," I hope you are not just talking about when somebody willfully goes 

out and takes a 55-gallon drum of waste or some.thing like that, and dumps it on the 

ground. That is not what we are trying to fight. 

Another thing that should be in your bill that is not in your bill 

you say you wanted to know the hazardous conditions of the chemical. Your bill 

should cover the hazardous conditions of emissions of the chemical. Why? Because 

there is no emission that comes off a chemical once it goes in the process that 

comes off the same way it went in. It may be more toxic: it may be more basic; it 

may be an unstable element. Why? Because within the process you separate the 

elemental cc:mpound and use the amount that you want. Then you turn the s·tuff out 

into the atmosphere, maybe one iota more hazardous than it was when it went into 

the process, or maybe too basic when it went into the process. This is our problem. 

This is what we want to know. This is what the Committee has not addressed. It has 

not addressed emissions resulting from the manufacturing processes. I believe if 

the Committee will do that, that will be the full bill. I do support your bill, 

J 0 S E P H 

SENATOR LaROCCA: There will be one more, the last witness. 

MR. CONNELLY: Mr. Joseph DeBella. 

De B E L L A: I want to thank the Committee for allowing me to testify 

here tonight. My name is Joseph DeBella. I am President of Local 461, representing 

Singer employees in Elizabeth, New Jersey. 

My purpose in coming here tonight is to clear up something I heard all 

night where the people who represent industry claimed that they are taking care of 

their house and that tpey are afraid if the information would be divulged of the 

contents of the liquids, or the chemicals, that it would create a serious problem 

for them. I would suggest that what they are insinuating is that there are thieves 

among them, people who would steal the ideas of the chemicals, and maybe what they 

should be doing is trying to get legislation passed themselves so this wouldn't 

happen, if that is one of their fears. 
But, in any event, some of the experiences that have occurred in my 

situation at the Singer plant, for example, where the company had hundreds of barrels 

of materials laying on the property. No one knew what they were, and we don't know 

whether or not the people who were exposed to those chemicals have developed cancer, 
will deve~op cancer, or some of them might have died from cancer. We'll never know. 

Only last year, if some of you read about it in the papers, we negotiat~d a contract 
with the company, one which was unusual in that they were claiming that in order for 

them to stay in business, we would have to give some things back. One of the things 

that we gave them relief in was workers' comp where they claimed that the incidents 

that had occurred at that plant were so great that they needed some relief in that 

area. We gave them what is called a "pension offset proposal." What that means is 

that when an employee leaves a company, unless he sues them within 90 days, and he 

has to know that he has something wrong with him -- unless he does this within 90 

days after exit from the company, he will be offset in his pension if he sues them 

later. 
Now, we know that they have found PCBs on that property. As a matter 

of fact, they came to me this year and told me that they were having some people come 

in to remove some old storage tanks. Those tanks have been on the property for many 

years. I have been working there for 41 years, and they have been there for 41 years. 

They said they had to remove these tanks because they were no longer needed, and 
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there were some chemicals in them, but there was no fear that they were toxic or 

that they contained anything other than just waste materials. They needed our per

mission to do this because our contract provides that, if they bring people from out

side, they have to tell the union about it. We agreed that they did not have anyone 

in the plant who was capable of removing these old storage tanks, and they called in 
some outside ?eople. From what I found out later, through the newspapers, they 

called in a company from out in the Midwest which was expert in removing toxic 

materials. On the front page of the Elizabeth Daily Journal, there was a picture 

there showing these people in spacesuits removing materials from the ,company plant. 

I didn't even kno~ this, and they admitted tha•~ there were PCBs on the property. 

Now, we don't know whether or no~ the people have been contaminated 

because of the PCBs being on the property and, in addition to that, we also learned 

that many years ago all the machines in that factory were belt driven. All the belts 

w~re up in the ceiling, and they have one common motor driving all these machines. 
~ 

Later on, all of the machines were motorized individually, and they changed the 

electrical syste~ to do this. They put in boxes which contained PCB chemicals. 

Those boxes were ::m the premises for over 20 years. We never knew it. No one was 

ever advised that these boxes which were over our heads contained PCBs. All of them 

were removed when they found them to be leaking in work areas, and even in the fountains 

where the employees drank from. They finally removed them. Heaven knows, if that 

didn't happen, they would still be up there. 

Again, here is a situation where the employees were never advised as 

to what the conditions were that they were working under. Even today, the people 

are working with caustics, solvents, and all kinds of chemicals, and we don't know 

what they are. As a matter of fact, only this past week, a woman carne to me and 

showed me her hands. They were all broken out. I asked her what happened, and she 

said, "Well, now I have a new job and I am working with these chemicals, and my hands 

are all broken out." I said, "Did you go to the hospital?" She said, "I did." 

"And what did they do?" "They said it has nothing to do with your work." Now, she 

had never worked with these chemicals before. I went to the company doctor and talked 

to him about it, and they claimed that as far as we are concerned, the chemicals that 

she works with have nothing to do with it. So now what she has to do is go to her 

own doctor, and I suggested she take all of these chemicals and bring them with her, 

and have them analyzed to find out whether or not they were the cause of her skin 
eruption. If you look into the hospital record over the years, you will find tbat 
hundreds of people have gone through that hospital with all kinds of skin disorders 

over the years. T~ey won't tell you what you are working with. You'll never find 
out, and, unfortunately, we find out when it is too late, and even then we don't know 

what we are dealing with; 
I believe the right to know legislation is something that is needed 

and necessary so that the people will be able to know exactly what it is they are 

faced with when they are working in an environment with all these sophisticated 

chemicals. There are only nine states in the United States that have right to know 

laws, and some of them are states that aren't even industrial states. That puzzles 

me. I would think that if the legislators are seriously concerned about the good 

welfare of our =itizens, this is a bill that should be passed unanimously by both 

Houses. This should be done as quickly as possible. I did remind people that I 

come from Elizabeth, and I am sure all of you remember chemical control. It is still 
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in my mind, and I can remember that no one knew what was on that property until 

after it was all over and done with. Almost 75,000 drums of chemicals laying on a 

property, a~d even the Department of Environmental Protection did not know what was 

on there anj they were advised by the City Fathers to look into this situation, and 

they found out what was there -- mustard gas, some high explosive, but unfortunately, 

they didn't even have time to take action on this and, thank God, no one got hurt 

in the City of Elizabeth because of that. 

Yes, we still have people who are complaining about respiratory ail

ments in the City of Elizabeth, citizens who were exposed to the dust from the 

explosions ~nat littered the air. And even today we have firemen from the City of 

Elizabeth who never returned to work because of serious respiratory ailments. I 

think in that situation if somebody knew what was on that property, I don't believe 

it ever wou:a have happened. I suggest to you people that you seriously consider 

passage of right to know legislation. Thank you. 

SENATOR LaROCCA: Okay, are there anymore? 

M A R G A R E T H 0 L L 0 W A Y: Yes. I am Mrs. Margaret Holloway, 209 Dukes 

Street, Kearny, New Jersey. I am Secretary to the Kearny Environmental Committee 

of Concernej Citizens. I also attend the meetings of the Hudson Regional Health 

Commission, which has cooperated with us in our Town of Kearny as to the pollutions 

we are getting from chemical plants, from smelting plants, from 200 barrels of 

toxic oil that was left on our land near our main artery now, and from the past 

chemical plants of Staly Chemical and three or four other chemical plants. Since 

then I found out from the Fire Department that we have about 100 chemical plants 

in town and no one knew it. We're asking to know every detail of every chemical 

they handle, and what the effects can be if these chemicals are mixed with what 

products, be=ause in our town as in -- the people that I work with, New Jersey COSH 

and Ironbound Community people -- I found out that we are so dumb because we were 

made to be d~~ by the companies, and we are not going to stand for that. We are 

going to stick up for the right that we have to a free, clean environment -- the 

air we breat~, the water we drink, and the land we live on and I, as a grandmother 

of 69,want to protect the future of every child, every human being in this land, 

and I feel t~at.we are going to work to make sure that this Senate Bill 1~70 is 

going to be a bill that is not going to be tampered with by big companies who know 

how to wheel and deal, who know how to lobby, who know who to take out to lunch, who 

know who they can get around -- we're not going to stand for that anymore. We're 

going to pray that ~very man that is sitting in the Assembly, and woman, and in the 

senate, will do what their responsibility is to the people of the State of New Jersey 

to protect t~eir life, their limb, their right to have freedom of protecting their 

lives. This is why we put you people in office. This is the respect we expect you 

to give us, by us giving you our votes. We want that known. We want you to know 

that we have put faith in every Assemblyman and Senator, our faith, hoping that you 

will live up to your responsibilities. We are praying that you will make sure that 

no one will co:::1e in to you and lobby and say, "Oh, but we have to make a bundle of 

money or ;.;e are going to die. Our company is going to collapse," and what have you. 

I say that if these companies feel that way, let them come into the 

Ironbound se=tion with 70,000 population, let them come into Kearny where I live 

amongst smel~ing plants, chemical plants, and a garbage world of 150 feet high and 
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135 feet high, and now they are planning to put another mountain between us because 

of an organization called the HMDC, which is killing us. So, we ask you, please, 
to respect us and love us. We respect you. If we didn't respect you, we wouldn't 

have put you in office. So, please make sure this bill goes through. Make sure that 

everything that our young attorney, God bless her, said must be put in there is put 

in. You kno~ the whole story from every member of this group who spoke that I work 

with, and God bless them, pleuse listen to our words. This is what I ask you. 

Thank you. 

B A R B A R A M A T E R N A: My name is Barbara Materna. I am employed as an 

Industrial Hygienist ~ith the Occupational Health Care Consortium of Northern New 

Jersey. This state-supported program, which f~<ctions through the Paterson Health 

Department and the health departments of several surrounding communities, is a 

unique approach by the State of New Jersey to improve workplace health and safety 

~onditions by functioning at the local level. It should be clear that health and 

safety professionals, both industrial hyg~enists who are trained to recognize the 

hazards of toxic substances, and occupational nurses and physicians who identify and 

treat the health problems which result from workplace conditions, cannot work effec

tively when they and all workers do not have free access to the information guaranteed 

by the right to know. 
How is a worker, a resident, an emergency response team, or an indus

trial hygienist investigating a situation able to know whether a hazardous condition 

exists, when chenical substances in use are not identified? Chemical materials 

differ in their toxicities and properties, and a substance's identity must be known 

in order to specify the particular procedure involved in using it safely. 

A co~~on complaint from management is that disclosing names of toxic 

substances handled in a plant will create a climate of panic among workers, who may 

refuse to handle certain materials. It is my position that withholding chemical 

identities and refusing to provide information about potential health effects not 

only fosters fear and distrust in workers, but sets up a condition which increases 

the potential for health and safety tragedies. The informed worker who handles a 

material on a regular basis, and has been trained to know its chemical properties 

and potential hazards, is often in the best position to identify when conditions 

are unsafe, and hence may initiate action to prevent needless accidents or future 

health problems. 
In my ~ork,I constantly encounter unsafe or unhealthy workplace c~ndi

tions that result from a basic ignorance about the identities, chemical properties, 
or health hazards of toxic substances. In some cases this ignorance extends to 
management as well, who have not obtained Material Safety Data Sheets for all in
plant raw materials or are not aware of current toxicity data on the substance they 

handle. 

Here are some examples of situations I have seen in New Jersey firms: 

*Chemical warehouses containing drums <:!1d bags of materials 

lateled only with trade names, with no warnings posted to 

instruct emergency personnel in necessary precautions. 

*Areas where flammable solvents are handled that do not have 

"No Srr.oking" signs, explosion-proof machinery, and provisions 

for grounding to prevent static electricity sparks -- and the 

solvents are identified by numbers only. 
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*Storage yards, often adjacent to residential homes, con

taining hundreds of drums of completely unidentified, 

possibly hazardous waste materials. 

*Workers cleaning their equipment or hands in toxic 

organic solvents that are absorbed readily through the 

skin to cause liver and kidney damage or other health 

problems. 

*Maintenance people expected to clean up spilled chemicals 

without any idea of their identity or recommended safe 

procedures. 

·~~ployees wearing respirators, thinking they are ade

quately protected, when the respirator is designed for 

a different type of chemical substance and is totally 

ineffective. 

*Workers without any form of protection openly handling 

substances suspected of causing cancer in plants where 

management refuses to believe what is reported in current 

scientific literaturre. 

we could go on here for hours, listing needless tragedies that all of 

us have heard of or experienced. My point is that where toxic substances have the 

potential for harming the health of workers, residents, or emergency personnel, it 

is only through the. combined efforts of everyone -- management, workers, unions, 

health and safety professionals, scientists, the medical establishment, and the 

general public -- that we will have a fighting chance to protect ourselves and our 

environment. Free access to information about toxic substances is a critical factor 

in safeguarding our health and a basic right which I urge you, the legislators of 

New Jersey, to secure for every person in this State. Thank you. 

SE~ATOR LaROCCA: I want to assure everyone here this evening that the 

Committee and myself will take everything that you have said into consideration when 

we come to our final decision. I am going to ask my colleague, Senator Lipman, to 

say a few words·. , 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you, Senator LaRocca. I had two long meetings 

tonight before this one, but I had heard so much about the enthusiasm and the emotion 

that was going to be generated by this bill, and I knew that the number of Senators 

present was not going to be right, so I was determined to come to hear what is 

happening because this is where I live too, and this is where I breath the air too, 

and it is very important. 
I think this must have been one of the liveliest sessions you have 

had. Is that right? 

SENATOR LaROCCA: It was. 

SE~ATOR LIPMAN: It was the liveliest session. Well, we live in the 

middle of all this, Senator. I am not a regular member of this Committee, but I 

was invited by Senator Dalton to come and hear it. Unfortunately, Senator Caufield 

also had two other meetings, as I did. I really wanted to come because the Iron

bound, especially, I am concerned about because that is the center of all our chemical 

plants, and so forth. 
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I appreciate your staying so late, and I am sure that we have every

thing you have said. When the Senate comes to sit on this whole question, you can 
be sure that I am on your side. (applause) 

SENATOR LaROCCA: The meeting is adjourned. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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STATEMENT OF THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY COUNCIL 

OF NEW JERSEY ON S-1670 BEFORE THE NEW JERSEY 

SENATE ENERGY &~ ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE - OCTOBER 13, 1982 

JGood evening Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am Hal Bozarth, Director 

of Governmental Relat·ions and Public Affairs for the New Jersey Chemical Industry 

Council (CIC). The CIC of New Jersey is comprised of 70 manufacturing and processing 

chemical companies. As I mentioned at the first hearing, the industry in New Jersey 

is the single largest, employing approximately 130,000 people in over 1,000 manufactur

ing plants and laboratories. New Jersey's chemical production accounts for approx

imately 12.5% of the nation's output. In fact, the chemical industry in New Jersey 

· ranks as the second largest in the nation, behind Texas and with Louisiana steadily 

gaining ground in third place. 

Although mentioned at the first hearing in our testimony, it is instructive to 

point out_ that we do all live in a chemical society. Fully 40% of all goods and 

services rely on chemicals in some Yray. In addition to being the base for life 

saving drugs, chemicals are the building blocks for comsumer products ranging from 

telephones to detergents. 

The issue here tonight is hazards communications. The members of the CIC have 

long established programs for effective hazards communication. Our association, as 

well as the nationa1 trade association for our companies, the Chemical Manufacturers 

Association (~~) has taken strong positions in favor of protecting workers health 

and safety. And that is the main concern here, effective hazardous materials 

communication. 

For your information, the National Safety Council's 1981 report showed the 

chemical industry as the safest among the nation's 43 basic industries. This statis

tic reflects the lowest number of incidents of occupational illness and injury 

involving days away from work and deaths. We feel that this reflects our belief that 

workers in the chemical industry do not have to choose between a good job and good 

health. 

I cannot stress strongly enough that the member companies which I represent are 

deeply co~~itted to the informed use of hazardous substances in the workplace. This 

strong sentiment is reflected by our ongoing support for the soon to be promulgated 

federal OSliA Hazards Communication standard. This standard is a comprehensive strong 

national flrogr;;:m which will guarantee that all industrial establi ~~hments provide an 
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effective hazards co~~unication program. 

There are three things which we would like to cover tonight;specifically 

existing regulatory coverage, the added burden to employers, and a perspective 

on the cancer issue. 

Up front, let me say that the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 

has asked for our help in assessing the overlap of regulatory requirements between 

various federal, state and local laws and S-1670. We·are pleased to announce that we 

plan to work very closely with the department on this issue. For your information, 

these are the areas of• federal, state and local regulation which address the concerns 

raisedjn S-1670. I will now provide this committee with an exhaustive review of 

these acts and regulations. (See Chart & Handout) 

It is our opinion that after you have studied the presented information, you 

will recognize that the concerns addressed by S-1670 have been effectively dealt with. 

In our last testimony, I indicated that there would be, under S-1670, a large 

paper work and cost burden imposed on all companies, both large and small, over and 

above the hazard~ communication programs already in existance and proven effective. 

We could pick any one of the many specified requirements of S-1670 to discuss, 

but let's use as an example, the MSDS, which is recognized as one of the basic hazards 

communication tools. 

OSHA has estimated that 60% of all hazardous chemicals are covered by MSDS's. 

Such ~fSDS's include most of the information which S-1670 would require. OSHA's soon 

to be promulgated standard should bring this figure up to 100%. 

The current MSDS' s and those prepared ·to meet the OSHA standard \olould have to be 

reworked to comply with S-1670 should it become la\ol. Not only would there be no 

added benefit for effectively communicating hazards to employees or direct customers, 

but the economic burden placed on New Jersey industry will be severe. 
' Since S-1670 cannot mandate exact compliance on out-of-state suppliers, there will 

be an extra costly burden placed on New Jersey companies which cannot obtain MSDS's 

through good faith efforts. This might have the effect of forcing New Jersey companies 

to spend vast aoounts of capitol in commissioning outside laboratories to test the 

materials to prepare their own MSDS's. Or, this could cause the companies to be in 

noncompliance, or to drop the product made by the company. Thus, loss of jobs in 

New Jersey, while doing little for effective communication of hazards. 

If S-1670 affected only the chemical industry, one that has access to MSDS, that 

may be one thing, but is the committee aware that S-1670 will affect not only the 

chemical industry, but dry cleaning establishments, gas stations, labs, universities, 

hospitals and state and local government facilities (sewage plants, road repair, 

high,:ay maintenance, truck terminals, breweries and soft drink companies - where 

cl,emica1s are stored). 
2x 
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Federal OSHA has estimated the cost of their proposed standard at $41 

($80 for small companies, $34 for large companies) per employee. However, that 

standard is a performance based standard which recognizes that existing industry 

hazards communication programs are an effective base on which to build. Because 

S-1670 is a strict specification proposal, requiring all industries to establish new 

programs, over and above what is already in place, it will cost far in excess of 

$40 - 50 per employee. Again, the point, this added cost is an additional economic 

burden on the industrial segment of our state now deep in a "depression". 

A~we have indicated above, the burden will not fall only on our industrial 

community, but will include such diverse state entities as universities. It is 

instructive to note that during the discussion of "Worker Right To Know" legislation 

in that state, the University of Wisconsin estimated that their cost of compliance 

would be in excess of $1 Million per year. This is not surprising given the fact that. 

all universities, including those here in New Jersey, handle literally thousands of 

chemicals on an ongoing basis (pilot plant work in engineering labs.). 

Industry is willing to spend that $41 per employee to ensure that these workers 

not now covered by existing effective hazards communication programs will adequately 

·be covered under the federal OSHA standard. We consider this a reasonable sum to 

assure protection for those workers. 

However, we believe that to spend 3 or 4 times that sum for little or no benefit, 

makes little or no sense. 

Also at the last hearing, 1 indicated that we would address the concern raised 

in others' testimony relating to the effects of occupational exposure and incidence 

of disease. 

1 have with me today, Marty Atherton of the American Industrial Health Council. 
' 

He will present testimony predicated on empirical data which will put the cancer 

problem in the proper perspective. I am also submitting to the members of this 

committee a detailed analysis of the probl~m prepared by Dr. Elizabeth Whelan of 

the AIHC. 

3x New Jersey State Ubrary 
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STATEMENT OF HUGH PATRICK TONER 
THE SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY, INC. 

Before the 
SENATE ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 

NEW JERSEY LEGISLATURE 

October 13, 1982 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. My name is 

Hugh Patrick Toner and I am an Assistant Technical Director of 

The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. (SPI). SPI is the 

principal trade association and spokesman for the plastids in-

dustry; its 1,200 member companies account for over 75% of the 

sales of plastics in the United States. Our members include 

processors, converters, raw materials suppliers and manufacturers 

of machinery and molds used to make plastics products. The 

plastics industry is a major force in New Jersey. According to 

a recent survey, plastics productions and usage involve 1,765 

plants in New Jersey, with 82,000 employees. Dollar value ship-

ments of these plants totalled $2,377,000,000. 

SPI would like to comment on three aspects of Senate .. 

Bill 1670. First, a critical evaluation of the hazard of a 

chemical in the workplace must include an evaluation of impor-

tant factors such as exposure, physical characteristics of the 

substance and physical conditions related to exposur~. Identi-

fying a substance as hazardous solely because it appears on the 
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National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health's (NIOSH) 

Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances provides a 

misleading indication of actual hazards in the workplace. Second, 

the Public Information Data Sheet (PIDS) requirements as set 

forth at Sections 3(c) and 5 of the bill threaten confiden

tiality of secret product formulations and therefore require 

revision. Third, the labeling requirements for'chemicals set 

forth at Section 4(e) of the Bill may duplicate federal regu

latory requirements. Moreover, the required information could 

more effectively be communicated by use of the American National 

Standard Institute (ANSI) Standard for Precautionary Labeling 

of Hazardous Industrial Chemicals. 

Before turning in more detail to these specific points, 

I would like to note SPI's continued commitment to providing a 

safe and healthy workplace through the communication of health 

and safety information. We support legisla~ion at all ~evels 

of government which seeks to provide workers and the community 

with appropriate health and safeiy information concerning chem

ical substances in the workplace. However, we are opposed to 

Senate Bill 1670 because in its present form it would impose 

unreasonable and impracticable demands upon an industry which 

has a proven record of cooperating with legislative bodies and 

government agencies to improve working and living conditions. 

Sx 
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In the 1960's, SPI developed an industry guide for classi-

fying and labeling certain plastic resins according to their 

hazardous potentialities. This guide is now ANSI standard K68.1-

1978. SPI continues to review and update this standard. 
j 

SPI is now in the third year of an ongoing grant from 

the Occupational Safety and Health Ad~inistration (OSHA) to 

conduct a national program targeted specifically to more than 

100,000 employees of plastics processing companies, and 

ultimately to about 2.5 million individuals who are part of the 

plastics industry. In carrying out this program, SPI volun-

tarily provides safety and health expertise to small businesses 

with largely non-unionized work forces that typically handle 

compounded plastic resins. 

Further, in a recent policy statement issued by SPI, we 

spelled out our commitment to assist our more than 1,200 memqer 

companies in the continuing development of improved safety and 

health practices in the plastics industry. We urged our members 

to continue to communicate the constant need to maintain a safe 

and healthful workplace, which carries over into a safe and 

healthful community. We support and would be more than willing 

to initiate a similar dialogue with concerned citizens of the 

community. 

6x 
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Thus, we are not unaware of our industry's responsibil-

ities to employ~es and the community. We will continue to co-
. 

operate with responsible agencies at all levels of government 

to accomplish the highest possible level of sound safety and 

health practices. 

However, for several "reasons, we believe that Senate 

Bill 1670, if enacted into law, could well work toward disrupting 

and possibly stagnating the economic health and vitality of our 

industry and the thousands upon thousands of individuals who 

depend on it for their livelihoods, without accomplishing its 

stated purpose of establishing procedures to protect employees 

of our industry and members of the community. 

Hazard information of the type which would be required 

in the material safety data sheet (MSDS) regarding a particular 

chemical cannot be determined in a vacuum. In reality; there 

is no valid need to specifically identify each and every chem-

ical in the workplace by chemical abstract service nomenclature. 

While a registry such as the NIOSH Registry of Toxic Effects of 

Chemical Substances provides a useful compilation of chemicals 

which could present a hazard, it is necessary to proceed to a 

second step and identify those chemicals or mixtures which do 

7x 
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in fact present a hazard. In those instances, the type of hazard 

should be identified so that proper precautions can then be 

taken. This point is exemplified by the fact that mixtures 

typically pose different hazard concerns than do their components • 
.# 
In the case of compounded plastics formulattons, even substances 

with high toxicity are often at such low concentrations and so 

fully encapsulated by the polymer that their processing poses 

no hazard. For example, OSHA does not require labeling for 

asbestos-containing products in which the asbestos fibers have 

been modified by a binding agent, coating binder or other material 

so that during any reasonably forseeable use, handling, storage 

disposal, processing or transportation, no airborne concentration 

of asbestos fibers will be released. 

SPI is also concerned that the commercial value of pro-

prietary for~ulation information be safeguarded. Confidential 

information should always be limited to those with a need to 
.. 

know: employees who must work with a substance, and fire 

fighters and other emergency personnel who need sufficient infor-

mation to handle emergency situations. The ability to prevent 

unauthorized dissemination of any chemical information is 

jeopardized by any statutory provision that requires employees 

to be provided with a complete package of data regarding a pro-

8x 
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prietary formulation, or for such information to be made avail-

able to the general public. Statutory posting requirements 

should be limited to proper notification to employees that avail-

able information will be provided upon request. 

In contrast, Senate Bill 1670 requires that Material 

Safety Data Sheets and Public Information Data Sheets be developed 

on all chemicals present in the workplace which are listed in 

the latest edition of the NIOSH Registry. The use of the NIOSH 

Registry for this purpose is inappropriate. The preface to the 

Registry states: "The absence of a substance from the Registry 

does not imply that a substance is non-toxic and thus non

hazardous any more than the presence of a substance in the Registry 

indicates that the substance is hazardous in common use." The 

Registry further states: "A critical evaluation of the hazard 

of a chemical in the workplace or environment involves much 

more than a determination of its toxic potency: no matter how 

complex the determination may be, a hazard evaluation must include 

such a determination of course, but toxic potency and degree of 

hazard are not synonymous. Identifying and defining the hazard 

of a chemical must also include among other factors the evalu-

ation of the amount and duration of exposure, the physical char-

acteristics of the substance, the physical conditions under 
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which exposure occurs, and the evaluation of interactions with 

other substances which may be present. All these factors may 

significantly.alter the toxic potency of a substance which, in 

turn, may alter the health of the person exposed." 

Senate Bill 1670 makes no provision for such an identi

fication and evaluation process. Rather, it mandates the listing 

and provision of Public Information Data Sheets without estab

lishing any procedure for defining the circumstances under which 

each substance could create hazards. 

In addition to having the potential to provide mislead

ing information to the public concerning the hazard of any par

ticular substance, the Public Data Information Sheet requirement 

poses a great risk to the confidentiality of proprietary formu

lation information. Although an administrative review procedure 

is available for Public Information Data Sheets involving trqde 

secrets, the procedure appears inadequate. For example, the 

legislation is silent on how long the administrative review 

procedure should take and whether employees may refuse to work 

without losing pay during the pendency of an administrative 

proceeding. 
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Further, the value of labeling is lost when labels pro

liferate to create a visual clutter. It must be recognized 

that other agencies now have in place cautionary labelling re-

quirements. ANSI, state agencies and other federal agencies 

such as the Department of Transportation and OSHA already have 

labeling requirements in effect. The chemical labeling proposed 

by this legislation could therefore be considered at odds with 

the need for a single comprehensive federal standard for hazard 

communication recognized by the OSHA in its preamble to its 

proposed hazard communications standard, OSHA Docket No. H-

022. 

Lastly, Senate Bill 1670 would add another layer of 

reporting of chemicals already required by EPA and OSHA and 

would impose an unreasonable additional administrative burden 

on the plastics industry. In summary, the plastics industry 

must oppose the passage of Senate Bill 1670. For the abov~ 

reasons, we respectfully urge that it be rejected by this com

mittee. 

Thank you. 
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STATEMENT OF JEFFREY PETERSON 

MANAGER OF STATE LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS 

EcoNoMIcs LABORATORY, INC· 

REPRESENTING THE 

CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 

BEFORE THE 

New JERSEY SENATE 

CoMMITTEE oN ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT 

OcTOBER 13.~ 1982 

MY NAME Is JEFF PETERSON AND I AM THE MANAGER oF STATE 

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS FOR EcoNOMics LABORATORY,~ INC· I AM 

ALSO CHAIRMAN OF THE "RIGHT-To-KNoW" TASK FORCE OF THE CHEMICAL 

SPECIALTIES MANUFACTURERS AssOCIATION• I AM ACCOMPANIED BY 

LARRY GALLO,~ AssociATE DIRECTOR FOR STATE LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS 

AT CSMA. 

CSMA IS A NATIONAL TRADE ASSOCIATION WITH A MEMBERSHIP 

OF SOME 400 FIRMS THAT MANUFACTURE AND SELL HOUSEHOLD,~ JNSTI-

TUTIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL SPECIALTY CHEMICALS SUCH AS DISINFEc-

TANTS AND SANITIZERS; DETERGENTS AND CLEANING COMPOUNDS; AUTo-

M 0 T I V E CH EM I CAL S ; \'1 A X E S 1 P 0 li S HE S AND F L 0 0 R F I N I S H E S ; A N 0 H 0 ME 

AND GARDEN INSECTICIDES· OVER 100 OF CSMA's MEMBER COMPAN'IES,~ 

INCLUDING MANY SMALL BUSINESSES,~ ARE EITHER HEADQUARTERED IN 

OR MAINTAIN PLANTS AND FACILITIES IN NEW JERSEY· ECONOMICS 

LABORATORY HAS THREE OF OUR PLANTS HERE WHICH CONSTITUTES A 

MAJOR PORTION OF OUR MANUFACTURING WORKFORCE FOR THE UNITED 

STATES· 

IN ADDITION,~ VIRTUALLY ALL OF CSMA's MEMBER COMPANIES 

MARKET THEIR PRODUCTS IN THE STATE• FoR EcoNOMICS LABORATORY, 
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THIS IS AN EVEN BIGGER CONCERN AS EVERY ONE OF OUR CUSTOMERS 

WHICH INCLUDE RESTAURANTS, DAIRIES, NURSING HOMES, HOTELS 

AND HOSPITALS, WOULD BE SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE 

CURRENT "RIGHT-TO-KNOW" BILL, $. 1670. 

THE CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES INDUSTRY SUPPORTS THE BASIC 

"RIGHT" OF A WORKER TO A SAFE AND HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT· AT THE 

SAME TIME, EACH OF OUR COMPANIES IS COMMITTED TO THE PROTECTION 

OF THE COMMUNITY WHERE OUR PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED AND USED• 

THE GREATEST RESOURCE WHICH EACH COMPANY STRIVES TO MAINTAIN 

IS A HEALTHY, PRODUCTIVE AND SKILLED WORKFORCE· To THOSE 

ENDS, OUR INDUSTRY HAS AN OVER-RIDING COMMITMENT TO KEEPING 

EMPLOYEES INFORMED REGARDING THE POTENTIAL HAZARDS FOUND IN 

THE WORKPLACE AND TRAINED IN THE SAFE HANDLING OF All POTEN

T I ALLY HAZARD 0 U S SUBS TAN CE S • I N ADD I T I 0 N, E A CH 0 F 0 U R COM-

PANIES IS COMMITTED TO THE PROTECTION OF THE COMMUNITY IN 

WHICH IT IS LOCATED· THIS COMMITMENT IS REFLECTED IN THE 

MANY PROGRAMS THAT ARE ESTABLISHED TO HELP OUR NEIGHBORS 

UNDERSTAND OUR BUSINESS AND TO ASSIST THE COMMUNITY IN 

RESPONDING TO EMERGENCY SITUATIONS· 

WE BELIEVE, HOWEVER, THERE IS A FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM 

IN ATTEMPTING TO MERGE THE WORKER HAZARDS COMMUNICATION , 

PROGRAM WITH THE COMMUNITY NEED TO RESPOND TO EMERGENCIES· 

THESE ARE TWO DIFFERENT ISSUES THAT REQUIRE DIFFERENT 

APPROACHES AND SHOULD BE ADDRESSED SEPARATELY· WHETHER YOU 

ARE LOOKING AT LEVELS OF EXPOSURE, THE STATUS OF MIXTURES 

OR THE LEVEL OF INFORMATION THAT HAS TO BE AVAILABLE, IN

TERNAL HAZARD COMMUNICATION AND SOME FORM OF EXTERNAL 

HAZARD COMMUNICATION NEED DIFFERENT APPROACHES• 

14x 
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WHAT IS REALLY AT ISSUE 1 AND WHERE WE HAVE THE MOST 

DIFFICULTY WITH THIS BILL 1 ARE THE MEANS REQUIRED BY 

$. 1670 TO REACH THE DESIRED ENDS OF WORKER PROTECTION AND 

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY RESPONSE CAPABILITIES· 

WE BELIEVE THE FOLLOWING HAS TO BE CONSIDERED: 

1) WHAT IS A HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE? To BEGIN WITH1 WE 

DO NOT BELIEVE THAT EVERYTHING IN THE NIOSH REGISTRY) 

EVEN IN 55 GALLON OR 500 POUND AMOUNTS 1 IS NECESSARILY 

HAZARDOUS· As You KNow~ THE NIOSH REGISTRY Is MERELY 

AN INVENTORYi A DESCRIPTION OF THE "TOXIC EFFECTS OF 

CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES~" IF ANY• As MOST OF THESE 40~000 

S UBST AN CES LISTED DO NOT HAVE APPRECIABLE TOX I C EFFE CTS 1 

THIS LIST DOES NOT PROVIDE AN ACCURATE BASIS FOR A 

DEFINITION OF "HAZARDOUS" OR "TOXIC" SUBSTANCE· 

SEVERAL STATES WHICH HAVE RECENTLY ENACTED "RIGHT

To-KNOW" LAWS ORIGINALLY CONSIDERED USING THE NIOSH LIST 

TO DEFINE "HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES 111 BUT RECOGNIZED THAT THE 

LIST DOES NOT ACHIEVE THE GOALS OF A HAZARDS COMMUNICATION 

PROGRAM· THE LEGISLATURES OF WISCONSIN CAB 615) AND 

(ONNECTI CUT (A 499) ENACTED "RIGHT-To-KNOW" LAWS IN 1982-
' EVEN THOUGH THESE LAWS HAVE MANY SHORTCOMINGS~ EARLY 

DRAFTS WERE AMENDED TO DELETE THE NIQSH LIST AND FOCUS 

THE PROGRAM ON POTENTIAL HAZARDS· 

THE DEFINITION OF "SPECIAL HEALTH HAZARD CHEMICALS~" 

BASED ON SAX's DIRECTORY1 DOES NOT ADEQUATELY ADDRESS 

POTENTIAL HAZARDS OR TOXICITY· INCLUDED UNDER THIS 

CATEGORY 1 FOR EXAMPLE1 ARE SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC 
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SODA)~ IODINE~ AMMONIA OR EVEN VINEGAR· IN THEIR 

PURE STATE~ UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS 1 ANY OF THESE 

SUBSTANCES MIGHT BE DANGEROUS· BUT IT COULD BE AN 

ENTIRELY DIFFERENT STORY IF ANY OF THESE SUBSTANCES 

ARE DILUTED OR MIXED WITH OTHER SUBSTANCES· THUS 1 THE 

BILL'S DEFINITION~ IF 8% OF A HOTEL LAUNDRY CLEANER IS 

CAUSTIC.SODA~ OR 3% OF A HOSPITAL DISINFECTANT. IS 

J IODINE~ OR A SMALL PORTION OF A WINDOW WASHER's SPRAY 

IS AMMONIA OR EVEN 20% OF A RESTAURANT'S SALAD DRESSING 

IS VINEGAR~ THEN All OF THESE MIXTURES AUTOMATICALLY 

BECOME "HAZARDOUS" UNDER S. 1670. 

THE FUNCTION OF A HAZARDS COMMUNICATION PROGRAM IS 

GREATLY DIMINISHED UNLESS IT FOCUSES ON SUBSTANCES WHICH 

ARE POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS THROUGH NORMAL USE OR WHICH PRE

SENT ACUTE OR CHRONIC HEALTH HAZARDS· ADDITIONALLY 1 ANY 

PROGRAM MUST BE DESIGNED TO MAKE A DISTINCTION BETWEEN 

SUBSTANCES THAT INDIVIDUALLY ARE DEFINED-AS HAZARDOUS 

OR TOXIC~ AND MIXTURES WHICH MAY CONTAIN THOSE SUB

STANCES IN DILUTED AMOUNTS AND THUS 1 DO NOT PRESENT ANY 

HAZARD UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS AND USE· 

2) IF A SUBSTANCE OR A MIXTURE IS HAZARDOUS, HOW MUCH DOES 

A WORKER HAVE TO KNOW TO BE ADEQUATELY PROTECTED? THERE 

ARE NO EASY ANSWERS TO THIS QUESTION· FoR VERY HAZARDOUS 

SUBSTANCES, DETAILED INFORMATION MAY BE NECESSARY· FoR 

NUMEROUS OTHER PRODUCTS USED IN A WORKPLACE OR STORED IN 

A COMMUNITY WHERE ONLY A SMALL PORTION OF THE TOTAL FITS 

THE HAZARDOUS DEFINITION 1 THEN LESS INFORMATION MAY BE 

NECESSARY· 

16x 
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FoR CERTAIN PRODUCTS, NOT ONLY CAN VOLUMINOUS MAT

ERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS BE CONFUSING IN A WORKPLACE OR 

IN AN EMERGENCY RESPONSE SITUATION 1 BUT REQUIRING VERY 

DETAILED INFORMATION CAN THREATEN CERTAIN PROPRIETARY 

INFORMATION AND TRADE SECRETS THAT ARE THE LIFE BLOOD 

OF THE CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES INDUSTRY· EVEN SMALL COM

PANIES HAVE TREMENDOUS INVESTMENTS IN PRODUCT RESEARCH 

AND DEVELOPMENT• To LOSE THIS INFORMATION TO A COMPETITOR 

BY UNNECESSARY DISCLOSURE WOULD IRREPARABLY DAMAGE A 

COMPANY'S ABILITY TO SURVIVE• 

WJTHIN THE LAST MONTH, THE EPA ANNOUNCED THAT IT 

HAS INADVERTENTLY DISCLOSED THE TRADE SECRET FORMULA-

TION OF MONSANTO'S "RoUNDUP~" THE LARGEST SELLING HERBI

CIDE IN THE WORLD· THIS UNFORTUNATE AND DISASTROUS Mis

TAKE COULD UNDERMINE THE MARKET POSITION OF THIS PRODUCT 

AND COMPROMISE THE TRADE SECRET INFORMATION THAT WAS 

SUBMITTED TO THE EPA· A COMPETITOR CAN ACQUIRE THIS 

DATA (LEGALLY) AND REGISTER IT IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY 

WITHOUT SPENDING A NICKLE FOR IT• CONSEQUENTLY, TRADE 

SECRET MATERIALS AND FORMULAS SHOULD BE PROTECTED UNDER 

BOTH FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS, AND STRICT REGULATIONS SHOULD 

BE PROMULGATED FOR THE RELEASE OF THIS DATA SO THAT THE 

MISTAKES WHICH LED TO THE RELEASE OF THE "RoUNDUP" DATA 

AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL ARE NOT REPEATED IN STATE AFTER STATE• 

FoR EACH REQUIREMENT THAT PROPRIETARY DATA BE REPORTED 

UNDER FEDERAL OR STATE LAWS, THE CHANCES OF THE INFORMA

TION BEING COMPROMISED EXPONENTIALLY INCREASES· 

WE SHOULD NOT CONFUSE A REQUIREMENT TO REVEAL A 

COMPLETE PRODUCT FORMULATION WITH WHAT IS AN ADEQUATE 
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WARNING 10 WORKERS· THEY ARE NOT NECESSARILY THE SAME· 

3) Is A DETAILED MSDS THE BEST WAY TO PROVIDE INFORMATION 

ON A HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE OR PRODUCT? ~OT NECESSARILY· 

IN SOME INSTANCES A PRODUCT LABEL OR A WARNING DECAL 

MIGHT ADEQUATELY SERVE AS A SUBSTITUTE TO A MSDS. THE 

KEY HERE IS ALLOWING MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND 

EMPLOYERS THE FLEXIBILITY TO GET NECESSARY INFORMATION 

- TO WORKERS AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE SITUATIONS IN AN AS 

EFFICIENT AND USABLE MANNER AS POSSIBLE· 

I WOULD LIKE TO BRIEFLY HIGHLIGHT SEVERAL OTHER IMPORTANT 

CONSIDERATIONS THAT IMPACT ON OUR MEMBERSHIP 1 OUR NUMEROUS 

CUSTOMERS AND OUR COMMERCIAL USERS· 

THE NEED FOR UNIFORMITY -- SEVERAL OF OUR COMPANIES DIS-

TRIBUTE ON A REGIONAL BASIS, BUT MOST MARKET THEIR PRO

DUCTS NATIONWIDE• IN ORDER FOR US TO PROVID~ THE MOST 

EFFECTIVE AND WORKABLE HAZARDS COMMUNICATION PROGRAM 1 

WE BELIEVE THAT CONSISTENCY AND UNIFORMITY BETWEEN THE 

VARIOUS STATE AND LOCAL JURISDICTIONS IS CRITICAL• WHERE 

EXISTING LAWS HAVE DIFFERENT REQUIREMENTS 1 COMPLIANCE AND 

ENFORCEMENT BECOMES VERY DIFFICULT, PARTICULARLY WHEN 

EACH JURISDICTION IS REACHING FOR THE SAME GOAL• 

To THAT END, CSMA HAS SUPPORTED FEDERAL STANDARDS 

SUCH AS THOSE EMBODIED IN THE CURRENT FEDERAL OSHA 

HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROPOSAL• THE COMMENTS THAT CSMA 

SUBMITTED .TO THE U. $. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR ARE ATTACHED 

FOR THE COMMITTEE'S CONSIDERATION· 
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EXEMPTIONS AND OVERLAPPING REGULATIONS -- As WRITTEN~ THE 

OJRRENT BILL DOES NOT RECOGNIZE THAT MANY PROTECTIONS AL

READY E X I S T I N F E DE R A L LAW S U CH AS THE 11 FED E R A L I N S E CT I C I DE 1 

FuNGIciDE AND RoDENT! CIDE AcT" <FIFRA)., THE FEDERAL HAZARD

ous SUBSTANCES AcT., JUST TO NAME A FEW• THESE EXISTING 

REQUIREMENTS IN MANY CASES ARE MORE STRINGENT THAN THOSE 

CONTAINED INS. 1670., AND THEIR DUPLICATION WOULD NOT CON-

TRIBUTE TO THE SAFETY OF THE WORKER OR THE COMMUNITY• 

MANY PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY CSMA MEMBER COMPANIES 

ARE ESSENTIALLY CONSUMER-ORIENTED AND THEREFORE MEET VERY 

STRICT STANDARDS OF THE U. S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY CoMMis

SION• ALTHOUGH $. 1670 ATTEMPTS TO RECOGNIZE THIS BY EXEMPTING 

PRODUCTS SOLD IN "RETAIL STORES.," THIS DOES NOT BEGIN TO ADDRESS 

THE WIDE RANGE OF PRODUCTS WHICH ARE USED BY AN EMPLOYER IN THE 

SAME FORM., CONCENTRATION., OR MANNER AS THOSE SOLD IN STORES, BUT 1 

BY VIRTUE OF OTHER PROCUREMENT ME CHAN ISMS ARE COVERED BY ALL 

THE PROVISIONS IN THE BILL; EXAMPLES INCLUDE ALL TYPES OF CLEAN-

lNG AGENTS AND PACKAGING FORMS PURCHASED IN BULK BY AN EMPLOYER• 

ANY BILL SHOULD ALSO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT SUBSTANCES OR MIXTURES 

' WHICH MAY BE HAZARDOUS BY DEFINITION., BUT WHICH PRESENT NO RISK 

IN THEIR EXISTING FORM SUCH AS ADHESIVE TAPES., ETC· 

FINALLY., ANY BILL MUST TAKE INTO ACCOUNT EXISTING FEDERAL 

LAWS WHICH STRICTLY REGULATE THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY AND ARE 

DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE HIGH SAFETY sTANDARDS· FoR INSTANCE~ FIFRA 

II • M REGULATES PRODUCTS DEFINED AS PESTICIDES· OST PEOPLE DO 
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NOT REALIZE THAT THIS DEFINITION INCLUDES MANY HOUSEHOLD 

PRODUCTS SUCH AS CLEANSERS, DISINFECTANTS~ AND SANITIZERS· 

IT ALSO INCLUDES MANY INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL PRO-

DUCTS WHICH ARE USED BY SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS~ NURSING HOMES~ 

RESTAURANTS, GROCERY STORES AND DAIRIES WHICH REQUIRE 

CLEAN, HEALTHY AND SANITARY ENVIRONMENTS· 

MANY.EXISTING STATE "RIGHT-To-KNOW" LAWS TAKE INTO 

.t ACCOUNT THESE MORE RESTRICTIVE FEDERAL LAWS AND EXEMPT PRODUCTS 

FROM THEIR PROVISIONS WHICH COMPLY WITH THE STRONGER STANDARDS· 

C 0 S T I M P A CT S CoNSIDERATION MUST ALSO BE GIVEN BY THE 

COMMITTEE TO SEVERAL OTHER ASPECTS OF S. 1670 AND ITS IMPACT ON 

THE COMMUNITY· SPECIFICALLY, THE BILL AS CURRENTLY DRAFTED IS 

SO BROAD, THAT THE MSDS, LABELING AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 

APPLY EQUALLY TO INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURERS BOTH LARGE AND 

SMALL, TO SMALL BUSINESSES WHICH ARE ONLY CATEGORIZED AS 

"EMPLOYERS," TO EVERY ASPECT OF THE AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITY 

INCLUDING FAMILY FARMS, AND TO ALL STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

ENTITIES BY VIRTUE OF BEING EMPLOYERS• 

THE COMMITTEE SHOULD TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE TREMENDOUS COSTS 

OF COMPLIANCE WITH THIS LAW IN ALL SECTORS OF THE STATE'S 
' 

ECONOMY· WE RECOMMEND THAT THE COMMITTEE THOROUGHLY REVIEW 

THE FISCAL IMPACTS OF THE BILL AS IT IS NOW DRAFTEti BEFORE 

PROCEEDING FURTHER· 

PENALTIES AND SANCTIONS -- PROVISIONS IN S. 1670 GRANT THE 

EMPLOYEE THE BROAD RIGHT TO REFUSE TO WORK IF ANY OF THE 

REQUIREMENTS ARE NOT MET BY THE EMPLOYER~ AND PROTECTS THE 

EMPLOYEE FROM DISMISSAL UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES· IN 
ADD I T I 0 N 1 I T I S UN R E AS 0 NAB L E 1 I F N 0 T ARB I T R A R Y 0 R CAP R I C 1 0 U S ~ 

TO REQUIRE A PIDS OR MSDS WITHIN 24 HOURS AND BE SUBJECT TO 
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A PENALTY OF NOT LESS TH~N 30 DAYS IN PRISON OR A FINE 

OF NOT LESS THAN $2~500. IT IS QUITE LIKELY THAT LITERALLY 

HUNDREDS OF VIOLATIONS COULD EASILY OCCUR BECAUSE OF THE PHYSICAL 

IMPOSSIBILITY OF PROVIDING A MSDS WITHIN THE UNREALISTIC 

TIME FRAME OF 24 HOURS· To THREATEN A SMALL BUSINESS PER-

SON WITH THOSE KINDS OF SANCTIONS BECAUSE HE DIDN'T HAVE 

A MSDS FOR A 55 GALLON BARREL OF CORN OIL OR 500 POUNDS OF 

SUGAR~ DESTROYS THE CREDIBILITY OF NOT ONLY THE LAW BUT THE 

AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR ENFORCING IT• 

LEGAL -- FINALLY~ THE GRANTING OF A PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION 

TO ANY PERSON~ UNDER SECTION 9 OF THE BILL~ WITHOUT REGARD 

TO WHETHER THAT PERSON WAS ADVERSELY AFFECTED CONFLICTS 

WITH THE RULES OF STANDING• THIS JEOPARDIZES THE 

EQUITABLE SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES BY ALLOWING PARTIES WITH 

NO DIRECT INTEREST TO INTERJECT THEMSELVES INTO CASES· 

IN ADDITION TO CREATING A GREAT RISK OF HARASSMENT, THE 

BURDENS THAT THIS PROVISION COULD PLACE ON THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM 

ARE OVERWHELMING• WE RECOMMEND THAT THE COMMITTEE CONSIDER 

DROPPING THESE PROVISIONS• 

CoNCLUSION 

A NUMBER OF STATES AND JURISDICTIONS HAVE ALREADY ENACTED 

SOME FORM OF "RIGHT-To-KNOW•" BECAUSE OF THE COMPLEXITY OF THE 

I S S ll E , t-1 0 S T HAVE N 0 T YET BEEN FULLY I M P L EM E NT ED • EX PER I EN CE 

WITH OTHER RIGHT-TO-KNOW LAWS MAKES IT INCUMBENET UPON ALL OF US 

TO EXAMINE CAREFULLY THE MISTAKES MADE ELSEWHERE AND BORROW WORK-

ABLE LANGUAGE WHEN IT IS TO THE BENEFIT OF EVERYONE CONCERNED· 
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WE URGE YOU TO MOVE WITH CAUTION IN FASHIONING WHATEVER FORM 

OF "RIGHT-TO-KNOW" IS DEEMED TO BE NECESSARY· WE UNDERSCORE THE 

NEED FOR FLEXIBILITY IN DETERMINING WHAT IS HAZARDOUS AND TRANs

MITTING THAT INFORMATION TO THE EMPLOYEE OR IN EMERGENCY SITUA

TIONS WITH A DANGER TO THE GREATER COMMUNITY• 

BEFORE ANY "RIGHT-TO-KNOW" LAW CAN BE ENACTED~ ADEQUATE 

CONSIDERATION ~UST BE GIVEN TO THE THOUSANDS OF EMPLOYERS IN 

TAIS STATE WHO UNDER THIS BILL1 FACE THE SAME LEVEL OF RESPONS

IBILITY AS ANY MAJOR MANUFACTURER OR CHEMICAL COMPANY· WHAT IS 

~ECESSARY AND POSSIBLE FOR A LARGE INDUSTRIAL PLANT MAY BE 

IMPRACTICAL 1 IMPOSSIBLE AND BURDENSOME TO A GAS STATION1 DRY 

CLEANER 1 MEDICAL CLINIC OR ANY NUMBER OF SMALL BUSINESSES· 

WE APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT ON S. 1670 AND 

WILL BE AVAILABLE TO DISCUSS THE ISSUES RAISED ABOVE IN GREATER 

DETAIL• THIS IS CLEARLY AN INSTANCE OF ALL PARTIES BENEFITING FROM 

DISCUSSION IN THE SPIRIT OF COOPERATION· WE ARE PREPARED TO ASSIST 

YOU WITH YOUR DELIBERATIONS IN THAT SPIRIT• 

THANK YOU· 

' 
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CHEMICAL SPECIALnES MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIAnON 

PRESIDEN! 
RAlPH ENGEL 

Docket Officer 
Docket H-022 
u.s. Department of Labor 
Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration 
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Room S6212 
Washington, D.C. 20210 

Dear Sir: 

May 14, 1982 

Re: Notice of Proposed Ru1emak
ing on Hazard Communication 
published in the Federal 
Register of March 19, 1982 at 
47 Fed. Reg. 12092 

The Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association (CSMA) is 
a voluntary, nonprofit membership association consisting of over 
400 companies engaged in the manufacture, distribution, and market
ing of chemical specialty products such as: ~utomotive chemicals; 
detergents and cleaning compounds, disinfectants and sanitizers; 
insecticides; and waxes, polishes, and floor finishes. A decision 
by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to 
promulgate a standard on hazard communication would greatly 
affect CSMA member companies. 

I. The Legal Basis of an OSHA Standard 

When promulgating a standard under Section 6 of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act (the Act), 29 U.S.C. S655, OSffA 
must establish that the standard is •reasonably necessary and 
appropriate to remedy a significant risk of material he~ltb 
impairment." Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO v. American 
Petroleum Institute, 448 u.s. 607, 639 (1980). This requires 
OSHA· to determine,· first, that a Significant risk exists and, 
second, that the standard would eliminate or reduce that risk. 
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We are not convinced that OSHA has shown that current 
manufacturing practices present a significant risk to workers. 
Industry has long recognized the need for hazard communication, 
and has adopted a voluntary consensus standard under the 
auspices of the American National.Standards Institute (ANSI). 
ANSI Standard Zl29.1-1976, "American National Standard for the 
Precautionary Labeling of Hazardous Industrial Chemicals,• 
has been followed by a great number of chemical companies and has 
served as an effective guideline despite OSHA's criticism of the 
standard in the preamble to the proposal. Given the ANSI standard 
~nd the efforts by individual companies to protect their workers, 
we doubt that a significant risk justifying a standard exists. 
We also wish to point out that this ANSI consensus standard is in 
the process of revision, with a modified standard expected by the 
end of the year. With industry and other interested parties 
working on this project, the need for a federal standard is 
especially open to question. 

However, CSMA fully agrees with OSHA's assessment that a 
uniform system of hazard communication would be in the best 
interest of both industry and workers. The recent proliferation 
of laws and ordinances on the state and local levels has disrupted 
interstate commerce and threatens to place an undue burden on 
manufacturers, distributors, and marketers. It is very important 
for OSHA to recognize explicitly the needless and onerous 
conflicts between states as part of any action the Agency takes. 

To this end, we urge that if OSHA promulgates a standard, 
the Agency clearly declare its intention to occupy the field and 
preempt state and local regulation. This preemptive power would 
come from Section 18(a) of the Act, 29 U.S.C. S667(a), which 
states: 

Nothing in this Act shall prevent any State 
agency or court from asserting jurisdiction 
under State law over any occupational safety 
or health issue with respect to which no 
standard is in effect under section 6. 

Shortly after the passage of the Act, OSHA promulgated a , 
regulation interpreting this section and expressing the implicit 
~orollary: 

Section 18(a) of the Act is read as prevent
ing any State agency or court from asserting 
jurisdiction under State law over any 
occupational safety or health issue with 
respect to which a Federal standard has been 
issued under section 6 of the Act. 29 CFR 
Part 1901.2 

Since OSHA published this interpretation just after Congress 
created the Agency, the finding of preemptive power in Section 
18(a) carries a presumption of validity. Udall v. Tallman, 
380 u.s. 1, 16 (1965). 
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In addition, OSHA's interpretation of Section 18(a) is borne 
out by a review of the legislative history. Throughout the dis
cussions over what would become Section 18, members of Congress 
considered the state role to follow one of two scenarios. If OSHA 
did not have a standard, then states would have a free hand to 
regulate. If OSHA did come out with a standard, then states would 
regulate, if at all, pursuant to an OSHA-approved state plan. In 
fact, Congress rejected an approach which would have preserved 
most state action following the issuance of an OSBA standard. The 
companion bills s. 2788 and B.R. 13373 contained identical 
language for what would have been Section 14(b): 

(b)(l) No State safety or health standard 
in effect upon the effective date of this Act 
or which may become effective thereafter, shall 
be superseded by any standard promulgated under 
this Act except insofar as such State safety or 
health standard is in conflict with this Act. 

(2} Any State safety or health standard in 
effect upon the effective date of this Act, or 
which may become effective thereafter, which 
affords employees significantly greater protec
tion than a safety or health standard promulgated 
under this Act shall not thereby be construed 
or held to be in conflict. S. 2788 and H.R. 13373, 
9lst Cong., 2d Sess., reprinted in Legislative 
History of the Occupational Safety and Health Act 
of 1970, at 58 and 706 (1971). 

The limited role for state regulation under Section 18 and 
its vulnerability to preemption provoked this minority comment to 
the Senate Report: 

The scheme of enforcement established by the 
bill effectively discourages positive State 
and private initiative. Private initiative is 
encouraged only through the strong negative 
incentive program ••• The role of state , 
governments in the regulatory scheme is also 
limited. A state may assume responsibility for 
regulation only on the submission of a stringent 
state plan. The Secretary must monitor the plan 
and has authority to revoke it if he finds it 
does not meet the strict requirements of the 
plan. Id., at 201, "Minority Views of Messrs. 
Dominick and Smith of Illinois", Senate Report 
No. 91-1282, 9lst Cong., 2d Sess. 62 (1970) 
(emphasis added) 

Thus, we find that OSHA's conclusion expressed in its regulations 
that an OSHA standard preempts state activity except under an 
approved state plan is fully in accord with the legislative history 
of the Act. 
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Therefore, OSHA should recognize in i.ts statement of basis 
and purpose of the standard on hazard communication that differing 
state requirements are impractical, unnecessary, and undesirable. 
The Agency should make administrative findings of fact and law 
that a pervasive, dominant federal scheme would minimize conflicts, 
promote uniformity, avoid a disproportionate impact on small 
business, minimize excessive and redundant labeling, prevent an 
undue burden on interstate commerce, and override any particular 
state or local interest. However, states would still be free 
to implement the federal plan pursuant to OSHA supervision under 
Act Section 18(b-h), 29 u.s.c. §667(b-h). 

II. Benefit Evaluation 

CSMA strongly feels that OSHA's evaluation of the potential 
beneffts of this standard is flawed, and the results both mislead
ing and erroneous. 

Of particular concern is OSHA's estimate of a $2,314.4 
million increased production and medical cost savings resulting 
from a lower cancer incidence. Reasonable estimates of the 
fraction of present cancer incidences which may be attributable to 
exposure to occupational carcinogens range from 1% to 4%. See, 
~, Doll & Peto, "The Causes of Cancer: Quantitative Estimates 
of Avoidable Risks of Cancer in the United States Today•, 66 
Journal of the National Cancer Institute 1193, 1245 (June 1981). 
OSHA's estimate of 20% occupational cancers, and the assumption 
that this standard will eliminate all cancer incidence attribu.table 
to occupational exposures within ten years, are both greatly 
exaggerated. Id., at 1241. 

The National Occupational Hazards Survey (NOBS) data upon 
which OSHA relies to document the need for and calculate the 
benefits of this standard are not currently ~elevant if they ever 
were. It is erroneous to assume that conditions in the workplace 
ten years ago are still present, given the changes in chemicals 
used, developments in engineering controls, and advances in 
hazard communication practices. For example, material safety 
data sheets (MSDS's) did not come into use until 1970, and NOBS's 
failure to find them in widespread use in a survey published i~ 
1972 is not surprising. 

Ilia Cost Analysis 

OSHA's estimate of the costs the proposed standard will impose 
is far too low. OSHA projects a cost of $41.00 per employee for 
the initial cost and $16.00 per employee total annual cost. 

This estimate is less than the cost of a training program 
alone, and does not come close to indicating the costs for a 
smal~er company. One CSMA member.has fifteen employees in its 
manufacturing plant. This corupany estimates that a training 
program'would take at least three hours per employee as the 
initial cost, with one-hour brush-up courses perhaps twice a year. 
At an average of $21.00 per hour per employee, the initial cost 
would be $63.00 and the continuing cost $42.00 per year per 
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employee. However, even this estimate is low, since the company 
would probably have to hire an industrial hygiene consultant to 
help conduct the training. 

This also does not include the costs of preparing the MSDS's. 
This small company has 2200 formulations, all of which currently 
have MSDS's. In order to comply with the proposal, however, the 
employer would have to revise all 2200 MSDS's. At $25.00 to 
$30.00 per MSDS just for preparing the sheets, the paperwork 
expense would be over $50,000. The cost would be greater for 
those formulations for which the company has to conduct an 
extensive ~earch of the toxicology literature. 

1 In addition, if OSHA grants designated representatives of the 
employee access to trade secret information, the manufacturer would 
have to incur the expense of preparing confidentiality agreements. 
Again, this is a company with only fifteen employees in its 
manufacturing facility. 

CSMA has -documented the effect federal regulation has on 
innovation and small business in a January 1982 study prepared by 
the Regulatory Research Service entitled "Impact of the Toxic 
Substances Control Act on Innovation in the Chemical Specialties 
Manufacturing Industry". This study, which CSMA would be pleased 
to present to OSHA, shows that small companies in the chemical 
industry bear an inordinately large share of the regulatory burdens. 

IV. Substantive Changes Needed in the Proposed Standard 

The standard proposed by OSHA needs a number of substantive 
changes to be useful and operable. We will discuss the provisions 
presenting problems in the sequence they appear in the proposal. 

ScoPe and application - OSHA should clearly state at some 
point in this section that the proposal does not apply to hazardous 
waste. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates such 
waste under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). 
EPA's RCRA regulations require the manifesting and labeling of 
hazardous waste, which serve as a hazard warning and obviate the 
need for MSDS' s. · In addition, treatment, storage, and disposal 
facilities must satisfy certain training requirements for their 

.employees. Since Section 4(b)(l) of the Act, 29 o.s.c. S653(b)(l), 
requires OSHA -to defer to the authority of other federal agencies 
regulating special working conditions, and since disposal facili
ties may not even be in SIC Codes 20-39, OSHA should exempt 
hazardous waste from coverage. 

1910.1200(a)(2) -OSHA should recognize that to require 
employers to provide information on every "foreseeable emergency" 
would be impractical given the virtually endless number of possible 
incidents. Emergencies are special case situations and are handled 
by companies in special ways. In many emergency situations, 
ernplovees would be needlessly endangered if they tried to deal with 
a problem better left to specially trained experts. Under such 
circumstances, detailed hazard communication could induce workers 
to remain in the area for too long a time. We recommend that OSaA 
amend this paragraph to delete the reference to emergencies. 
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l910.1200(a)(3) - CSMA strongly urges OSaA to drop the 
presumption that any mixture comprised of at least one percent of 
a hazardous chemical is hazardous. As OSHA correctly recognizes 
in the preamble to the proposal, there is no scientific evidence 
showing that above a certain percentage, a mixture automatically 
assumes the hazardous characteristics of one of its ingredients. 
A product with a small amount of a hazardous chemical as a 
constituent may have completely different characteristics than 
the chemical in its "pure• form, particularly where the only 
hazard is combustibility or flammability. The one percent cutoff 
is completely arbitrary and ignores the problems of defining even 
a "pure" substance.. A chemical generally considered as pure, such 
as a technical grade material, may have one percent of one or more 
impurities, intermediates, or side-reaction products. 

OSHA's exemption where • the mixture has been eval-uatea as a 
whole and the data indicates (sic) it is not hazardous• is not 
sufficient to alleviate the problem. This forces the manufacturer 
to .test or be regulated despite OSHA's insistence that testing is 
not required under the proposal. In the preamble OSHA notes, 
"for a mixture to be exempted from the ingredient listing require
ments specified, the employer will have to rely on available 
specific test data, not subjective assessments". It is puzzling 
why OSHA allows subjective assessments to determine whether 
a "pure" chemical is hazardous and therefore subject to the 
standard, but will not allow the employer to use the same judgment 
in dealing with one-percent of a chemical in .a mixture. 

We believe that companies should be allowed to make the 
same evaluations for mixtures as they do for pure chemicals. In 
their evaluation, manufacturers should be allowed to use all of 
their knowledge of their products in the most economical fashion. 
The testing requirement, which could include extremely expensive 
testing for chronic hazards, is especially burdensome for formula
tors, who may have many different products with similar formulations. 
Small companies in particular cannot afford this wasteful expense. 

OSHA should permit the extrapolation of data or the use of, 
analogous data as part of an informed evaluation, rather than 
automatically mandating testing for mixtures. It is important not 
to limit the data solely to those obtained directly from the 
chemical product, single substance, or mixture, but to acknowledge 
the value of collateral data as well. Employers should be allowed 
to evaluate mixtures rather than being forced to conduct expensive 
and pointless testing to establish a foregone conclusion. 

Even if OSHA retains the requirement for identifying compo
nents, the employer should have to comply with the standard only 
for those constituents of a mixture which contribute substantially 
to the hazard of the mixture. There is no safety or health 
justification for going through the expense of complying with the 
standaro for those components which do not significantly increase 
the mixture's hazard. 

1910.1200(a)(S)- CSMA believes that any standard should not 
cover research laboratories or quality control laboratories. OSBA 
recognized the unique characteristics of the laboratory as a work-
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place when it sought comments on a possible laboratory standard 
in the April 14, 1981 Feder~l Register at 46 Fed. Reg. 21785. 
OSHA acknowledged that a maJor argument against federal regulation 
is that: 

Laboratory workers and/or their supervisors are 
usually highly trained concerning the properties 
and proper handling of chemicals and decisions 
relating to protection of workers should be left 
in their hands. 46 Fed. Reg. 21786 

As CSMA noted in its comments of July 15, 1981 to OSHA on 
-1- this matter: 

Laboratory scientists have a high degree of 
training and respect for the chemical substances 
which they use. Supervisory scientists under
stand the chemical properties, the potential 
hazards, and the proper safety precautions and 
are cognizant of safety in planning and conduct
ing laboratory work. In fact, well-meaning 
federal involvement could be counter-productive 
if the regulations, in attempting to standardize 
safety procedures for all laboratories, are too 
rigid to allow trained experts to tailor their 
programs to their specific needs or divert 
scarce resources from more important safety 
activities. It is also worth noting that super
fluous monitoring or other unnecessary measures 
would place a greater drain on employee time in 
smaller companies, an important consideration 
under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 
§601 et ~-

In order to avoid unnecessary regulation, OSHA should not 
only exempt "chemicals being developed and used only in .research 
laboratories" as suggested in the hazard communication proposal, 
but also exempt from coverage the laboratories themselv~s, both 
research facilities and quality control operations. We are 
concerned that the present wording would impose excessive and 
perhaps unintended requirements for laboratories. 

An integrated facility, often the case with a small company, 
may include a research and development or quality control labora
tory, management offices, and a manufacturing unit in the same 
building. That building is a single "workplace" containing 
several "work areas". The standard would cover the entire "work
place", including the offices and laboratory. The office workers 
would be exempted because the definition of "employee" excludes 
"office workers, grounds maintenance personnel, security personnel 
or non-resident management." The workers in the laboratory, 
however, might be covered as "employees" in the "workplace• 
despite the language of 1910.1200(a)(5). In order to clarify this 
situation, we urge OSHA to amend the definition of "employee" so 
that it specifically excludes workers engaged in research and 
development or quality control activity, since they are technically 
qualified individuals. 
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Definitions - 1910.1200(b) - "CAS number" - OSHA should drop 
the reference to the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) number for 
the reason developed later in these comments that OSHA should not 
require the use qf the CAS number on the MSDS. 

"Chemical" - We interpret OSHA's definition of "chemical" 
not to include articles or living organisms, although a literal 
interpretation would include them. OSHA should re-word this 
definition in order to clarify the coverage. 

"Chemical maqufacturer" - Anyone who mixes two "chemicals" 
and is listed under SIC Codes 20-39 is a manufacturer under 
this pefinition, and therefore subject to all of the requirements 
of the proposal. OSHA must restrict this term in order to make 
it meaningful. We propose defining "chemical manufacturer" to 
mean "an employer engaged in the production or processing of 
chemicals for sale or distribution." This definition would not 
cover persons such as janitors who only prepare a use-solution 
from a concentrate for which the MSDS is available in the work
place. It would also define "chemical manufacturer" in terms of 
the employer, rather than the establishment, since it is the 
employer who has certain duties under the proposal. 

"Chemical name" - OSHA should recognize that the useful 
terminology for hazard communication is the common chemical name 
and not the nomenclature systems used by CAS and the International 
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). The CAS and IUPAC 
systems are not commonly used in the workplace and are not widely 
understood. If OSHA relies on CAS and IUPAC, it will experience 
the same difficulties confronted by EPA in implementing the Toxic 
Substances Control Act (TSCA) inventory. 

"Combustible" - This definition does not agree with the 
definitions used in existing labeling systems. In particular, 
OSHA should make this definition consistent with ANSI Standard 
Zl29.1-1976 and the Department of Transportation's (DOT) regula
tion, 49 CFR Part 173.115. This will eliminate the need for 
listing Class II or Class III liquids, which are not relevant tb 
OSHA's proposal. 

"Container" -We support OSHA's deletion of pipes and p1p1ng 
systems from this definition. However, the inclusion of reaction 
vessels is unnecessary as well and will have an inordinate effect on 
companies, particularly small ones, which use the same equipment 
for different purposes and would face a formidable job of labeling. 
Reaction vessels are usually part of a closed system with constantly 
changing contents and with no exposure hazard to employees. OSHA 
should exempt reaction vessels from coverage under the proposal. 
we also recommend the deletion of small containers such as vials 
from the definition. Tank trucks, rail cars, and barges should 
not be covered~ since DOT regulates their normal uses. 

"Designated representative• ~ This term appears in two places 
in the proposed standard -- first, in giving a designated repre
sentative access to MSDS's and, second, in giving a designated 
representative access to trade secret information. In both cases, 
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access should be restricted to the employee, his treating physi
cian, and OSHA. This modification would go a long way in 
protecting property rights while still seeing that preventive and 
therapeutic purposes are still served. OSHA should eliminate the 
term "designated representative" from the proposal, since it 
could lead to harassment from any person with written authorization 
from a present or former employee, as well as misuse of disclosed 
information by the designated representative. 

"Emergency• - We repeat our comments that provisions for 
emergencies should be deleted from the proposal. 

"Employee" - CSMA has numerous concerns regarding the potential 
#scope of OSHA's definition, which includes all workers "who may be 
exposed under normal operating conditions or foreseeable emergen
cies" (emphasis added). We believe that the term •employee" should 
be limited to personnel who may be routinely exposed to hazardous 
chemicals during normal operating conditions. Requiring extensive 
training for personnel whose potential exposure would occur only 
in emergency situations would be burdensome. OSHA further states 
that, "Office workers, grounds maintenance personnel, security 
personnel or non-resident management are generally not included, 
unless their job performance routinely involves potential 
exposure to hazardous chemicals". We believe that this statement 
concurs with our view, and encourage OSHA to articulate this 
concept in the main body of the definition. As mentioned earlier 
in the comments, we urge OSHA to exempt laboratory workers from 
coverage. 

"Explosive" - This definition should be amended to comply 
with the DOT regulation, 49 CFR Part 173.50, which considers an 
explosive to be a chemical compound or mixture "the primary or 
common purpose of which is to function by explosion.• 

"Flammable" - OSHA should modify this definition to comply 
with the approach taken by DOT, 49 CFR Part 173.115, and ANSI 
Standard· Zl29.1-l976. 

"Hazardous chemical" - This term includes any chemical which 
presents a safety hazard or a "health hazard", which OSHA defines 
without regard to the amount or route of exposure. Virtually any 
chemical could be considered hazardous under this approach, a 
result which would lead to over-labeling and less protection for 
workers, who would be tempted to ignore all labels and therefore 
become desensitized to meaningful risks. OSHA should redefine 
"hazardous chemical" to take into account the amount and route of 
exposure. 

"Hazard warning" - This definition supplies vital flexibility 
by allowing the use of words, pictures, or symbols to convey hazard 
warnings. CSMA supports OSHA's performance-oriented approach. 

"Health hazard" - We believe that OSHA's definition of a 
"health hazard" as "a chemical which, upon exposure, may result 
in the occurrence of acute or chronic health effects" is a misuse 
of terms. A hazard should not be defined as a chemical, but 
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rather as a significant risk of an adverse health effect presented 
by a situation wherein there is sufficient exposure to a chemical. 

OSHA's explanation of this term in Appendix A states that 
"the employer shall consider the scientifically well-established 
evidence of any type of health effect which may occur in any body 
system of his/her employees." Similarly, Appendix B instructs 
employers "to demonstrate that they have adequately ascertained 
the s~ientifically well-established hazards of the chemicals 
produced." To this end, OSHA should require employers to show how 
they made the nec~ssary evaluations but should not require exten
sive documentation. In other words, employers should have to show 
what ~teps they·routinely go through but not have to provide 
evidence of what actually happened in a given case. To require 
such written documentation for each chemical assessed would create 
an enormous amount of paperwork with little or no tangible benefit. 

"Trade secret" - Although OSHA uses this term in the proposal, 
no definition is offered. We urge OSHA to rely explicitly on the 
widely accepted definition from the Restatement (Second) of Torts 
§757, Comment b, that a "trade secret" is " ••• any formula, 
pattern, device, or compilation of information which is used 
in one's business, and which gives him an opportunity to obtain 
an advantage over competitors who do not know or use it. It may 
be a formula for a chemical compound, a process of manufacturing, 
treating or preserving materials, a pattern for a machine or 
other device~ or a list of customers." 

"Use"- This term should not be defined to include •transport", 
since that takes OSHA into the area regulated by DOT. 

Hazard determination and communication program - 1910.1200(c) ~ 
The producer of a chemical or mixture should have the responsibility 
to evaluate the hazards associated with that substance. This 
should not involve going through a checklist of sources, such as 
those in Appendix B, since some of those authorities will be 
inapposite in certain circumstances and sources of information 
not listed should be consulted in other cases. As previously , 
mentioned, the employer has the responsibility to provide a safe 
workplace and should have the flexibility to develop the appropriate 
method of hazard evaluation to that end. 

The proposal also would require the employer to maintain "a 
list of the hazardous chemicals known to be present in the work
place." We interpret this to mean that a list of MSDS titles is 
sufficient to satisfy this requirement, and that an employer need 
not compile a list of constituent chemicals. 

Labels and placards - 1910.1200(d) - We question whether OSHA 
has the authority to require labels on containers once the goods 
ha·Je left the workplace. Section· 4 (b) (1) of the Act, 29 u.s.c. 
§653(b)(l), expressly precludes OSHA from regulating working 
conditions of employees with respect to which other federal 
agencies "exercise statutory authority to prescribe or enforce 
standards or regulations affecting occupational safety or health." 
Since DOT regulates the shipment of containers, we reserve judg
ment on whether the requirements in 1910.1200(d)(3) are valid. 
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More specifically, the prov1s1on for putting the telephone 
number of the manufacturer on the label conflicts with most 
present practices. Compliance would be extremely costly since 
companies may have thousands of labels for their products and 
since telephone numbers are subject to change. OSHA should delete 
the telephone number requirement. 

Finally, OSHA should allow the use of process sheets or mix 
sheets as a visual warning system as mentioned in the proposal's 
preamble. It is particularly important for small companies and 
formulators in general who use the same equipment for many 
different processes to have the flexibility to post a mix sheet 
rather than engage in constant placard or label changing. Many 

~ companies have relied on this system in the past without experienc
ing increased injuries to their employees. 

Material safety data sheets - 1910.1200(e) - OSHA should 
delete the requirements to place the following information on the 
MSDS: (1) CAS numbers; (2) disclosure of hazardous ingredients 
present in quantities greater than one percent; (3) comprehensive 
signs and symptoms of exposure; (4) medical conditions which may 
be aggravated by exposure; (5) procedures for decontaminating 
equipment; (6) engineering controls recommended; and (7) the 
statement "no information found" rather than leaving a blank 
space. 

Placing the CAS number on the MSDS does not communicate any 
meaningful information to the individual employee and its presence 
on the MSDS could give away confidential data to competitors of 
the employer. If necessary, the employer could supply the informa
tion to OSHA under a confidentiality agreement or to a treating 
physician. 

OSHA does not define the term "hazardous ingredients" in 
mixtures. Again, we urge OSHA to drop its proposal on mixtures, 
but as a second, less desirable alternative, limit the coverage to 
~hose co~stituents of a mixture which contribute substantially to 
its hazard. 

' The comprehensive signs and symptoms of exposure and medical 
conditions which may be aggravated by exposure are too extensive 
to fit neatly on an MSDS. It is not practical to list every 
conceivable symptom or medical condition, although an employer 
could list the general symptoms. 

The procedures for decontaminating equipment are user 
dependent rather than manufacturer dependent, so it makes little 
sense for the manufacturer to give recommendations when he does 
not know the exact end use of the product. Similarly, the 
manufacturer cannot give good advice on engineering controls 
since they pettain to the user's process. 

There is no value in placing "no information found• on an MSDS 
rather than leaving the space blank. In fact, a blank space is 
more accurate where the employer may have found conflicting 
information or scientifically unsound information and decided 
to omit its mention from the MSDS because it would be misleading. 
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We also wish to point out that OSHA's requirement in 
1910.1200(e)(5) that "manufacturing purchasers" receive an MSDS 
is not necessary where consumer products are concerned. There is 
no need for an MSDS if the product is labeled in accordance with 
the Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA) or the Federal 
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), or is sold 
in the same form, approximate amount, and concentration as to 
consumers, and there is no significantly greater worker exposure. 
Therefore, OSHA should exempt consumer products from the MSDS 
requirements under these circumstances. 

Finally, OS~A should recognize that in some special instances, 
a file of information such as operating instructions together with 
a s~mary of that file should be allowed to satisfy the MSDS 
requirements. For example, site-specific operational material, 
such as decontamination instructions, could be evaluated and 
summarized by the manufacturer and reviewed by his employees with
out reliance on an MSDS form. The summary might not have all of 
the information normally present on an MSDS, but could be the best 
way to communicate hazards to specially trained employees in that 
situation. For instance, an employer with a physician on-site 
might feel that for a particular manufacturing operation, it would 
be better for an injured worker to seek immediate medical atten
tion rather than attempt to follow first-aid instructions on the 
summary sheet. OSHA should allow for this sort of flexibility for 
those unusual cases where a file and a summary might be preferable 
to a normal MSDS. 

Trade secrets- 1910.1200(9]- Section 1910.1200(g)(l)(ii) 
exempts carcinogens, mutagens, teratogens, and chemicals causing 
significant irreversible damage from trade secret protection other 
than allowing the employer to condition access upon acceptance of 
a confidentiality agreement. This section raises numerous 
significant questions including: (1) what is a "carcinogen", 
"mutagen", "teratogen", and "cause of significant irreversible 
damage"; (2) whether a chemical, mixture, formulation, or process 
could lose its trade secret protection regardless of the ingredient 
percentage (including the presence of a contaminant) or exposure 
level, and whether OSHA would ever acknowledge a threshold level 
below which there could be trade secret protection; (3) whether 
OSHA has attempted or will attempt to balance the employer's need 
to protect proprietary information against the employee's need to 
have access to trade secrets; and (4) whether an employer would 
have to disclose all information on a formulation or process or 
just the data relating to the substance presenting a carcinogenic, 
mutagenic, teratogenic, or other risk. 

The present language in this proposal does not make clear 
the intent of this exemption and may extend far beyond any 
legitimate need to make trade secret information available to 
employees. We urge OSHA to clarify the provisions and repropose 
the section for further public comment to allow the issues we 
have noted to be properly addressed. 
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In addition, OSHA should recognize that a contract condition
ing employee access to confidential information is essentially 
unenforceable. The small manufacturer has an especially signifi
cant problem since the disclosure of a trade secret to a larger 
competitor could put the smaller company out of business. With 
this very real danger in mind, OSHA should limit accessibility to 
the employee, his treating physician, or OSHA under a confidenti
ality agreement. The employer should not have to disclose such 
information to a designated representative. 

Effe~tive dates - 1910.1200(h) - The varied schedule for 
phasing in the proposed standard is well-intentioned but more 

' confusing than helpful. First, there is no clear distinction 
between "pure" substances and mixtures, especially given OSHA's 
arbitrary one-percent mixture rule. Second, OSHA does not take 
into account that small companies often sell products·to larger 
companies in addition to the reverse. Therefore, a large manu
facturer who is subject to a standard at an earlier time would 
pressure its suppliers, including small companies, into complying 
with the hazard communication requirements. OSHA would be better 
advised to adopt an effective date of three years for all employers 
for both pure substances and mixtures that are released for ship
ment. OSHA should accomplish this by establishing a date after 
which any shipment must comply with the standard. 

Unfortunately, even under this simple approach, some manufac
turers will not be able to comply with the standard through no 
fault of their own. A formulator may have to depend on a supplier 
for information in order to prepare an MSDS, but the supplier 
might not provide that material until the deadline. Although one 
alternative is to give formulators more time to comply than manu
facturers of basic materials, the distinction begins to break 
down when one realizes that one company's formulation is another 
company's raw material. Also, employers will frequently be both 
producers and formulators, both suppliers and purchasers. 

With this in mind, OSHA should recognize that all companies 
will not be able to be in compliance by the effective qate and may 
need additional time to assimilate the information received from 
suppliers. In enforcing the standard, OSHA should issue warnings 
rather than citations in those cases where a company is trying to 
comply but mi~ses the deadline due to circumstances beyond its 
control. This should not be taken as an argument that OSHA should 
be lax in its enforcement, but simply that a rigid adherence to 
the rules without a consideration of extenuating circumstances 
will punish some conscientious employers. 

v. Need for Greater Flexibility 

ANSI Standard Zl29.1-1976 -Many companies are currently 
following the ANSI standard in order to communicate hazards in the 
workplace to their employees. To the greatest extent possible, 
OSHA should fashion its standard so that it is compatible with 
that of ANSI, so that these employers will not have to make major 
changes in their operating procedures. 
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Compliance with other statutes - Other federal statutes such 
as FHSA and FIFRA require labeling for consumer products and 
pesticides, respectively. Although OSHA does not have jurisdiction 
over consumer products and pesticides as such, it does regulate 
these substances when the same formulations are used in the work
place. In order to avoid conflict with FBSA and FIFRA, OSHA 
should specify that a substance labeled in accordance with another 
federal statute would be deemed to be in compliance with the OSHA 
standard. The logic of this approach is particularly apparent in 
the case of consumer products and industrial and institutional 
products with the same or similar formulations. If the instructions 
and warnings on the label are adequate for general consumer use, 
then industrial workers should be able to use the products safely. 
OSHA should also allow employers to rely on FHSA labeling require
ment~ for products which are not technically consumer products, but 
which present the same or similar hazards. 

Enforcement policy - As mentioned earlier, there are some 
contexts, such as enforcement of the effective date, where OSHA 
needs to be flexible and rely on warnings rather than citations. 
Another instance is where the employer and OSHA disagree on 
whether a particular substance is hazardous under the standard. 
Recognizing that legitimate differences of scientific opinion 
will occur, OSHA should try to settle the dispute through discus
sions with the employer. Where OSHA remains convinced that an 
employer erred in failing to consider a given substance as 
hazardous, OSHA should issue a warning that a failure by the 
employer to rectify the situation will lead to a future citation. 
In this way, OSHA can avoid issuing citations where an employer 
in good faith and with justification disagrees with a subsequent 
OSHA determination. Once on notice, however, the employer is 
bound to follow OSHA's direction or else pursue an appeal through 
administrative or judicial channels. 

VI. Summary and Conclusion 

CSMA questions whether OSHA can demonstrate a significant 
risk justifying a standard, but agrees with OSHA that uniformity 
is vitally needed in the area of hazard communication so as to , 
avoid an undue burden on interstate commerce. Therefore, should. 
OSHA proceed with a standard, it should seek to maximize its 

, preemptive effect by clearly stating its intention to occupy the 
field. 

OSHA has, however, overestimated the benefits of a standard 
and seriously understated the costs, particularly for small 
businesses. 

We support the performance-oriented features in the proposal, 
but urge the Agency to make the substantive changes outlined in 
Part IV. 
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Finally, we urge OSHA to increase the flexibility of the 
proposed standard so as to allow·conforrnance with the ANSI standard 
and regulations under FHSA, FIFRA, and other federal laws, and 
~llow the settlement of differences of opinion through discussions 
and warnings rather than automatic citations. 

CSMA appreciates this opportunity to comment on the proposed 
OSHA standard and is available to discuss the issues raised at 

· greater length. 

RE/kms 
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CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION . 
f. 

PRESIDENT 
RAlPH ENGEl 

'\ 

September 8, 1982 . . . . 
'1.. •••• . 

Mr. Tom Hall 
OSHA, Division of Consumer Affairs 

.j. 

Room N-3635 
u.S. Depart.-nent of Labor 
200 Constitution Ave.nue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20210 

Dear Mr. Hall: 

:. 

Re: OSHA Proposa1 on Hazard 
Communication 

·. 

The Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association (CSMA) 
appreciates the opportunity to supplement the Association•s 
written comments of May 14, 1982 and testimony of June 24, 1982 
on the subject of hazard communication. We wish to clarify one 
point which seems to have created some confusion during the 
hearings. 

The application of the proposed rule to consumer products 
presents special problems OSHA needs to consider. Whi1e consumer· 
products used in the workplace would come under OSHA's jurisdic
tion, the labeling of those products would be dictated in· 

·virtually all cases by the Environmental Protection Agen~ (EPA) 
under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act 
{FIFRA) , the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) under the 
Federal Hazardous Substances Act {FHSA) or the Food and nrug' 
Administration (FDA) under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (FFDCA). This labeling communicates the necess~ in£ormation 
to consumers, and should also serve the needs of workers ~thout 
resort to material safety data sheets (MSDSs). · 

CSMA represents the manufacturers and formulators of house
hold pesticide products such as disinfectants and home and garden 
insecticides. Before selling these products, companies must 
register them ~ith EPA under FIFRA, a process which invo1ves 
submission of a substantial amount of testing data as wel1 as 
detailed approval of the label by the EPA product manager. EPA 
staff approves the exact language on the label, as we11 as the 
type size, the color contrast, and the layout 0~ the 1abe1 •. This 
assures that the consumer will have access.to a11 the information 
needed to use the product safely. · .. 
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Mr. Torn Hall 
September 8, 1982 
Page Two 

?~ 

Under OSE...l\' s proposal, a manufacturer ·might sti11 have to 
provide an }~DS to those purchasers who will use the pesticide in 
the workplace. Since this is "labeling" as def:ined by FIFRA 
§2(p) (2), 7 u.s.c. §136(p) (2), EPA would have to approve the MSDS. 
In addition, the manufacturer would not be able to target.those 
purchasers who intend to use the product in the workp1ace, and 
might have to include an MSDS with every package_ . This would 
lead consumers to question whether the label itself was adequate, 
despite EPA's extensive review. In short, extr.a effort would be 
wasted, since industry and EPA already go to great· lengths to 
communicate all important information on the label •.. 

A similar situation would .exist with prod~ labe1ed accord
ing to FHSA under CPSC's jurisdiction. Although CPSC does not 
exercise pre-marketing-approval, the FHSA regulations explicitly 
set out the necessary warnings. As with pestic:iiles, we believe 
there is no reason why a product whose label is approved £or 
general consumer use should require an MSDS when used_in the work
place. 

We do not believe that OSHA intended these potentia1 conse
quences, but the proposal leaves open these possibili~es. 
Therefore, we urge OSHA to specify that when a product is labeled 
in accordance with a federal statute such as FIF.RA or ~. this 
would satisfy the OSHA standard. If other agencies have estab
lished instructions and warnings to meet a standard o£ care 
adequate for general consumer use, then industrial workers should 
be able to use the products safely. OSHA has a1ready recognized 
this principle in proposing that foods, drugs, and cosmetics 
labeled under FFDCA be exempt from the requirements of the 

·standard. 
' 

In addition, we urge OSHA to allow employers to re1y on FHSA 
labeling requirements for products which are not technically 
consu..-rner products, but Hhich present the same or simi1ar hazards. 
The Department of Transportation (DOT) has provided a precedent 
for this approach by exempting industrial materials as well as 
consumer products under the category of 0~-D~ DOT originally 
created the oru1-D category to exempt small consumer-packages from 
regulation because their form, quantity, and paCkaging present a 
limited hazard during transportation. DOT fauna that the same · 
logic justified exemption of small industrial packages. Similarly, 
OSHA should allow industrial products labeled in accordance with 
FHSA to satisfy the standard if the products' hazards are similar 
to· those presented ·by consumer goods. 
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.Mr. Tom Hall 
September 8, 1982 
Page Three 

.-t 
. We appreciate this opportunity to supp1.ement our comments. 

If you have-any questions about the labeling of pesticides or 
~onsumer products, please do not.~h---·~a~te to contact us • 

.,..- .•. 

RE/kms 
· . 

. · 

' 

'· 
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STATEMENT OF RALPH ENGEL 

PRESIDENT 

CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES MANUFACTURERS AssOCIATION 

BEFORE THE 

OcCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 

CoNcERNING 

HAZARD COMMUNICATION 

JUNE 24, 1982 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

I AM RALPH ENGEL, PRESIDENT OF THE CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES 

MANUFACTURERS AsSOCIATION• CSMA IS A VOLUNTARY, NONPROFIT 

MEMBERSHIP ASSOCIATION CONSISTING OF SOME 400 COMPANIES ENGAGED 

IN THE MANUFACTURE, DISTRIBUTION, AND MARKETING OF CHEMICAL 

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, SUCH AS: AUTOMOTIVE CHEMICALS; DETERGENTS AND 

CLEANING COMPOUNDS; DISINFECTANTS AND SANITIZERS; INSECTICIDES; 

AND WAXES, POLISHES, AND FLOOR FINISHES• WE REPRESENT A NUMBER OF 

SMALL BUSINESSES 1 WHICH FACE SPECIAL PROBLEMS UNDER THE PROPOSED 

HAZARD COHMUN I CAT I ON STANDARD • .. 

To THIS END1 I AM ACCOMPANIED THIS HORNING BY MR·WILLIAM 

GULLI CKSON1 JR•1 THE GENERAL MANAGER OF f1clAUGHLIN GORMLEY KING 

COHPANY 1 A SMALL BUSINESS LOCATED IN MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA• 

AFTER I HAVE SUMMARIZED CSMA's MAJOR CONCERNS, MR· GULLICKSON WILL 

DISCUSS THE PROBLEMS HE WOULD HAVE AS A SMALL BUSINESSMAN IN 

T~YING TO COMPLY WITH THE PROPOSAL• 
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fiRST~ LET ME STATE THAT CSMA IS COMMITTED TO THE PRINCIPLE 

THAT EMPLOYEES ARE ENTITLED TO A SAFE WORKPLACE· THE ISSUE BEFORE 

OSHA IS NOT WHETHER WORKERS HAVE THIS RIGHT~ BUT WHETHER THE OSHA 

PROPOSED STANDARD WOULD MOST EFFECTIVELY AND ECONOMICALLY REDUCE 

ANY SIGNIFICANT RISKS THAT MAY EXIST• IT IS IMPORTANT FOR . 
OSHA TO RECOGNIZE THAT INDUSTRY HAS WORKED TO CREATE A VOLUNTARY 

CONSENSUS STANDARD TO COMMUNICATE HAZARDS VIA LABELING 1 AND MANY 

COMPANIES ARE FOLLOWING THAT STANDARD· CSMA AGREis WITH OSHA IN 

TAKING A PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED APPROACH SO THAT CONSCIENTIOUS 

EMPLOYERS USING THE AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE'S 

STANDARD Z129-l CAN CONTINUE TO DO SO WITHOUT HAVING TO MODIFY 

THEIR PROGRAMS· 

PREEMPTION - IF OSHA PROMULGATES A UNIFORM 1 PERFORMANCE-

ORIENTED SYSTEM OF HAZARD COMMUNICATION WITH NATIONAL APPLICATION 1 

BOTH INDUSTRY AND WORKERS COULD BENEFIT· No ONE'S INTEREST IS 

SERVED BY THE CONFUSING AND CONFLICTING APPROACHES BEING UNDERTAKEN 

AT THE STATE AND LOCAL LEVEL• THEREFORE~ IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT 

OSHA MAXIMIZE THE PREEMPTIVE EFFECT OF ITS STANDARD BY MORE CLEARLY 

DECLARING ITS INTENTION TO OCCUPY THE FIELD• THE LEGAL' BASIS FOR 

SUCH PREEMPTIVE AUTHORITY IS SET OUT AT LENGTH IN OUR WRITTEN 

COMMENTS TO THE AGENCY· 

CosT-BENEFIT ANALYSia - IN EXPLAINING THE BASIS FOR A 

STANDARD ON HAZARD COMMUNICATION~ OSHA MUST RELY ON REASONABLE 

ESTIMATES OF THE COSTS AND BE~EFITS INVOLVED· WE FEEL THAT THE 

PROPOSAL IS DEFICIENT IN THIS REGARD· THE PROPOSAL FAILS TO 

PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR THE EXTREMELY HIGH ESTIMATES OF OCCUPATIONALLY 

RELATED CANCER AND THE NUMBER OF CASES WHICH COULD BE AVERTED 
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THROUGH THE ADOPTION OF AN OSHA HAZARD COMMUNI CATION STANDARD· 

THE REAL NEED FOR SUCH A STANDARD IS TO PREEMPT CONFLICTING STATE 

AND LOCAL LAWS~ NOT TO AVERT SIGNIFICANT WORKPLACE RISKS WHICH 

ALREADY ARE BEING ADDRESSED ON A VOLUNTARY BASIS BY RESPONSIBLE 

MANUFACTURERS· As FOR THE COSTS.~ MR· GULLICKSON WILL GIVE YOU A 

MORE ACCURATE IDEA OF WHAT THE BURDEN WOULD BE FOR SMALL BUSINESSES 

LIKE THE McLAUGHLIN GoRMLEY KING CoMPANY· 
~ 

l WOULD LIKE TO TOUCH BRIEFLY ON SOME OF THE MAIN AREAS OF 

CONCERN TO CSMA IN THE PROPOSED STANDARD ITSELF• WHILE WE HAVE A 

NUMBER OF SUGGESTIONS TO MAKE.~ LET ME EMPHASIZE THAT WE DO SUPPORT 

THE PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED FEATURES IN THE PROPOSAL AND FEEL THAT 

THEY REPRESENT A SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT OVER THE ORIGINAL APPROACH 

PUBLISHED IN JANUARY 1981· 

MIXTURES - PERHAPS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE OSHA COULD 

MAKE WOULD BE IN THE REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS 

PRESENT IN MIXTURES• THE PROPOSAL CREATES THE ASSUMPTION THAT A 

MIXTURE IS HAZARDOUS IF IT HAS AS AN INGREDIENT A HAZARDOUS 

CHEMICAL AT A CONCENTRATION OF ONE PERCENT OR GREATER· THE ONLY 

EXEMPTION WOULD BE WHERE THE EMPLOYER HAS ACTUALLY TESTED THE 

MIXTURE AND FOUND IT TO BE NOT HAZARDOUS· 

THIS APPROACH CONTRADICTS THE REASONING IN THE CURRENT 

PROPOSAL WHICH ALLOWS THE EMPLOYER IN THE CASE OF A •PUREu CHEMICAL 

TO ASSESS THE HAZARD BASED ON EXISTING DATA• THE PROPOSAL DOES 

NOT PERMIT THE EMPLOYER TO ASSESS THE HAZARD OF THE SAME CHEMICAL 

PRESENT AT oNE-PERCENT IN A MIXTURE· DEsPITE OSHA's sTATEMENT 

THAT NO TESTING IS REQUIRED., THIS FORCES A MANUFACTURER TO TEST 

OR BE REGULATED 1 WHICH IS ESPECIALLY BURDENSOME FOR FORMULATORS~ 
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WHO MAY HAVE MANY DIFFERENT PRODUCTS WITH SIMILAR FORMULATIONS• 

To SUBJECT THESE FORMULATIONS TO EXPENSIVE REGIMENS OF UNNECES

SARY TESTING WOULD BE EXTREMELY WASTEFUL• THIS REQUIREMENT WOULD 

RESULT1 FOR INSTANCE~ IN CHRONIC INHALATION TESTS FOR FORMULATIONS 

WITH VIRTUALLY NO VOLATILITY~ AND ACUTE TOXICITY TESTING FOR 

HUNDREDS OF SIMILAR FORMULATIONS WHOSE ACUTE EFFECTS CAN BE EASILy 

EXTRAPOLATED FROM EXISTING DATA• ANOTHER EXAMPLE IS A HAZARDOUS 

SUBSTANCE DILUTED TO A ONE-PERCENT SOLUTION IN WATER WHERE THE 

MIXTURE IS CLEARLY NOT HAZARDOUS• THE ONE-PERCENT RULE RUNS 

COMPLETELY CONTRARY TO THE SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES OF HAZARD AND RISK 

ASSESSMENT· WE THEREFORE URGE OSHA TO ALLOW COMPANIES TO MAKE THE 

SAME EVALUATIONS FOR MIXTURES AS THEY DO FOR PURE CHEMICALS• 

NARROWING THE PROPOSAL'S SCOPE -ANOTHER MODIFICATION NEEDED 

IS FOR OSHA TO NARROW THE SCOPE OF THE PROPOSAL· OSHA SHOULD 

CLEARLY STATE THAT THE STANDARD WOULD NOT APPLY TO HAZARDOUS 

WASTE 1 SINCE THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA) REGULATES 

THE MANIFESTING AND LABELING OF SUCH WASTE UNDER THE RESOURCE 

CoNSERVATION AND REcovERY AcT· SIMILARLY~ OSHA SHOULD SPECIFY 

THAT WHEN A PRODUCT IS LABELED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANOTHER FEDERAL 

sTATUTE 1 sucH AS THE FEDERAL HAZARDous SuBSTANCES Acr~ HAZARDous 

MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION AcT~ OR THE FEDERAL INsEcTICIDE~ FuNGICIDE~ 

AND RoDENTICIDE AcT (F!FRA)~ THIS WOULD SATISFY THE OSHA STANDARD• 

THIS WOULD AVOID CONFLICTS WITH OTHER FEDERAL STATUTES• UNDER 

FIFRAI FOR EXAMPLEI EPA TAKES GREAT CARE IN APPROVING LABELS BEFORE 

THE PRODUCTS ARE MARKETED~ AND OSHA SHOULD RECOGNIZE THAT MATERIAL 

SAFETY DATA SHEETS (MSDS's) ARE NOT NORMALLY NEEDED UNDER SUCH 

ciRCUMSTANCES· IN THIS REGARD~ CSMA AGREES WITH OSHA's DECISION 
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TO LIMIT REQUIRED DISTRIBUTION OF MSDS's TO MANUFACTURING 

· PUR CHASERS • 

EXEMPTION FOR LABORATORIES - OSHA SHOULD ALSO EXEMPT BOTH 

RESEARCH LABORATORIES AND QUALITY CONTROL LABORATORIES FROM 

COVERAGE, AS THERE IS NO CLEAR EVIDENCE THAT LABORATORY WORKERS 

HAVE HIGH INJUR~ OR ILLNESS RATES• THIS EXEMPTION WOULD APPLY 

DIRECTLY TO THE LABORATORIES RATHER THAN TO ONLY THE CHEMICALS 

BEING DEVELOPED AND USED IN SUCH FACILITIES· As OSHA HAS RECOGNIZED 

IN THE PAST, LABORATORY WORKERS ARE HIGHLY TRAINED OR SUPERVISED 

BY INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE HIGHLY TRAINED CONCERNING THE PROPERTIES 

AND APPROPRIATE HANDLING OF CHEMICALS· fEDERAL INVOLVEMENT IN THIS 

AREA COULD BE COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE IF THE RESULT IS TO STANDARDIZE 

PROCEDURES AND MAKE THEM TOO RIGID TO ALLOW TRAINED EXPERTS TO 

FASHION THEIR PROGRAMS TO THEIR SPECIFIC NEEDS OR DIVERT RESOURCES 

AWAY FROM MORE IMPORTANT ACTIVITIES• IN ADDITION, LABORATORY 

WORKERS HANDLE MANY DIFFERENT CHEMICALS IN SMALL QUANTITIES RESULT~ 

ING IN LOW EXPOSURE UNDER CONTROLLED CIRCUMSTANCES• THIS MAKES 

HAZARD COMMUNICATION UNDER THE PROPOSAL ESPECIALLY UNNECESSARY, 

IMPRACTICAL, AND BURDENSOME FOR LABORATORIES• As WITH MANY 0~ THE 

OTHER PROBLEM AREAS IN THE PROPOSAL, EXCESSIVE REGULATION WOULD 

PLACE A GREATER DRAIN ON EMPLOYEE TIME IN SMALLER COMPANIES• 

DEFINITION OF "coNTAINER" - WE ARE ALSO CONCERNED ABOUT THE 

INCLUSION OF REACTION VESSELS UNDER THE DEFINITION OF "cONTAINER"• 

WE STRONGLY SUPPORT OSHA's INTENT TO DELETE PIPES AND PIPING 

SYSTEMS FROM THE DEFINITION, AND RECOMMEND THAT REACTION VESSELS 

SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FOR MUCH THE SAME REASONS· REACTION VESSELS 

ARE USUALLY PART OF A CLOSED SYSTEM WITH CONSTANTLY CHANGING 
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CONTENTS AND NO EXPOSURE HAZARD TO EMPLOYEES• SMALL COMPANIES IN 

PARTICULAR WOULD FACE A FORMIDABLE JOB OF LABELING REACTION 

VESSELS1 SINCE THEY ARE MORE LIKELY TO USE THE SAME EQUIPMENT FOR 

DIFFERENT PURPOSES• WE ALSO SUGGEST OTHER DEFINITIONAL CHANGES IN 

THE PROPOSAL1 AND HAVE SET OUT OUR RECOMMENDATIONS IN OUR WRITTEN 

SUBMISSION TO OSHA. 

' J~ADE SECRETS - IN THE TRADE SECRET AREA1 OSHA PROPOSED 

EXEMPTING CARCINOGENS1 MUTAGENS1 TERATOGENS1 AND OiEMICALS CAUSING 

SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGE FROM CERTAIN TRADE SECRET PROTEc-

TION• OSHA NEEDS TO CLARIFY NUMEROUS SIGNIFICANT AREAS INCLUDING: 

OR uCAUSE OF SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGEu BE DEFINED IN THE 

STANDARD; (2) WHETHER A CHEMICAL 1 MIXTURE1 FORMULATION1 OR PROCESS 

COULD LOSE ITS TRADE SECRET PROTECTION REGARDLESS OF THE INGREDIENT 

PERCENTAGE (INCLUDING THE PRESENCE OF A CONTAMINANT) OR EXPOSURE 

LEVEL 1 AND WHETHER OSHA WOULD EVER ACKNOWLEDGE A THRESHOLD LEVEL 

BELOW WHICH THERE COULD BE TRADE SECRET PROTECTION; (3) WHETHER 

OSHA HAS ATTEMPTED OR WILL ATTEMPT TO BALANCE THE EMPLOYER'S NEED 

TO PROTECT PROPRIETARY I NFORM!.TION AGAINST THE EMPLOYEE's 'NEED TO 

HAVE ACCESS TO TRADE SECRETS; AND (4) WHETHER AN EMPLOYER WOULD 

HAVE TO DISCLOSE ALL INFORMATION ON A FORMULATION OR PROCESS OR 

JUST THE DATA RELATING TO THE SUBSTANCE PRESENTING A CARCINOGENIC~ 

MUTAGENIC1 TERATOGENIC1 OR OTHER RISK• 

THE PRESENT LANGUAGE IN THIS PROPOSAL DOES NOT MAKE· CLEAR 

THE INTENT OF THIS EXEMPTION AND MAY EXTEND FAR BEYOND ANY 

LEGITIMATE NEED TO MAKE TRADE SECRET INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO 

EMPLOYEES· WE URGE OSHA TO CLARIFY THE PROVISIONS AND REPROPOSE 
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THE SECTION FOR FURTHER PUBLIC COMMENT TO ALLOW THE ISSUES WE 

-HAVE NOTED TO BE PROPERLY ADDRESSED· 

IN ADDITIONJ OSHA NEEDS TO LIMIT ACCESS TO CONFIDENTIAL 

INFORMATION TO THE EMPLOYEEJ HIS TREATING PHYSICIAN~ OR OSHA UNDER 

A CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT• ANY FURTHER DISCLOSURE WOULD JEOPAR

DIZE THE COMPANY'S COMPETITIVE POSITION~ REGARDLESS OF WHETHER 

TH~RE IS A DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT CONDITIONING ACCESS TO DATA• SUCH 

A CONTRACT IS ESSENTIALLY UNENFORCEABLE AND IS OF PARTICULAR 

CONCERN TO SMALL MANUFACTURERS FOR WHOM A SING"LE TRADE SECRET MAY 

BE THE BASIS OF THEIR BUSINESS• 

EFFECTIVE DATES - As FOR THE EFFECTIVE DATES OF THE STANDARD 1 

WE FEEL THAT OSHA SHOULD ESTABLISH A SINGLE DATE THREE YEARS FROM 

PROMULGATION AFTER WHICH ANY SHIPMENT MUST BE Ill COMPLIANCE• THE 

DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN PURE SUBSTANCES AND MIXTURES AND BETWEEN 

DIFFERENT FACILITIES BASED ON THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES WOULD CREATE 

SIGNIFICANT CONFUSION • SINCE MANY SMALL COMPANJ ES ARE SUPPLIERS 

AS WELL AS PURCHASERS 1 THEY WOULD NO DOUBT HAVE TO ADJUST TO THE 

STANDARD THE SAME TIME AS LARGER MANUFACTURERS A"YWAY DUE TO THE 

PRESSURE OF THE MARKET• ' 

ENFORCEMENT - HoWEVERJ OSHA SHOULD RECOGNIZE THAT SOME MANu-

FACTURERS WILL HAVE TROUBLE COMPLYING WITH THE STANDARD THROUGH NO 

FAULT OF THEIR OWN• THESE WOULD BE THE COMPANIES DEPENDENT ON 

SUPPLIERS FOR INFORMATION WHO DO NOT RECEIVE THE DATA IN TIME TO 

PREPARE THEIR OWN MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS• THEREFOREJ IN 

ENFORCING THE STANDARDJ OSHA SHOULD ISSUE WARNINGS RATHER THAN 

CITATIONS IN THOSE CASES WHERE A COMPANY WOULD IN GOOD FAITH 

COMPLY BUT MISSES THE DEADLINE DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND ITS 

CONTROL· 
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ANOTHER ENFORCEMENT CONSIDERATION FOR OSHA IS THAT THERE WILL 

BE INSTANCES WHER~ THE EMPLOYER AND OSHA DISAGREE ON WHETHER A 

PARTICULAR SUBSTANCE IS HAZARDOUS• RECOGNIZING THAT LEGITIMATE 

DIFFERENCES OF SCIENTIFIC OPINION WILL OCCUR, OSHA SHOULD TRY TO 

SETTLE THE D~SPUTE THROUGH COOPERATIVE DISCUSSIONS WITH THE 

~MPLOYER• BY WORKING TOGETHER, EMPLOYERS AND OSHA SHOULD BE ABLE 

TO RESOLVE DIFFERENCES MORE QUICKLY AND LESS ACRIMONIOUSLY THAN 

BY OPERATING THROUGH A FORMAL ADVERSARY PROCESS• WHERE OSHA 

REMAINS CONVINCED THAT AN EMPLOYER ERRED IN NOT CONSIDERING A 

GIVEN SUBSTANCE AS HAZARDOUS, OSHA SHOULD ISSUE A WARNING THAT 

A FAILURE BY THE EMPLOYER TO RECTIFY THE SITUATION WILL LEAD TO A 

FUTURE CITATION• 

CONCbUSION - I ·APPRECIATE; THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE 

YOU TODAY AND SUMMARIZE CSMA's CONCERNS· I WOULD NOW LIKE TO CALL 

ON MR· WILLIAM GULLICKSON, JR., THE GENERAL MANAGER OF f1dAUGHLIN 

GORMLEY KING CoMPANY, WHO WILL DISCUSS HIS CONCERNS AS A SMALL 

BUSINESSMAN• AFTER THAT, I WILL BE PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY 

auEsTioNs you MAY HAVE ABOUT CSMA's POSITION· .. 
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I am Dr. Elizabeth~- Wtwlan. I r<>sick at :1109 Ocean Blvd. in 

Brant Beach, New Jersey. I huld a Master's D('grt•t:• in Epidemiology and 

Public Health fl'om the Yale School of Medicine and Mast0r's and Doctoral 

Degrees from the Harvard School of Public Health. I am the author of 

professional an.d popul:.tr artivlt·s un th<· :-;tiil.it'et of the• relationship of 

c:.vtc<·r to LIH• \\Orkpla<·c· and thP t•n\'irullrllt'lll. Curn•nt.ly I am Executive 

Director of the Amc·r i can Counc· i I on Sci Pn• '(• and Hr·a 1 t h. ( ACSH), a consumer 

education association dirvctc•d and ~.dvis~:·d l>y su:nc• SU physicians, sci-

entists and policy ad\·isor:-:-;, and d•'di1·:ll••d 1o the~ pr()motion of balanced, 

scientifically based Pvaluations of t~h('micals, the r·nvironment and 

human health. 

Tlw Am('riean Councn r0c<'ivcs 70'1. 11f its $7f>0, 000 budget from in-

dividual consunwr eonlributions and grants !'rom noncorporate foundations. 

The balance of the budget is derived from a variety of small grants from 

U.S. corporations ranging from Allied Corporation to Continental Insur-

ance. 

I ~.;trongly object. t.o thP c:ontc~nts or S.1670 and I feel it :::>hould 

L<! rt~jl'c.tcd. Whil(' I :tm in favur ot' pro'.·iding u:-;t•lul inf~..)rrnation to 

' thl' c:onsun~t·r. on r'11'd and drug lab•·ls. ror· t·.-.:ampl•·. I o•bjt•ct to pro\'id-

ing inrormation \\l!ic:h will only St't"\'(• tc' · "nln:-;•· a'1•l/:1r unnecessarily 

alarm the consumf'r. 

Chem]c:d n:tmPs makv tl!Prn ll'll':tsy, ~;itnpl~· IH·•·:ltl~:~· th''\ ·,_,ll\!FI runn~-.·· 

They have tward a gr<'at deal abuut tlwrnic:tl s <'~tW->ing cancer -- lmt 

don't n~ally know wlwt lhal me'ans. 

First., while· tht·rc ar<· a. numlH·r· ur l'a~·l"~ Ill knu-.•.'1 I)!'C'Upat.ir>!lal 

carcinogPns (like asbi'Stos, vinyl chloride :trld tJ1l1•·r·-,). <H.:...:upalionally-

Slx New Jersey State Ubrary 
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Curn'rll l'St imatt:':-> frnm the scienti-

fie corrununit~· suggt'st that workplac1· earcinogPns account for no more 

than 1% tt> 5~;, of allm.nr-<T dP:tths in thc- llnited States. This per-

ctmtagc· is likel~r 1.o rail nv<·r th(' IIPXt Ut't':tciP givP.n !.hat intensive 

effort~.; ill thl.• ~rr·c·a of pn~v~~nlillll t'tl!lllrWrt<.'t•d dur·ing I!H• l!J()l)'s. Whi.l e 

there is an obvious rH~C'd to rnoni tor for th<' presence of potentially 

dangerous chemicals in the workplaef', informing workers of each and 
,. 

every chemical bPing used in proef'ssing is not the way to accomplish 

that goal. Monitoring exposurP lC've1s and planning strategies for worker 

protection should be the job of a scientifi~ally trained individual. 

proce~;sing is about a:> usel'ul as inl'or·ming him that tht· potatoes he 

eats for d .i nnt-'r con t:.d u arsenic: (a 11a t ura I l y occur i ng toxin and human 

care i nugen at high clost•s). This is :r classit· ~·a:-a· 1d a little know-

1 edge bt~ ing a dang<'l'<>IIS thing. 

Sl'C'ond, t !.(• propf)sal that 1 iH· ~~ommunj ty l>v awan: •>f ··hemicals being 

used in neighborhood plants sc·t•rns to lw h:ts1•d on tlH' pn·mis(· that the· 

whole eommunity is at. risk of <·l'fPet.s of t.hc· industrial chemicals. I 

know of no evidf'11ee that this is thP enst~. 

Jn conclusion, 1 feel that thi:::; bill woulll only further· the'dl.lemma 

uf what I call "clwmi~..:a]-euncc·r phobia". Orw might argue· that while the bill 

mi~ht !l(lt lwl p t ht· pt·ohlt·m cd· C:lll<'Pl' in NPw .lt•rsc•y, i 1 \wuldn' l hurt 

I believe that, in fact it might do {~<'at hann. Firs~ the continued emphasis 

on occupational chemiea ls as a t·ausP of cancer only t'urthe>r serves to 

distral·t thP citi/~1'11:-; ,.-,r NPw .Tc·rs<·y from l<tlU\\11 caust>s ,q· <'anc·er, pat·ti-

eularly cigarette~ sr.toking which ac<"ounts for : .. qJproximatcly une third 

of all cancer uccuring thjs yPar. 
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Jersey g i v en i t s u 11 r or tun a t e d t: s i g n a t i o u u r "e an c e r a ll e y . " The de-

signation apparently was derived from an analysis by the National 

C:lneer Institute whic:h calculat<>d mortality trends in every state during 

the period 1950-1960. New Jer~ey ranki·d high in <:ancer mortality for 

a number of ~ifferent body sites. However, a closer analysis of the 

'data from New JPrSP)', including tlw most. rc·ct•nt mortality information 

clearly shows that Nt.'W Jc:-r(·y has approximately the same cancer death 

rat~:.~ as does any urhanizul ar1':1. 

Th<' ruosl clangvr·uns a:..;p<·ct ol' S.l•i71l. IH>Wf'Vf'r, lif·s in its :1hility 

to distort health [11'it>ritit·s. The ff'W rat'(' l'arl'il1U!2;t:ns or or~cupational 

importance are dwarfc•d in r·ornpat·ison l.t) lh1· \n'll-knr.wn risks due t.o 

smoking-- alone re~.;ptH1sillJt.· t'ur IH:al'ly :~:~:1,000 prt·•mature deaths each 

year. In addition, smoking int'!'easc·s th<~ cancer risk (If worksite 

agents Iik<~ asbestos i>y at 1<~a!"t Utr(•pf'old. 

Furt.LerrnurP, in term:-; of overall juh--t·c·lated health risk, new 

evidence indicates that 40~L of all occupational fatalities are directly 

cau~H·d hy Vt}C:h.icular acc.idPnts involving tt·w~ks, taxis. c.ars; trains and 

planes. With 50,000 annual deaths attributed to on and off the j0h 

accidents, the curr,~nt cancer focus on occupational health and safety 

laws is callously negligent in light of tlH· ~;tunning dt•ath toll due to 

jub-related aecidPnts. 

' 
t IH• S. Hi'i' (l propo sa I Thou~~h no doubt w<·ll intt·!td<'d, S.1<)70 is 11o1 lhe 
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DEPART~Ei'.T OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 

THE TOWN OF IRVINGTON. NEW JERSEY 

!...EPHC,.,E 372.·2.100 

J J. FERRAIOLI. DIRECTOR 

MUNICIPAL BUILDING • IRVINGTON, N. J. 07111 

Anthony T. Blasi, Mayor 

Testi~ony on the Right to Know Legislation 

OF"FtCE 1-<0URS,II.CO !"0 4.30 

MO!-iOo\Y TO f"FitO .. Y 

Historically, the Health Officials of New Jersey have been leaders in the 
fight for the Right to Know. Legislation enacted in the Public Laws of 
1947 and thereafter required labels on food, drugs and cosmetic devices. 
Tnis, in effect, was the consumers right to know about these commodities. 
In 1972, again legislation was passed allowing the consumer the right to 
know about the sanitary conditions· of food facilities. This legislation 
was enacted as Chapter 12 of the New Jersey State Sanitary Code. 

I believe, therefore, it is inherent in my profession genealogy to give 
wholehearted support to this proposed legislation and to provide this 
testimony on its behalf. 

Let us consider why it is necessary for health professionals to support 
this bill. First of all, the National Institute of Occupati0!1al Health 
and Safety estinated an annual toll of some 390,000 disabling occupational 
diseases resulting in 100,000 deaths per year. None of these are 
accidental deaths. This reflects a rate of death twice that faced by 
United States troops in the Viet Nam conflict. The Bureau of Labor· 
Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor in 1979, showed 149,000 illnesses 
related to occu~ation. Diseases of the lung accounted for 1.1%. 
poisonings for ~%, 9% for respiratory illnesses due to toxic ag~nts, 
and 15% to traumas, 10% due to physical agents, 46% due to skin diseases, 
16% due to all other factors. They also show a total work days lest of 
906,000 for these total illnesses. Accredited agencies such as th~ ~ational 

Cancer Institute, the ~ational Institute of Environmental Health Sciencas, 
National Institute for Environmental Safety and Health, and the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer all expressed opinions that canc~r has 
environnental causes. In 1977, a publication by the ~ational Institute~f 
Occupational Safety az-:d Health entitled "The Right to Know", docu~.::nted 
that in 70% of cases of worker exposure, workers in petro ch~nical ar~as 
had no idea of what che:nicals ti1ey were expos.ed to and industry failed to 
divulge such inforr.1ation. 

It is re3lized that t'~ere are many stre3ses in the workplace, such as heat, 
high and low tecpe~atures, radiation, mechanical stress and s~ur~1 pressure, 
chemical exposures, dusts, fibrous glasses, heavy metals, ga5ses, etc., etc. 
The most classic casas of workplace hazards are exemplified in the 1962 study 
by Dr. Irving J. Selikoff of Xount Sinai School of ~!eCicine and :::.r. E. 
Cuyler Ha!":".!'::ond of Anerican Canc<:r Society. Their stud·: shor,.:ed :t:ter t·.;enty 
vears since first exposure some 632 asbestos wor~crs with an an:icipated 
i95 deaths (due to standard mortality rate) had, in fact, exceeded that 
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by 58 deaths for a total of 253 deaths due to asbestosis and asbestos related 
cancer. In a similar study, Paterson asbestos workers had seven times the 
expected death rate from lung cancer and twice as many deaths from gastro
intestinal cancer, all attributed to the materials that they worked with. 

Exposure to industrial hazards transcends the workplace and can often pose 
a public health as well as ~nvironmental hazard. Dr. Selikoff has shown in 
many studies of·asbestos wo:kers how this fiber was spread to household 
members b¥ work clothing containing residue from the workplace. The results 
was an increase in mesothelioma among the families of asbestos workers. 

~ ~~~~. Mesothelioma:~ccured among laundry workers handling clothing 
sordid by asbestos workers. Another study of some 326 relatives of asbestos 
workers with first exposure 25 to 30 years ago showed, through x-rays, that 
35% of those relatives have asbestos related diseases. Four suffer with 
mesothelioma. In other studies, wives of vinyl chloride workers have higher 
miscarriage rates and stillbirth rates than the national average. Higher · 
rates of lung cancer among men and women in a Montana copper mining and 
smelting area of various cities are attributed to the arsenic from these 
processes. Cases of lead poisoning have been noted among family members of 
junk yard workers who handle car batteries. There are other documented cases 
of such industrial hazards causing i.llness to people whose only exposure to 
the substance is through that of a family member>who works with thts~ 
industrial contaminant. 

The environmental consequences of industrial material"s has been all too 
apparent and when one names such places as Love Canal, Chemical Control, 
Kern Buc and Jac~son Township, we become quickly reminded of how polluted 
our environment has become. The Environmental Protection Agency has 
identified 638 cher:~ical dumps in the United States and labeled those as 
posing in~inent public health hazards. It is estimated that 30 to 40 ~illion 
tons of hazardous waste and hazardous materials are produced and 8U% t~ 90% 
are disposed of unsatisfactorily acco~ding to the Environmental Protection 
Agency. 

The only way that we can safeguard ourselves against these dangers is to be 
a\-1are of what it is ~ are handling. lo.'hat precauticns we mus~ ta~e to 
protect ourselves and our environment and what, in fact, we ne~d to do to 
li~it the effects should we become exposed. 

The ~ational Safety data sheet approved by the U.S. Department of ~abor is a 
recognized means of providing this type of information. ho\o.'ever, t:.is rn:1y 
or :-::.ay not be available in the workplace and if it is available it me.y not 
be r~adily available to the workers. Education of the ~orkers as a 
pre·.te::ttive meas:.1re has been advocated in the 1981 pamphlet by the Soa? 
and Dt=tergcnt Association entitled "The Prevention of Occupational Skin 
Dise~ses.'' The Right to Know Legislation is the means of assuring the 
workers education. 
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A seventeenth century physician, Bernardino Ranazzini (the father of 
oc::cupational medicine) stated in his credo some 275 years ago that "medicine 
like jurisprudence should make a c~~tri~ution to the well being of workers 
and see to it that, so :~~ as possible, they should exercise their calling 
without harm." He also stated, "Tis a sordid profit that's accompanied by 
the destruction of health." 

In conclusion, I ask therefore the ~egislators, the physicians, the public 
health officials, t~e workers, the industry itself to join in this fight 
with the Unions and the workers to guarantee the passage of this 'Right to 
Know' legislatidn. To passthis 'Right to Know' bill would guarantee the 
public's health ~~ell being whether in the workplace or in the community. ,. 

J.JF:ejf 
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- - -STATE WORKERS UNION 
LOCAL 1.037 

I regret that I am not available to address this group in person. I 
feel that the issue of the "Right to Know" is so important that I am 
asking Charles Lee to read my statement to you . 
. 

Recently l went on a leave of absen<.:z from my job to work for CWA full 
time. Prior to my leave, I worked at the New Jersey Job Corps as an 
instructor. 

On July 22, 1982, a 19 year old student was taken from Job Corps to 
Mulenberg Hospital. She arrived at the hospital in a comatose state. 
On July 28th the young woman died. 

July 29th the director of the Job Corps Center held a meeting with 
students and staff members and told them that the student died of 
"massive heart failure". Later the young woman's roommates told me that 
the student involved had been sick for sometime. They told me that she 
had a high fever and was vomiting and had in fact begged hours earlier 
to be taken to the hospital. They also told me that the night that 
the student was taken to the hospital,they were given medication and were 
not told what it was. 

After consulting with representatives of CWA and several doctors it 
became apparent that the student had not died of "massive heart failure" 
but of meningitus. 

On July 30th CWA verified that the student died of meningitus. The director 
of the center still refused to disclose thenature of the student's illness. 
On August 2nd, only after the public was notified through the written 
news media, the director of the center admitted to students and staff 
that they had been exposed to a communicable disease. 

.. 
Not only 3m I in favor of the Right to Know legislation as it stands now, 
but I feel that it must be b'oadened to include communicable diseases. 
Ess~ntially, any potential danger to workers that management is aware of. 
must be disclosed. The management at the New Jersey Job Corps risked 
the health and safety of workers an~ students in order to avoid embarrassing 
questions. Presently, the law condones this action. I hope that you 
will see your moral obligation to pass this bill and that you will each 
take a stand to protect the safety of workers through the state of New 
Jersey. 

Hetty Rosenstein 
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